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. SECTION~ I. . 

INTRODUCTION 

-

I. I Flooding of large parts of the Capital during the monsoon '' luis 
been quite a common occurrence for a number Qf years. The all-time 
record of rainfall of more than Io· 5" in24 hours, with a maximum intensity 
of2 · 8" in one hour, on 2oth and 21st July I958 flooded large area5 in the 
capital, causing damage to some roads and buildings and 'paralysing com
munications. The Prime Minister called a meeting on 23rd July of the 
Miriisters concerned, the Mayor of Delhi and other civil and military ofhcers 
concerned to consider the situation that had arisen and, after discussions, 
appointed a committee for planning measures against floods and similar cala-
maties in Delhi. The composition ~f the committee was :-· · , · · 

1. Sliri K. C. Reddy, Minister for W.H.& S. (Chairman) 
• 2. Secretary, Ministry of Rehabilitation. · · 

3· Secretary, Ministry of Health. 
4· Chief Commissioner, Delhi. · 
5· Commissioner, Delhi Corporation. 
6. Chief Engineer, C.P.W.D. 
7· Financial Adviser, Ministry of'W.H.&S. 
8. Chairman, Town Planning Organisation, 
9. A representative of the Central Water & Power. Commission. 

IO. Drainage Engineer, Delhi Corporati~n. 
·u. Maj. Genl. R.E. Aserappa, Engineer-in-Chief. 
12 .. Shri M. R. Sachdev, S~cretary, Ministry of W.H.&S. (CMvenor) .. . 

I.2 The Committee co-opted Mr. Walter Georg~, a practising· 
architect, as its member and also invited ShrfKarnaii"Singh, Member, Railway 
Board, to assist t4e committee in its deliberations from time to time. 
Representatives of the Punjab and U.P. Irrigation Departments were also 
associated with the Committee's deliberations,. 

. . ' 

1.~ The terms of reference were :-
I. to consider protective measures from consequences of flood!, 

· heavy rains, etc. ; _ 
2. to examine the adequacy of existing ,drainage and sewerage 

·systems and to suggest improvements ; · 
3· to go into the problem of water-logging iri low-lying land and 

sub-soil water ; 
4· to examine the bridges, bunds, etc., from the structural p~int of 

view; and 
' 5. to look into the matter relating to equipment, such as pumps, 

etc., necessary to deal with emergencies. 

The Committee was also required to "take suitable steps to implement 
the decisions taken ". · 

I ·4 The Committee held I2 meetings ~in all. It appointed two 
Technical Sub-committees--one to assess the damage due to the unprecedented 
rain and carry out emergent repair11, wherever necessary, and the other to 
suggest short-tertn and long-term remedial measures. The ,emergent works, 
such as closing of breaches, sealing of possible inlets of water into buildings in 

' low-lying areas, removal of obstructions and immediate repairs to banks of 
nallahs, were carried out by the various agencies, namely, the Central 

Public Works Depanment and the Corporation, and these are detailed-in 
Appendix II. . 
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·.. i.s At tit: instanCe of the Committee, -s~eciai units were sei: ~p 'un4er 
, the Central Public Works Department, the Central Water and Power Comnus

sion and die Corporation to investigate deficienci~s in the existing drainage and 
sewerage systems. As a first step, the Comnuttee collected the neces-sary 
data regarding intensity and duration of rainfall and contour plans for the 
entire area, to enable these agencies -to proceed with their investigations. 

· Their detailed reports, bi!Sed on the preliminary survey, will be found at Ap
pendices III, IV and V. · ··The Ad Hoc Committee on Sub-soil Water has also 
eQti1pleted its study of the cau&es of rise in subsoil w~ter, and pas suggested 
sUitable remedial measures. The conclusions and tlie recommendations of 
t~e Ad Hoc Committee are summarised in section 4 of this report. 

; • < ~ 

'Infonnation about floods is at present received· from the Punjab aut-Iw
rities'when the flood passes over Tajewala. The floods get considerably 
affected during travel from Tajewala to Delhi due to valley storages on the 
Wlly' as well as inflow due to rainfall over the intervening 'catchment. As 
such, from t}\e information received from Tajewala, the flood levels at Delhi 
cannot be forecast properly. The Committee has, therefore, accepted the 
necessity of setting up a Flood Forecasting Unit in the Central Water and 
Power Connnission. With flood forecasting studies carried out by this unit, 
it will be possible to forecast flood stages and their time of arrival at Delhi 
more accurately. · 

· 1.6 The terms of reference have been regro~ped under the following 
heads:- . 

(a) Stormwater drainage .. 

(b) Sewerage. 

· . (c;). Problem of $Ub-soil water. 

(d) Flood protection works . 

. (e) Equipment needed to deal with emergencies. ·.. / 

(f) Administrative and financial arrangements.· 

·····I .. \· The Committee su~mitted an interim report· in August, 1958 
fA!'P·· Ir .. The recommendat10~s then made have been reviewed and" the 
finall .findings 'an~· ~C01J!ll1endattons are incorporaied in this report. The 
report has been divtded mto seven sections. Sections 2 to 6 deal with the' 
terms of reference, as referred to in paragraph I ·6. The seventh section 
relates to financial' and administra1ive matters." The . report ends with a 
summary of recommendations. 



SECTION '2, 

STORMWATER DRAINAGE 

2.1 The efficiency of a stormwater drainage system depends upon the 
rapidity with which rainwater can be drained away. The size of storm
water drains is determined primarily by the rate of rainfall expected the 
probable run-off and the available slopes f0r the drains. The first problem 
is, therefore, to examine the intensity of rainfall for which the drainage system 
should be designed. For this purpose, it will be convepient to consider the 
urban and rural areas separately. · 

' . 
2.2 The [Jrban Areas.-On grounds of economy, no drainage system 

is designed to meet the heaviest anticipated rainfall. Further, a drainage 
system desigfied for a very high· intensity cannot function efficiently under 
·normal rainfall conditions. Therefore, a decision has to be taken on the 
period of recurrence of storms for which the stormwater drains are to be de
signed. The Technical Sub-Committee studied the rainfall data from 1845 
to 1958 and also the intensity, the duration and the frequency relation 
of rainfall for the period from 1946 to·1955· After a careful study of the data 
available, the Technical Sub.:.Committee recommended that it should be 
enough if the drainage system were to be remodelled for an intensity of rain
fall likely to occur once in. two years, which is 1.65" for one hour's duration. 
The Committee accepts the recommendations of the Technical Sub-Committee 
that the existing drain!!ge system should be remodelled, wherever necessary, 
to ca~er for a storm of frequency of once in two years. 

While accepting these recommendations, the Comm'ittee has not lost 
sight of the abnormally high intensity of rainfall received in New Delhi on 
the night between 2oth and 21st July 1958. Some .temporary flooding due 
to higher intensities· of rainfall will be inevitable even after :he remodelling 

. of the drainage system has been carried out. When the sugges~ed improve
ments to the drainage system have been made, it is anticipated thai: normally
there will be no flooding of buildings, but special precautions should be taken 
to protect important buildings from flooding due to a cloudburst of the type 
that was experienced on the night 'of 2oth and 21st July, 1958. ·. 

' 2.3 The Rural Areas.- The rural areas consist of villl:1ges surrounded· 
by vast tracts of agricultural land drained by natural water courses. Th~! . 

. villages are normally located on local mounds and when floods occur,· only 
the cultivated land ge~ submerged. While temporary flooding will not 
matter in the case of rural areas, flooding for longer durations can be very 

. detrimental to crops. ' The adequacy of the drainage in the rural areas has 
to be examined from this point of view. . 1 . 

. After considering the suggestions made by the C.W. & P.C., the Tech
meal Sub-Committee. of this Committee has recommended that the drainage 
~ystem for the rural areas of Delhi should be so designed as to restrict flood
mg to a ,maximum period of 3 days with a return period of 5 years.. The 
maximum 3 days' precipitation likely to occur once in 5 years is 8.2", which 
works out to a run-off of about "'O cusecs per sq. mile of catchment area. 

The Committee accepts the recommendation of i:he Technical Sub
Committee that the remodelling of rural drainage should be carried out o.n 
the basis of this run-off of 10 cusecs per sq. mile of catdm'lent area. This 
figure may be increased suitably for the hilly portion of the catchment. · 

3 
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2.4 "Based on ~atural topography, the Delhi State has been di_vided into 
the following 4 major catchments or "Blocks" for purposes of dramage. 

1. The catchment of the Barapulla Nalla. 
2.' The catchment of the Najafgarh Nalla. 
3. The catchment of the City Ditch. 
4. Shahdara Area. 

The catchment of the Barapulla Nalla covers New De!¥ area and ex- , 
tends to the Air Firing Range at Tilpat in the south. The NaJaf~h catc:h
ment consists of the rural area on the west and the north of Delhi. The Clty 
Ditch drains the Delhi .City area. Plan No. I shows these four catchments . 

. 2.5 The New Delhi area forms the most important part of the )3ara
pulla catchment. A survey of the drainage system of the New Delhi area 
was made by the C.P.W.D. while expl~ring the means of lowering the sub
soil water table. In respect of the Na)afgarh catchment, the Central Water 
and Power Commission is already seized of the problem. As regards the 
Delhi City'and Shahdara, the Delhi Municipal Corporation has collected the 
preliminary data to enable it to proceed with the investigation. 

2.6 The Committee, therefore, desired that the investigations on the 
drainage and sewer-age of Block I should be undertaken b'y the Central Public 
Works Department while the C.W. & P.C. should take up the investigation 
of Block 2. The Corporation was entrusted with the task of investigating 
the drainage and sewerage systems in Blocks 3 & 4· On the basis of sample 
surveys and from a study of topographical maps carried out, the deficiencies · 
in the existing drainage and sewerage arrangements ·have been highlighted 
by these investigating agencies. The causes of flooding and the remedial 
measures are also detailed in the reports received from them, which form Ap
pendices III to V to this report. These are summarised below :-

BLOCK !.(CATCHMENT OF THE BARAPULLA NALLA) • . 
2.7 This comprises an area of 40,700 acres. New Delhi is the most 

important part of this catchment. It also consists of new colonies in the south. · 
The entire stormwater of this catchment drains into the Jamuna. The 
main outfall channels are the Barapulla Nalla, the Friends' Colony Nalla, · 
the Sunder Nagar Drain, the Exhibition Nalla and the nalla through the Indra-
prastha Estate (Vide Plan 2). . 

2.8 Unhuilt and Rural Areas.-These areas, which are mostly to the 
~outh of the Capital, have a fairly good slope and are rocky in small portions. 
Much of these comprise cultivated land. Due to the good slope, there is 
hardly any complaint of flooding in this area. · 

' 
2.9 Built-Up Areas.-This area consists of New Delhi as it existed 

prior to 1939 and also the colonies on.the south that have been developed 
since then. . The· ~age syst~ he~e consists of primary drains in the form 
of surface pitched drams, emptymg mto covered barrels. These barrels dis
charge into outfall nallas which join the river at suitable points. The drainage 
sy~em of most ?f the areas built prior to 1939 was designed oil the basis of 
I/4 run-off, while the areas developed after 1939 are on the basis of!" to 
I" run-off. · · - · · . . . 

2.10 Pre-1939 New Delhi (See Plan 2).-The major complaint of flooding 
as. a result of.the record rainfall ~f 20~ and 21st July 1958, was from Jhe low~ 
lymg areas, like Gole Market, Frre Bngade Lane, Parliament Street, parts of 

· Ashok Road, Talka~ora Road, Old Mill Road, Raisina Road, Queen Victoria 
Road, Par~ Road, :£9n~ Edward Road and the C~tral Vista. Flooding also 
occurred m the Krishi Bhavan on the Queen VIctoria Road, the All India 
Radio building on Parliament Street, and the Telephone Exchange building 
in Connaught Place, resulting in the dislocation of telephone communications. 
Tht; depres~ion un~er _the Minto Road Brid~e was .under 10' to 12' of water, 
cuttmg off commurucanons between Old Delhi and New Delhi. For further 
details of the a!eas flooded, a reference may be made to the First Report and 
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its Annexure IV (Appendix I). Studies by the Central Public Works Depart
ment have indicated that the cause of this heavy flooding is the poor inter
ception and the inadequate capacity of the existing drains. 

2. II I nterception.-InterceptioD. is the arrangement for conducting the rain
water into drains. In the case of roads, this is effected by grating provided on 
the road edges. According to the report of the C.P.W.D., the existing intercep,. 
tion arrangements are inadequate. The number of gully gratings along the 
roads are insufficient and, in certain cases, gratings are provided only on one side 

'of the rQad. Pipe outlets are only 4'' in diameter and are susceptible to constant 
choking. Road berms and lawns do not have proper slopes, with the result 
lhat, in the case oflawns, water stagnates and, in the case of road berms, the rain
water finds its way to the road, instead of to the drains direct. As a result, 
rainwater flows along the roads, stagnates at roundabouts and enters low-lying· . 
areas, thereby flooding them. To prevent such flooding caused by poor 
interception, the following remedial measures have been suggested: 

(a) Providing additional gratings all along the roads. 
(b) Increasing the size of outlet pipes from 4" to 6" diameter. 
(c) Regrading benils and lawns wherever necessary. 
(d) Improving the interception arrangements near roundabouts by in

creasing the area of gully gratings and using combination. grat
. · ings with vertical and horizontal openings. 

It has been estimated that the cost of these improvements would be of the 
order of Rs. 20 lakhs . 

. INADEQUACY OF THE DRAINAGE SYSTEM 

2;I2 It w~ brou~t to the notice ~f rhe Committee that the Delhi ::fown 
Plannmg Comnuttee haa recommen,ded m I9I3 that the stormwater dramage 
system for the Capital should be designed for I/2" run off for the built-up 
areas and I" for the ridge areas. Though no reason could, be traced for not 
following these recommendations, it is observed from the estimates for the 
stormwater drainage prepared in I9I8 that the system was actually designed 
for a run-off ofi/4" for built-up areas, excepting the Secretariat buildings and 
the then Viceregal Estate, for which I" run off was adopted. 

2. I3 The Committee, as stated earlier, has accepted the recommendations 
of the Technical Sub-Committee that it would be enough to design the 

- drainage system for a storm of frequency of once 4t two years. The Com
mittee has also accepted the recommendation of the Technical Sub-Committee 
that the drainage system should be remodelled for a run-off based on the 
rational method of design for stormwai:er drains and not on any ad hoc basis. 
In other words, the run-off should be correlated to the period of concentration 
and the nature of the catchment, giving due consideration to built-up areas, 
roads, open spaces; etc. This has been explained in detail in Appendix III. 
Based on this decision, it is reported that the main drains in New Delhi should 
be capable of taking I/2" run-off while the branch drains should be designed 
for a greater run-off. This is the guiding principle in suggesting suitable 
measures for increasing the capacity of the drainage system of the built-up 
areas in Block No. I.· · · 

2.I4 There are I6 main drains in the pre-I939 New Delhi. Of these, 
II join up to form 3 barrels, which meet at "Q" point,(at >he junction of York 
Road and Prithviraj Road). From this point, an outfall channel, which is also 
a covered barrel, takes the entire · discharge into the Sonehripul Nalla. This 
nalla falls into the Barapulla Nalla, which joins the river Jamuna near Okhla. 
The remaining 5 drains have other outfalls which also ultimately discharge 
into the river. It will thus be observed that the major portion of the storm
water of pre-I939 colonies goes to "Q". point (vide Plan No. 2). 

2.15 The drainage system of the pre-1939 N:ew Delhi, .has, ~erefore, to , 
be augmented to take the increase? run-?ff. The lJ!lprovements Will. take the 
s~ape of enlarging open branch c;Irams; laym~ of ac;l<;l.itioP.<ll branch drams where 

' 
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they do n~t ~t, and duplicating the main barrels. ; · Based on a sample survey, 
the Central Public Works Department have now estunated the cost of rem odell~ 
ing of the 16 ·mam c4ams; including. th~ I_a~er~s, at R~ . .1. · 39 crores .. 

. · 2.I6 It was. also brought to notice of the Conimittee that tbe outfall 
channel fro111 " Q" point was not capable of !aking·eye~ I I 4". ~-off in a third 
ofits len~h. This is one or the bottlenecks m tile exrstmg d_rqmage syste~ and 
should receive immediate attention. The cost of augmentmg the capacity of 
this drain to I/2"-·run"-off has been estimated at Rs. 27lacs . 

. · COLONIES IN BLOC~ I BUILT AFTE~ 193_9 .. 
2.17'The internal drainage system of these coloi;rie~ is g~erally designed 

for an qd hoc run off varying from I/2" to I". This IS generally adequate. 
Complaints, ~owever, came :from some of the new:colon.Jes mentioned below:-; 

Nizamkin.-This colony drains htto the Barapulla Nalla .. Detailed 
hydrological study of the Nizamuddin drainage system shows that when the 
Barapulla Nalla flows to capacity, its water level is too high to permit of gra
vity flow from Nizamuddin. It is, therefore, necessary to.provide permanent 
pumping arrangements here as there is no possibility of deepening the Barapulla 
Nalla. As pumping would involve. · a recurring~xpenditure, this should be 
resorted to after the possibility of draining this area by gravity directly into the 
river has been ruled out as a result of further investigations . 

. Jar Bag h.-Part of Jor Bagh drains .. into the Kerbala Drain. Durfug 
heavy rainfalls, however, the water level in this qrain rises above the Jor Bagh 
_level, causing backing up in the J or Bagh drains. In order to remedy this, 
it is necessary to deepen the Kerbala Drain. · 
' • ' ' ,I 

. ·Golf Link Colony.-The drainage of this colony discharges directly into 
outfall channel No. 3· As stated in paragraph 2. 16, this outfall channel is 
already overloaded, as a result of which it is not able to drain this colony. 
The remedy, therefore, lies in connecting this colony to an alternative outfall. 
It is now proposed to connect it directly to the Sonehripul Nalla at a point 
tooo' downstream of the Lodhi Road bridge. This outfall will_ also function 
efficiently only after the necessary improvemen'ts·to the nalla; sugested in para 

.:2-· 20, have been carried out. · , 

j.ajpainagar and Friends Colony.-Lajpatnagar is dr!rined by the Lajpat
nagar Nalla. This nalla has an inadequate capacity, as a result of which it 
overflows and floods parts of the colony. Also, the waterways of the railway 
an~ road culverts over thisrualla are restricted, and this aggravates the problem. 
It IS,- therefore, necessary to remodel both the nalla and the railway culvert. 
Similar remodelling is necessary in the case of the Friends' Colony Nalla and 
some of the .road culverts over it. 

. 2 ~8 ·The cost cif the abo':e improve'?ents 'to the post-1939 colonies, 
· excluding the cost of remodelling the LaJpatnagar Nalla and the Friends' 

Coiony Nalla and of providing pumping arrangements for Nizamuddin, is 
estunated, at Rs. 1,76,oooj-. The cost of remodelling the nalla is included in 
the cost of improvements necessary t9 nallas described in paragraph 2 · 20. 
The cost of providing pumping arroogemen1 s in Nizamuddin is included in the 
cost of improvements to low-lying pockets described in paragraph 2 • I9. · 

2.19 There. are a number oflow-lying pockets in the whole of Block I 
that cannot dram by gravity. These are Nizamuddin, Indraprastha Estat~ 
and the adjoining areas and the depressions. under the Minto Road Bridge 
~d the ~ardinge Bridge. The problem_ of Niz~u~din has :uready been 
discussed m _paragrap~ 2 • 17 and the cost of providmg pumpmg arrange
ments for this colony Is estimated at Rs. 7;2o,ooo/-. The cost of providing 
pumping. arrangements under the Minto Road Bridge is -estimted at 
Rs. so,oooj and a .similar provision would be necessary for the Hardinge 
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Bridge. The total cost of providing pumping arrangements for Nizamuddin,· 
the Minto Bridge and the Hardinge Bridge is t)lus Rs. 8"2lacs. As regards the 
Indraprastha Estate and the adjoining areas, it is reported that two schemes 
for the disposal of stormwater by pumping have been sanctioned by the Go-
vernment of India. The Committee would reeommend their early 'im-
plementation. · · 

2.20 Nallas.-Th\! nallas draining Block I are the Barapulla-Nalla and its 
tributaries, the Friends' Colony Nalla, the Sunder Nagar Nalla and the rtalla 
running .through the Exhibition Grounds. Of these, the largest, and by far 
the most important, is the Barapulla Nalla. Its major tributaries. are the 
Kushak Nalla, the Sonehripul Nalla, the Chiragh Delhi Nalla and the Lajpat
nagar Nalla. All these nallas are silted up 'and need immediate desilting. . The 
Lajpatnagar Nalla and the Friends' Colony Nalla have inadequate capacity and 
will hav.e to be remodelled as they overflow their banks and flood the neighbour
ing colonies. The Kushak Nalla also need_s regrading in its upper reaches. 

Bridges, like the railway bridge over the Lajpatnagar Nalla, some of the 
road bridges over the Friends' Colony Nalla, the Mathura Road Bridge and the 
Barapulla Bridge over the Barapulla N~, have restricted waterways, as a result · 
of which the water level in these nallas rises unduly and cause$ tide-locking of 
the branch drains. It is, therefore, necessary to remodel these bridges.· The 
total cost of these improvements is estimated at Rs. 40,68,ooo/-. • 1 

2. 21 Summing up, the works required to improve the drainage system 
of Block I are:- ' 

1 
· . " · . • 

(a) Improving the existing interception arrangem~nts of· stormwater 
in the pre-1939 New Delhi. This is estimated tO" cost Rs. 20 
lacs (Vide Paragraph 2. II). 

(b) Englarging the existing underground drains in the pre-1939 New 
· · Delhi to take an increased run-off of 1/2". This is estimat.ed to 

cost Rs. 1.40 crores (Vide Paragraph 2. 15). 
(c) Improving the outfall conditions of connecting drains in respect of 

the post-1939 colonies. · This is estimated to cost Rs. I,76,ooo/-
. (Vide Paragraph 2. 18). · . 

(d) Desilting and re-sectioning of major nallas, including remodelling of 
road and railway bridges, wherever necessary. This is estimated 
to cost Rs. 40.68 lacs. 

(e) Providing pumping arrangements to take care of low pockets which 
cannot be drained by gravity (excluding the Indraprastha Estate 
and the adjoining areas). This is estimated to cost Rs. 8,2o,ooo/-
(Vide Paragraph 2. 19), · 
(For details see Appendix III). 

The Committee recommends that, as a first step, the bottlenecks, men
tioned in paragraph 2.16 and clauses (a), (c~, (d) and (e) .above, should be re
moved and the performance of the drainage system carefully watched. On 
the basis of observations then made, further augmentation of the drainage 
.system, as envisaged in clause (b) above, should be taken up. 

· · 2.22 The Committee was informed that two estimates relating to Block l
one fo~ providing relief drains in the Fire Brigade Lane and ano~er for the 
regardmg of the Kushak Nalla in its upper reaches-have been subinJ.tted t<? the 
Government of India for sanction and provision of funds. ' The .Committee 
Would recommend immediate sanction of these estimates. 

BLocK No .. II. (NAJAFGARH CATCHMENT) 

2 · 23 The Najafgarh Drain, together with its branch drains,. serves 
a. catchment of 508 sq. miles. It starts from a jheel situated near N,aJafgarh 
villag~ a~out. 20 miles south-west of Delhi city. The drain is 31 miJes long 
and, m Its tall.reaches, passes through Delhi: urban areas and outf3;lls mto the 
Jamuna just below the Wazirabad Pumping Station. The drain also acts 
as the main drainage outlet for the Daryala Nalla and other city stormwater 
drains which carry sewage as y.rell (Vt"de Plans'Nos. I & 2). 
154 W H &.S-2 . 
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2. 24 The catchment of this nalla can also be divided into two parts
the urban and the rural. The urban areas are drained by the Daryala Nalla 
and other nallas serving the Western Extension Area of Delhi a.nd the P~~ 
Drain serving the Cantonment atea. There has !Jeeil: no complamt of flooding 
from the Cantonment area, mainly on account of Its high contours. The catch
ment of the Daryala Nalla has, however, been subject to heavy flooding during 
the rains of July 1958 .. 

2.25 The floodip.g was more pronounced near the Rohtak Road where 
many of the buildings on either side of the drain were under knee-deep water. 
The total catchment of this drain is 4 · 6 sq. miles. Based on a rational method 
of design of stormwater drainage, the run-off at the railway bridge across this 
drain near the Rohtak Road from its Catchment has been worked out as 2,065 
cusecs. The railway bridge across this drain near the Rohtak Road has been 
found to be inadequate to take this discharge, as it has a capacity of only 900 
cusecs. This was one of the causes of flooding of this area. 

2.26 At the instance of the Committee, the Railway authorities have 
already proposed an additional span to the existing bridge to take the full run-off. 
The· cost of its remodelling has been estimated at Rs. 2 lacs. The Committee 
recommends the completion of this work before the next monsoon. 

2. 27 The Committee was also informed that certain areas on either side 
· of the nalla could not drain into the nalla when it was running full. The drain
age of such ,low pockets can be effected only by pumping. The Corporation 
authorities propose to deal with these pockets by installing portable pumps 
available with them. . The Committee recommends that timely action should be 
taken to place the pumps .in position before the next monsoon. 

2.28 It was also brought to the notice of the Committee that the storm
water drain recently constructed from Model Town to the Najafgarh Drain, 
which takes water from an ar~ of about 3,500 acres, gets tide-locked and fails to 
function when the river is in spate. In order to relieve this condition, it is 
necessary to provide a battery of high-capacity low-head pumps and to instal 
flood gates near the Shah Alam Bridge on Kingsway. The stormwater drains 
from Hari Nagar and Mehrauli also require to be improved. These improve
mems are estimated to cost Rs. 20 lacs. . . 

2.29 Rural Areas.-The storrr1water from Alipore and Najafgarh blocks 
of Delhi State drains partly Into the Najafgarh Jheel and partly into the Najaf
garh Drain. The water from the Jheel ultimately flows :into the Jam una 
through the drain, when the level in the Jheel rises above a certain limit. Higher 
water level in the Jheel results in the submersion oflarge tracts of cultivable land. 

2.30 As a result of ~e heavy rainfali of July 1958, the water level in the 
Jheel rose to ~· L. 69~ · 4, submerging an area of 14,400 ~cres.· This is reported 
to be the maxunum nse for a number of years. The v1llages subject to water-
logging are listed in Appendix VI. 1 

2.31 At the instance of the Committee, the C.W. & P.C. have carried 
out a preliminary study of the drainage problem of this catchment based on 
whateve~ maps and data were availab~e, and their report will b~ found at 
Appenc\ix IV., A summary of the findmgs and the recommendations is given 
below:- · 

2. 32 The area around Najafgarh village in the Delhi State which suffers 
from inun~tion and wat~r-logging, comprises (t') the existing Najafgarh Jheel · 
area, and (zi) the part basms ofthe Mangeshpur and Nangloi Drains lying with
in the Delhi State. 

2. 33 The Najafgarh Jheel proper is a natural saucer-shaped depression 
situated near the Najafgrah village about 20 miles south-east of Delhi. ·The 
Jheel is filled during the monsoon by its own independent catchment of about 
350 sq. mi~es,. lyin~ partly in the Delhi State and partl~ U: the Punjab. In 
Gurgaon dlStnct, w1thin this catchment, there are some eX!stmg irrigation re
servoirs which hold up water during monsoons for irrigation purposes. After 
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these reservoirs are t'uu, surplus water spills mtv t11e Jheet Before the Rabi 
sowing starts, the remaining water within. the reservoir is also allowed to escape 
into theJheel. · · 

2-34 The Jheel has only one outlet, namely, the Najafgarh Drain. The 
drain is joined on its left by the Mangeshpur and Nangloi brains and, on the 
right, by hill streams from the Punjab and the Delhi State. In the tail reach 
within the Delhi city area, the drain also acts as the main drainage outlet for the 
Daryala Nalla and other city storinwater drains, :which carry ~ity sewage water 
as well. · · · 

2. 35 The Mangeshpur Drain rises in the Punjab and has various tribu
taries within the Punjab and the Delhi State. Its entire catchment, including 
that of the tributaries up to its outfall into the Najafgarh Drain, is about 203 sq. 
miles. The calculated maximum flood discharge at the. outfall· works out 
approx.in:lately to ;r,254 cusecs, whereas the present carrying capacity of the 
drain is hardly 334 cusecs. · 

' 
2. 36 The Nangloi Drain, arising within the Delhi State, has an approxi-

mate catchment of about 32 sq. miles and joins the Najafgarh Drain near 
Nangloi Saiyadan. The maximum discharge from this catchment has been 
calculated to be 320 cusecs against its existing capacity of 44 cusecs only. . ' . 

. 2. 37 The hill streams from the Punjab and the Delhi State _have a total 
catchment area of about 100 sq; miles and the maximum flood discharge has 
been calculated at 1,500 911secs. 

2.38 The Palam Drain has a catchment of about 4·8 sq. miles of built-up 
area, and the maximum flood discharge works out at approxin:J.ately 2,o8o 
cusecs. 

· 2. 39 The Daryala Nana drains the Delhi city' area, and its calculated 
·maximum flood discharge has been reported to be approximately 2,065 cusecs. 

2,40 Other city drainageS, which join the Najafgarh Drain below the 
Daryala Nalla, have a catchment of 3 · 8 sq. miles of built-up area, and the 
maximum calculated flood discharge has been wor~ed out approximately at 
2,240 cusecs. 

2.41 The Najafgarh }heel acts as a natural drainage reserVoir for the 
surrounding area and permits cultivation of areas on its fringes during the 
years when rainfall is not heJ!vy. During heavy rainfall, however, the lake 
is not able to discharge its flood waters expeditiously due to the reverse slope 
and the limited discharging capacity of its only outlet drain, the present 
carrying capacity of the drain being less than a quarter of the anticipated 
run-off. The cultivated area round the }heel, therefore, suffers heavily due 
to prolonged in"!llldation. . · 

2. 42 The problem is further aggravated by the inundation of areas on 
the banks of the Mangeshpur and Nangloi Drains due to their own limited 
discharging capacity and poor outfall conditions obtaining in the Najafgarh 
Drain. · · · · 

2. 43 The normal tank full level within the Jheel is R.L. 690 which . sub~ 
merges an area of about 7,500 acres. During the years of maximum rainfall, as 
for instance during 1958, the maximum tank full level was R. L. 692 · 4, sub..; 
merging an area of about 14,400 acres. The area inundated within the basin of 
the Mangeshpur and Nangloi Drains during the last rains was 1o,ooq to 
15,000 acres. · 

2.44 The basic solution to the drainage problem of the Najafgarh area 
appears to lie in increasing the discharging capacity of the Najafgarh Drain 
so as to reduce the extent and duration of inundation. . .. 

·' . 
· 2.45 The widening and deepening of the Najafgarh Drain is bound .to 

be a costly affair and will also take considerable time. If the ,water level iiJ . 
the }heel could be brought down to a le.vel below 690, .an area of about 3,000 
acres ct>uld be released for Rabi cultivation earlier than now. This cou.ld b~ 
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achieved by the removal of the hump and by re15rading the beci of the. drain in a 
reach of IO miles between the Kakraula Bndge and the road bndge near 
Basaidarpur village (see Plan No. I). In the reach below, regrading work 
was carried out during the preceding year. In addition, silt .clearance of the 
Mangeshpur and Nangloi Drains is also necessary. The C.W. & P.C. have 
now estimated that this would cost Rs. 2 · 7I lacs. . The Committee recommends 
the completion of this work before the next monsoons. 

· 2.46 Substantial interim relief can be given by increasing the discharge 
capacity of the Najafgarh Drain so as to empty the areas under inundation 
below R.L. 690 and thus release an area of about 6,300 acres for Rabi cultiva
tion. This envisages complete re-sectloning of the drain in a reach of I3 
miles below the Kakraula Bridge to a width of 6oJeet and slope of I to Io,ooo 
against the present bed width, which varies from 20 ft to 6o ft. This involves 
the lowering of the existing bed by about 4' under the existing road and rail 
structures in the above reach. The Railway authorities have confirmed that 

. it will not be possible to permit any lowering of the existing bed under the 
railway bridges without reconstructing them. Similar information on 
the remaining intervening structures is not forthcoming, but it may be pre
sumed that these will also require replacement. The cost of such widening 
works out to Rs. 25·93 lacs v\rhich provides for the replacement of the 
existing masonry structures across the drain. It will, however, be possible 
to dovetail the work under the immediate measure (Vide paragraph 2 · 44 
above) into the present proposal. This should form the 2nd phase of the 
project. The Committee accepts the necessity of this work and would recom
mend its early .implementation after necessary sur,vey has been carried 
out. 

2.47 A complete relief could be afforded if the rainwater is prevented 
from flooding the areas for long duration and the same is drained away within 
three to four days after the rainfall. This will release an area ofabout I4,400 
acres within the Jheel and the area liable to floods within the basin of other 
inflow draiJ:is during abnormal years, like the year I958. In ordinary years, 
it will protectan.area of about 7,500 acres from flooding. The area thus pro
tected would be used for Kharif and/or Rabi cultivation. Works necessary 
to achieve the above objectives are :- · 

(i) Provision of a.catch-water drain row1d the Jheel. 
(it) Provision of a detention basin on the Palam Drain. 
(iit) Regrading. and/or diversion of the Mangeshpur and· Nangloi 

Drains and other hill streams. · · 
(iv) Thorough improvement of the Najafgarh Drain in its entire reach 

from the Kakraula Bridge to its outfall into the Jamuna. 

. The cost of these works is estimated at Rs. I ·-s crores. This includes 
the list of works mentioned.in paragraphs 2.45 and 2.46. 

' 

. .2.4~ While the C?St of carrying out the improvements suggested above 
1S high, It has to be_ weighed agamst the advantages that will accrue by way of 
more food and rehef to the affected villagers. Also, as the rainfall in this 
area is generally short of requiremex;ts for ctops, any proposal to ,dty up the 

. Jheel com~letely may have to be linked up with schemes' for irrigating this 
.area. It 1S understood that proposals for irrigation schemes in which this 
ar~ iS included, are under preparation by the Punjab enginee:s. The Com
mittee r~commends that the questi~n of draining the Jheel completely should 
be exailllfled by the C.W. & P.C. m consultation with the Ministry of Food 
and Agnculture. . .. . 

. BLOCK No. III (CITY AREA) 
. ( ' 

. 2. 49 The Old City_ area falls ~ this block.. The ground is generally 
high and allows easy dramage. The mtemal dramage system is a combined 
system and caters for both stormwater and sewage. The stormwater from 
this area is collected by the sewers and taken all the way to the Kilokri Pun:lp
ing Station for disposal. . If the stonnwater is separated ,from the sewage~ 
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it could be easily drained straight into the }~una. This wouid relieve the 
strain on the already overloaded sewerage treatment plant at Okhla. -

2 • 50 The Committee, therefore, ·accepted in principle the p~oposal 
that in areas with a combined system, the storm water should be separated from 
the sewage . 

• 
2·5I Such a separation is bound to be difficult in intensely built-up 

.areas, like the city areas, where the gully widths are hardly 5' to 6'. In 
such areas,· therefore, only partial separation is possible. At present, open 
drains on the road sides collect both rainwater and sullage fro~ houses and 
discharge them into the combined sewers. The stormwater could be inter
cepted before it enters the sewers and taken through new stormwater drains, 
into the river Jamuna direct. · For this, it will be necessary to connect inde
pendently the flow from the houses to the sewers, allowing the open drains on' 
the road sides to collect only the rain ~ater. The cost of such separation in 
the Old City area has been estimated at Rs. 30 lacs. 

BLOCK No. ~V (SHAHDARA AREA) 
. ' 

. 2 . 52 This block comprises an area of 3,500 acres on the east bank' of · 
the Jamuna. It covers Shahdara and other colonies like Gandhi Nagar and 
Gita Colony. Almost the entire area is low-1ying and remains water-logged 
for long periods in the year. Apart from this, considerable areas are also liable 
to flooding. 

2. 53 The topography of the area reveals that about 30% of it is below 
R.L. 655 and the remaining 70% lies between R.L. 655 and 670, The danger 
level of the river J amuna near the railway bridge is 672. The highest flood 
level in the river, recorded at this point: in 1956, was 677·3. The designed 
high flood level for the Shahdara Bund at this point is 678. This shows that 
a very large part of the Shahdara area is below the high flood level of the river 
and much below the highest floods experienced during the last few years. 
Detailed hydrological study of the Jamuna reveals that the Shahdara area 
can drain into it by gravity oruy for 31 days in the year. The problem of 
flooding is aggravated by the ingress of water from areas in the north. Hence 
large areas remain water-logged for long periods in ~e year. 

2. 54 It was brought to the notice of the Committee that iil 1957, the 
Delhi Development _Provisional Authority had appointed an ad hoc committee 
to examine 2"nter alia the drainage problems of the Shahdara area. ·The ad 
hoc committee was of the view that it would be far better not to develop this 
area at all and to remove the population at present residing in that area, because 
they felt that the cost of development would be disproportionately high and the 
burden of the cost would not be bearable by the residents. It was reported by 
the ad hoc committee that the entire drainage would have to be done by pump
ing and the capital outlay would be about Rs. I · 8~ crores. 

· 2. 55 Even if the cost of development is heavy, it woulcl be impracticable, 
purely from the administrative point of view, to remove the existing population 
trom there within any foreseeable period of time. There is also the psychologi
cal difficulty of asking masses of peop1e to shift from one place to another, . 
leaving their hearths and homes behind. .There are other major considera
tions, like economic ties, proximity to work centres, etc. Consiqering all these 
difficulties, the Committee recommends that the authorities should go forward 
with proposals for improving the drainage of this area with a view not only to 
helping those who are living there but also to making it possible for other people 
as well to settle in the area. - - ' 

2. 56 The Delhi Municipal Corporation has now come up with a proposal · 
to drain the South Shahdara area by gravity into the Jamuna. It is reported 
that, at a point downstream of the Okhla Weir, there is a substantial drop in the · . 
river water leveL It is now proposed to examine whether advan~ge can be 
taken of this drop, and thus drain the Shahdara area by gravity at a pomt beyond 
the Weir. 
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· 2. 57 The Shahdara area can be divided into North~~ Sou~ Shahdara, 
the dividing line between them being the ;Northern . Railway line. So11:th 
Strahdara.includes parts of Shahdara, Gandhi N~gar, _Gita Colony, etc., while 
North Shahdara consists of Rohtas Nagar, LuneJa, Dilshad Colony, etc. ' . . . . 

2. 58 South Shahdara comprises an ~ea ?f 2,000 ac~es. The Marginal 
Bund construCted along the banks of the nver, has effecllvely prevente~ the 
floo~g of this region from the river. But this has also prevented the dramage 
of this area into the river. The developed areas of South Shahdara are mostly 
situated on comparatively high ground, e~cepting some parts, like Gita ~lo~y, 
Gandhi Na~, Krishna Nagar, etc. A disused channe.l, known .as the divers10n 
channel, prevents the natural flow of water from _the higher reg~ons. to tp.e l~w
lying area towards the south. The proposal now 1s to make use of this divers10n 
channel as. a maiD. collecting channel by desilting it. The rainwater of the 
Shahdara area will be collected by subsidiary channels running north-south 
and will be discharged into this•diversion channel. From this diver~ion channel, 
a main outlet chann~l will be constructed upto the Hmdan Cut. 
Outlets exist across the Hindim Cut to allow the stormwater to pass through. · 
It will now be necessary to enlarge these outlets to take the additional discharge 
that will be coming through the main outlet channel. Under this scheme, 
as proposed by the Corporation, no pumping w~ be necess~. It ~been . 
estimated by the Cqrporatton that the CQst of this sclieme Wlll be Rs. 24 lacs. 

The Committee understands that the scheme formulated by the Corpora
tion is based on a general study of the ~onditions at site. Detailed field survey 
is in progress. It is necessary that detailed investigations ·should be carried out 
before it can be confirmed that disposal of stormwater by gravity from this_ 
entire area would be possible. If, on further investigations, it is found that 
drainage by gravity is not possible, pumping will have to be resorted to, as a 
supplementary measure.· · ·· · 

· The Committee was also informed that, under the advice of tl1e Corpora
tion, the drainage scheme of the Rehabilitation colony of Gandhi Nagar by 
pumping has not been implemented. The Committee would reiterate its re
commendatiop. about the early completion of detailed investigations to confirm 
that the area could be drained by gravity. · . 

. . 
2.59 Regarding . Shahdara North, comprising an area of r,soo acres, the 

Corporation have suggested the construction of a catchwater drain along the 
G.T. Road to intercept the stormwater. This will partly drain towards the 
river through regulators provided in the Shahdara Bund. When' the river 
levels d<? not pe.rmit a g_ravity flo~, pumping will be resorted to. A part of this 
w~ter will be. diverted mto the disused channel across the railway line through · 
swtable openmgs. The cost of this scheme, inclusive of pumping, is estimated 
at Rs. 18 lacs. · · 

. . 
. ' 

. 2. 6o The total cost of these improvements to the storm water drainage 
m block IV, therefore, aggregates toRs. 42 lacs, of which Rs. 32lacs represents 

"the cost o,f internal drains and Rs. 10 lacs the cost of the outfall arrangements. 
-: ' . 

.. , 2·61 The Committee was also ·informed that the area of land lying 
between the Eastern J amm1a Canal, the Shahdara Bund and the Delhi Ghazi- · 
abad Road is sujbect to flooding from the three canal escapes of the Eastern 
JamW1a Canal. These canal escapes take the flood water from the Eastern 
Jamuna Canal which also acts as a drainage channel. If one or two regulators 
were to be built in the Shahdara Bund, the flood water from the Bankila and 
Gokalp~ e_scapes could be led directly into the river. The cost of canalising 
and prov1~g r~gulat<;>rs to these escapes has been estimated at Rs. 3,71,830. 
The Conu.mttee understands that a part of this area is proposed for development 
fo~ resettling the s.lum-dwellers of the Jamuna Bazar area. Before, however, 
thi~ development 1s undertaken, the Committee recommends that this work 
esllmated to cost about Rs. 3,71,830 should be undertaken along with other 
protective measures for preventing this area from being flooded.. The Com
mittee understands that aU these works are provided for in the development 
scheme. · . 
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. 2.62 To sum up, the following are the works recommended for the 
improvement of dtainage in the Delhi area :-

Block No. I. 
\ - ' 

I' . Improving the existing interception arrangementS of storm water in 
the pre-1939 New Delhi (Paragraph 2. 11). · 

2: Duplicating the existing underground drains in the. pre-1939 New 
Dellii to take an increased run-off of I/2" against the initially 

. designed run-offofi/4"· (Paragraphs 2.15, 2.r6 and 2.21). 
3· Improving the outfall condition of connecting drainswin respect of 

the post-1939 colonies (Paragraph 2. r8). 
4· Providing pumping arrangements to take care of low pockets which 

cannot be drained by gravity (Paragraph 2. 19)., -
5· Desilting and resectioning of the major n~as, including remodelling of 

road and railway bridges, wherever necessary (Paragraph 2.20.) 

Block No. II. . . 
6. Remo~al of the hump and regrading the bed of the Najafgarh D~ain 
· in a reach of 10' miles from the Kakraula Bridge to the road bridge 

near Basaidarapur and sjlt clearance of the Mangeshpur and Nang
lei DraiJ1s, as an immediate measure (Paragraph 2. 4 5.) . 

7· Complete resectioning of the Najafgarh Drain in a reach of I3' miles. 
below the Kakraula Bridge' to a width .o:( 6o' and a slope of 1 in 

. ro,ooo; as an interim measure (Paragraph 2.46.) .,_ 

s·. Provision of a catchwater drain round the Najafgarh }heel, provision 
. of a detention basin o:R the Palam Drain regrading 1and/or diver

sion of the Mangeshp1,1r and Nangloi Drains· and other ·hill' 
streams and therough improvement of the Najafgarh Drain in its• 
entire reach from the Kakraula Bridge to·the J am'Qna, for corpplete 
relief (Paragraph 2-47.) . · . · - · . : . 

' Block No. III. ' . . 
9· Separating sewerage from stormwa~er di:ainsin respect of the Delhi 

1 • City area (Paragraph 2 '5~.) - • , .. 

- Block No: IV. 

ro. Providing a system of internal- drainage for the Shahdara area, 
with an independent outfall into the river at a point below the 
Okhla Weir (Paragraphs 2. 58 and 2. 59). · 

2. 63 The improvements to the drainage of the Delhi area suggested 
above have been estimated to cost Rs. 4 · 79 crores. While it is desirable 
to carry out immediately all the improvements suggested the com
pletion of all these projects is bound to take time. Therefore, the work 
required to be done has been subdivided into 3 phases,, namely,-. . 

(a) Works that should be completed before the next monsoons. 
(b) Works of ·an urgenf nature that should be taken up for execution 

as scon as the final inve&tigations are completed. · ·:·: 
(c) Remaining works envisaged in the projects. 

The details of the . works and their costs phase-wise will be found at 
Appendix VII. · 

CONVERSION OF sOME LOW-LYING AREAS INTO LAKEs . ' 
I . 

2 . 64 A suggestion was also made to the Committee about the possi
bility of converting low-lying depressions into lakes to reduce flooqing. 

. The Lodi Gardens was considered for this purpose, but the Committee was 
advised that such a lake would add to the already high subsoil water table 
in the area. There would also be difficulty in replenishing the water in 

· the lake during the summer months. The Committee, however, understands 
that the provision of a lake in the ridge. area . near. th~ Kitchener Ro~d is 
under the consideration of the Town Plannmg Organisation. The Comm1ttee 
recommenqs that this idea should be actively pursued. ' 
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MAINTENANCE 

2.65 Ultimately, the efficiency of any drainage system depends, to a 
large extent, on the standard of maintenance. The existing standard of 
maintenance leaves much to be desired. In order to reap ·the full benefit 
of the proposed improvements, it is essential that the standard of mainten-
ance of drains should be improved. · 

'2 .66 At present, the storrilwater drains of the New Delhi area. are 
thaintained by the N.D.M.C. The drainage system of .Old Delhi is under 
the maintenance of the Corporation authorities. There should be a se
parate set-up under the respective local bodies for efficient maintenance 
of these drains. In respect of the New Delhi area, the drains should be 
examined by the Senior Engineer of the N.D.M.C: and a report on the' 
condition of the drains sent to the Ministry of Health/Home Affairs, through 
the President, N.D.M.C. Similarly, in respect of drains in the Old 
Delhi area~ the Corporation Engineer should submit a report on their con
dition. to the Ministry of Home Affairs, through the Commissioner of the 

. Corporation. Similar action should be taken in respect of the Najafgarh 
Drain by the Delhi State P.W.D. A report will be submitted to the Minis:
tries . of Irrigation and Power and Home Affairs, through the Chief Com
missioner, Delhi. 

2 • 67 These drains ~hould be carefully inspected by the appropriate 
authorities in the month of October each year. Wherever necessary, 
action should be taken to desilt and repair the stormwater drains, during the 
winter months and an inspection should again be made in the month of 

. April, to ensure that all necessary repairs have been carried out and the 
drains. !J!e in g~od o~der. These reports will be sent to the appropriate 
authont1es mentioned m paragraph 2 · 66. Such systematic annual inspection 
will ensure the efficient functioning of the stormwater drains during and 
after the rains. 



SECI'ION 3 . 
~EWERAGE 

3.1 The first outfall sewer and sewage disposal· works, brought 
into use in 1925, were intended to meet the requirements till 1955, by which · 
year the population served was expected. to be about 4 lacs. This pro
vision for sewerage of Delhi proved, as in the case of many other towns in 
India, to be quite insufficient,. Ion&" before, the anticipated date: Addit:!ons 
to the sewerage system and 1ts disposal works, made from tlffie to tlffie, 
have not kept pace with the increbse in population. The result is ·over
loading of the trunk sewers and d,isposal werks. 

3.2 It is well knoirn that many of the Rehabilitation colonies 
were built and occupied before arrangements could be completed· for the 
disposal .of human waste. Newly,developed private colonies, such as the 
Friends' Colony, Hauz Khas and the Green Park, etc.,. have also not 
been provided with sewerage facilities. The Committee has observed that 
many of the new colonies recently built have no integrated ~ewerage system. · 

· While the absence of such a sewerage system in the case of hurriedly built 
rehabilitation' colonies is understandable,: there is no justification for 

._.:sanctioning of buildings in areas which are not liltely to be served by sewers 
in the near future. The Committee hopes that this matter will receive the 
attention of the appropriate authorities. 

3.3 For the purpose of investigation of the sewer_age - system, the 
urban area of the DeJ.4i State has been divided into four zones, viz., the 
South-East Zone, the North Zone, the West Zone and the Shahdara Area. 
These zones have been formed on the basis of the natural topography of 
the land. Also, the South-East, North and· West Zones are served by 

' separate treatment plants and, therefore, form separate. units. The details 
of the trunk sewers and the location of the treatment plants serving the 
different areas are shown in the plan No. 3· This report does not deal with 
the numerous outlying villages which will be independently dealt with by 
the Delhi Municipal Corporation under ruraL sanitation and water supply 
schemes. 1 · 

., SoUTH-EAST ZoNE 

3·4 This comprises an area of about 30,000 acres and includes 
the Civil Lines. The Old Delhi area, New Delhi and a. number of out
lying colonies on the south, such as Hauz Khas, Kailash, Greater Kai
lash, the Green Park, Kalkaji, Lajpat Nagar, Malvia Nagar, the .Friends' 
Colony, Nizamuddin, Jangpura, and the Defence Colony, etc.. The en
tire area has a gradual slope towards the J amuna. 

3·5 Three main trunk sewers serve this area. They are marked 
A, Band C in the Plan No.3· . The trunk sewers A & B start in Old Delhi, 
pass through New Delhi and end at the Kilokri Pumping Station. The 
third trunk sewer C, which starts from Vinay . Nagar, also ends at the 
Kilokri Pumping Station. The trunk sewer C serves the . areas of Vinay 
Nagar, Lajpat Nagar, Jangpura and Nizamuddin. The trunk sewers A & 
B serve the remaining areas of New Delhi to the north and the Qld Delhi 
city area. From the Kilokri Pumping Station, the sewage is pumped into 

· a gravity duct which carries the flow to the treatment plant at Okhla. 

3.6 The trunk sewers A & B starting from Old Delhi are both over-loaded 
and are provided with over-flows into the stormwater drainage system. Also, 
there is evidence of over-loading in respect of some of the main sewers serv
ing the· New Delhi area. In order to relieve the over-loaded sewers, it 
is necessary to lay relief sewers. The Old Delhi city area is served by a com
bined system due to which · stormwater also finds· its way into the sewers, 

I5 
rs4 w. H. & s.-3 
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resulting in over-lo~ding of the ~ewers. ~he Okhla treannent plant does not 
have adequate capacity to deal with ~e enttre sewage flow and ne~ds augmenta
tion. Many of the outlying colomes have no sewerage system at all. The 
main problems of sewerage in the South-East Zon!! are, therefore:-

. (a) Relievingthe over-loaded branch and ~ sewers. 
(b) Separation of sewage· & stormwater in the Old Delhi city. 

" (c) Providing sewerage in the unsewered colonies. • 
(d) Augmenting the capacity of the Okhla treannent plant . 

. . These problems are dealt with in the following paragraphs. 

3·7 Out of the II main sewers serving the New Delhi area, ,the main 
sewer No. 2, running along P~chkuin ~oad, is reported. to be over;-l~aded. 
It is, therefore, necessary to provide a relief sewer along this road. Similarly, 
the main sewers Nos. 3 and 4, both running along Ashok Road, are ~o re
ported· to be over-loaded and it is necessary to have a relief'sewer to reduce the 
load on these sewers. The position regarding the main sewer No.5, which 
starts from the North Block and joins the main sewer No. 3 at the junction of 
Mansingh Road and Ashok Road, is also the same. Another case of over-loading 
is in respect of the main sewer No. II which serves the Lodi Colony and Jor
Bagh. There is considerable overflow through the existing manholes and, at 
present, a bypass haS been provided into the stormwater drain. As a long
term measure, it will be necessary to provide relief sewers and also augment 
the pumping capacity at the Lodi Road Pumping Station. The Committee 
understands that a scheme for augmenting the pumping capacity is already 
under the consideration of the N.D.M.C. The cost of providing the relief 
sewers has been estimated hy the C.P.W.D. to be Rs. 7 lacs. This does not 
cover the cost of augmenting the capacity of the Lodi Road Pumping Station, 
regarding which separate action is being taken by the N.D.M.C. . . . 

3.8 As already stated in paragraph 3 ·6, the trunk sewers starting from 
Old Delhi are both overloaded. At present, sewage overflows at the following · 
10 points from these sewers into the storm water drains:-

(I) Sweepers' Colony near Chandrawal2. 
(2) Khyber Pass Colony. 
(3) Dhobighat Colony. 
(4) Mori Gate. 
(5) Delhi Gate. 
(6) Rajghat. 
(7) Hardinge Bridge. 
(8) Princess Park. 
(9) Purana Kila. 
(xo) Barapulla Nalla. 

1 It is estimated by the Corporation Engineer that about 30 million gallons 
of crude sewage finds i_ts way into the Jamuna daily as result of these over flows. 
The effect of the oveffiow of crude sewage into the river can be disastrous. 

3·9 In order to relieve the over-loading of the trunk sewers and to avoid 
these overflows, the Delhi Municipal Corporation has already taken ' up a 
sc~eme for laying an additional trunk sewer from the Delhi Gate to the 
~g R~ad. . A. new pumping station is under construction by the Ring Road, 
":'~ch wi¥ P!Ck up ~e sewage from the new sewer and transmit it through a 
riSID$ roam mto a high-level gravity duct running to Okhla. The high-level 
g~aVIty duct ·has bee~ compl~ted and the. sewer from the Delhi Gate to the 
Ring Roa~, the P"!liilpmg stati<;m on the Ring Road and the rising main from 
the J?Umpmg station to the high-level duct are reported to be under cons
t:uction. These works are expected to be completed in about 15 months' 
time. 

· 3·I.o The Committee ~as informed that this scheme would not be com
plete "?thout. c;ross-c~nnections be~een the old ~d new s~wers and without 
a duplicate nsmg mrun from the Ring Road Pumpmg Station tci the high~ level 



' duct. It is also reported that the new trunk sewer will have to be extended 
from the Delhi Gate to the Red Fort as the existing trunk sewers in this reach 
are also over-loaded. The Corporation has estimated these works to cost 
Rs. 42lacs. 

3·11' The Old Delhi City area, as already mentioned, is served by a com-' 
bined system whereby stormwater also :finds its way into the ~ewera, thus oveh 
loading these sewers. 'In order to re~edy this, the ideal would be to effect 
complete separation of stormwater and sewage by providing an independent 
stormwater drainage system. It is reported that, due to the high congestio+~. 
of buildings and narrowness of lanes, it will be extremely difficult to lay a 
completely new stormwater drainage system. The best that could be done is 
to intercept the stormwa~er at a few selected points before it enters the sewers 
and lead it to the Jamumi by new stormwater drains wherever these can be 
laid. The cost of effecting such partial separation is reported to be Rs. 30 
lacs. This· amount has already been included in the project estimates for 
improvement of stormwater drainage. 

3.12 The colonies, which are not so far provided with complete sewerage 
arrangements in this zone, are the private colonies of Hauz Khas,Green Park, 
Friends' Colony, New Delhi, South Extension, Kailash, Greater Kailash and 
the Rehabilitation colonies of Lajpat Nagar, Malvia Nagar and Kalkaji. 
The Civil Lines area and Kotla Mubarakpur also do not have sewerage facili
ties. As regards the private colonies, internal sewers have already been laid, 
except in the case of the Friends' Colony. Regarding the Rehabilitation co
lonies, Lajpat Nagar is partly unsewered but necessary internal sewers in 
the .unsewered areas are being provided. These will be connected to the 
existing outfall sewer nearby. In the case of Malvia Nagar, the internal sewers 
are being laid but there is no outfill sewer. Internal sewers are being laid 
in Kalkaji and the Ministry of Rehabilitation have already sanctiod'ed estimates 
for laying the necessary outfall sewer for this colony. In the case of the Civil 

, Lines and Kotla Mubarakpur, there are no internal sewers, though the neces
sary outfalls exist. The works, which will have to· be executed to provide 
sewerage for all these outlying colonies, but which have no financial sanction, 
therefore, consist of t:p.e laying of outfall sewers for the Friends' Colony and 
Malavia Nagar and the provision of internal sewers in the Civil Lines area and 
Kotla Mubarakpur. The cost of these works is reported to be Rs. 19 lacs. 

3.13 The provision of the additimial trunk sewer, mentioned in para
graph 2·9~ will ensure that the entire sewage reaches the Okhla treatment plant 
and no crude sewage finds its way into the Jamuna. The sewage flow from the 
unsewered colonies, which are now proposed to be sewered, will also go to the 
Okhla treatment plant. These, in turn, will necessitate increasing the capacicy 
of the Okhla treatment works. The treatment plant at Okhla has, at present, 
a capacity of 36 m.g.d. out of wliich 12·m.g.d. is for partial treatment and 24 
m.g.d. for complete treatment. The total flow of sewage reaching Okhla, 
when the new trunk sewer is completed, has been estimated at 66 m.g.d. 

3·14 The Delhi Municipal Corporation has already taken up additional 
works for primary treatment of 30 m.g.d. of sewage. ·The scheme will not, 
however, be complete without additional units for secondary treatment with a 
capacity of 30 m.g.d. The cost of these additional treatment units will be 
Rs. 6o lacs .. It is also reported that the existing arrangements for partial, 
treatment of 12 m.g.d. can be continued as it is anticipated that the effluent 
from partial treatment can be sold for irrigation. For this, however, it is 
necessary to extend the irrigation channels at a cost of Rs. 3 lacs. · 

3·15 The existing activated sludge plant at Okhla was installed in 1936 
and it is reported that the machinery is due for renewal. The Committee 
was informed that the cost of renewal and replacement of this machinery would 
be about Rs. 15 lacs. . · 

3.16 Till recently, the crude sludge from the treatment plant at Okhla_ 
was being digested in open tanks, known as lagoons. This gave rise to con
siderable fly nuisance as also bad smeU in the surrounding areas. The valuable 
methane gas produced was also being lost; The Corporation has now set up 



sludge dlgestion tanks and the sludge is no~ digested in these ta~~' instead of 
in open lagoons. The gases are collected m gasholders and uttlt~ed for the 
production of electric enf'!rgy which is used. ~o run the plants. It_l~. r~ported 
that, in order to complete this scheme, addiuonal works for gas utlllS!!tlon are 
necessary and that these are estimated to cost Rs. 10 lacs. 

• The Committee was informed that a portion of the effluent .from the 
Okhla treatment plant was being discharged into the Agra Canal. As 
this increased the manurial property of the irrigation water, the U.P. 
authorities had· no objection to this arrangement. The Committee, however, 
recommends that a proper standard of purification of the effluent should 
be maintained so that the water is not harmful to the cattle or people 
who may happen to use it for domestic purposelJ. 

. I 

3.17 It was also brought to the notice of the Committee that, at present, 
there were 12 subsidiary pumping' stations in the South-East Zone to serve 
areas which could not be drained by gravity into the existing sewers. These 
pumping stations involve a heavy recurring expenditure. Many of these 
pumping stations can be eliminated by cross-connection with the new trunk 

· sewer which is sufficiently deep. The cost of such cross-connection is 
reported to be Rs. 10 lacs. · 

3.18 In orel.er to ensure satisfactory disposal of sewage in the· South
East Zone, the Committee recommends that the following works should be· 
executed, over and above the works which have already been taken up and 
which have received financial sanction :-

(I) · Laying of relief sewers to relieve the overloaded 111ain 
drains of New Delhi area . Rs. 7 lacs. 
(Paragraph 3: 7) 

(2) Extension ofthe new trunk sewer from the Delhi Gate 
to the Red Fort, and laying of duplicate rising main 
from the Ring Road Pumping Station to the high-level 

. -gravity duct, cross-connections berween the ·old and new 
sewers . Rs. 42 lacs. 

(Paragraph 3 . I o) 

- (3) Providing outfall sewers for Mal via Nagar and the Friends' 
Colony and internal sewers in Civil Lines & Kotla Mubarak-
pur · · Rs. I9 lacs. 

(Paragraph 3. 12) 

(4) Additional secondary treatment plant at Okhla for 30 
m.g.d., extension of irrigation channels and renewal of the 
machinery of the activated sludge plant · . Rs. 78 lacs. 

(Paragraph 3 · 14, 3 · 15) 

(5) Gas utilisation works at Okhla· Rs. 10 lacs. 
(Paragraph 3·16) 

(6) Cross connections with the new sewers to eliminate some 
of the subsidiary pumping stations . . . Rs. Io lacs. 

(Paragraph 3 · I 7) 
- Rs. 166 lacs. 

NoRTH ZoNE 

• 3-19 !he North Zqne comprises an area of.14,ooo acres with a Central 
VaiJ.ey L~e along }he . Najafgarh Drain. Karolbagh, Rajinder Nagar, 
Subzlffiandi, the Umvers1ty area, etc., fall in this zone. The areas on the 
right of the. Valley line are mostly sewered, except for a small area of 300 
acr<;S abuttmg the Mall Road. Thes~ 'areas are ser\red by 3 pumping 
stauons loca~ed at 4ndha Mug~al, Subzlffiandi and the University Enclave . 

. These pumpmg stations transffilt the sewage across the ridge into' the trunk 
sewers of the South-East Zone. The areas on the left are the Model Town· 
Rana Pra~p Bagh, the Radio 0?lony and the ~7habilitation colonies of 
Outram Lmes, Hudson Camp, . Re1d's Barracks, Vl)aya Nagar~ Gur Mfltld.i, 

1 Bharat Nagar, Indra Nagar and Azad Nagar;. _These colomes, excep,tjng 
the Model Town, Rana Pratap Bagh and the Rad10' Colony, are unsewer.ed. 

I 



' ' The colonies of Rana Pratap Bagh and Radio Colony have septic tank 
arrangements. The sewage from the other colonies is allowed to enter 
the Najafgarh Drain. To serve the needs of this entire Zone, a new 
pumping station and new treatment plant have been set up in 1957, the· 
former near the end of the Najafgarh Drain and the latter near the Corona
tion Pillar. The pumping station picks up the sewage from the Najafgarh 
Nalla and transm~ts it to the Coronation Plant for treatment. Along with 
sewage, it also pumps a considerable quantity of stormwater ... 

3 .20 The Coronation treatment plant has been set up with the.in,tention 
. of treating the entire S$!Wage of this zone at this plant. The total sewage 
flow is estimated at 20 m.g.d. The plant has, at pres~nt, a capacity of 
10 m.g.d. for complete' treatment and a capacity of 10 m.g.d. for {'artial 
treatment. The effluent from partial treatment, after being used for liTiga
tion, is discharged near the water-intakes at Wazirabad. It is reported that 
the treatment works will not be complete without the addition of a · se- · 
condary treatment plant with a capacity of 10 m.g.d. In· addition, gas 
utilisation works will also be installed in order tq utilise the gas products of
sludge digestion. Th~ cost of these works is reported to be Rs. 36 lacs. 

The Committee was informed that the effluent from these plants is to be 
used for irrigation over areas in the neighbourhood of the W azirabad Pumping 
Station. Also, most of the effluent. will be discharged into the Najafgarh
Drain during periods when water is not required for irrigation. Whethel' 
this .effluent will be completely free from virus is not clear. The Committee 
trusts that this matter will receive due attention of the Corporation authorities. 

3 .21 The main sewer for, this zone is already under constructiOn and 
is expected to be completed within the next 12 months. It starts from the 
Delhi-Ambala Railway Line, follows the alignment of the Najafgarh Drain, 
and ends at the north side pumping station. The Committee was informed 
that the present alignment of the sewer would· interfere with the proposed 
widening of the Najafgarh Drain. · Widening. of the Najafgarh Drain is 
considered necessary to improve the drainage in the rural areas; The 
Corporation should finalise the alignment ofthis sewer in consultation with 
the C.W. & P.C. This sewer can serve only the· areas on the east of the 
Delhi-Ambala Railway track. ·In order to enable it to take the sewage 
of areas on the west of the railway · track,. viz. Baratpur, Sarai · Rohilla, 
etc., it will have to be extended from the railway track to the old Rohtak 
Road~ The cost of this extension is reported to be Rs. 10 lacs. 

3.22 In order to conned the new trunk sewer to the various colonies, 
a number of branch and main sewers will have to be laid. Internal sewers 
will also have to be laid in the unsewered colonies· mentioned in paragraph 
3 ·19. It is reported that, in the case of the Outram Lines, Hudson Camp 
and Reid's Barracks, .the present haphazard construction does not permit 
of internal sewers being laid and that there .are proposals for dismantling 
these barracks and reconstlructing. the area. The que~tion of internal 
sewers in these areas need not, therefore, be considered for the present and 
can be taken care of as . part of development during reconstruction. 'Indra 
Nagar and Azad Nagar are in low-lying pockets and the possibility of· pro
viding sewerage in these colonies is remote·. As regards. Vijay Nagar, it 
is reported that the estimates for internal sewers are already under the 
consideration of the Ministry of Rehabilitation and, in the case of Gur 
Mandi, necessary funds have already been provided. Fun~ have, there
f~re, to be found only for laying branch sewers to connect the colonies 
to the trunk sewers. The probable cost of this is reported to ;Rs, 35 lacs, 
This also includes the cost of connecting the areas, presently served by· the 
pumping stations at Andhamughal, Sul:izi Mandi and the University· Enclave, 
. to the new trunk sewer. These pumping stations. will be rendered. super
fluous after these connections. are made. 
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3 Summing up therefore the further works to be executed to pro
vid~·:ewerage with co~plete treattnent in the North Zone are as follows :-

(I) Gas utilization works and additional secondary treatment 
units of ro m.g.d., at the north side treatment plant . • Rs. 36 lacs. 

(Paragraph 3-20) 

(2) Extension of sewer from the Delhi-Ambala Railway line 
upto the old Rohtak Road Rs. ro 

(Paragraph 3 · 2~) ·· 
lacs. 

(3) i3ranch sewers draining into the main sewers 
(Paragraph 3 . 22) 

WEST ZoNE 

Rs. 35 lacs. 

Rs. 8r lacs. 

3.24 This zone comprises an area of 19,000 acres with a hilly terrain 
traversed by the Najafgarh Drain. !he. Cantonment, Patel Nagar, 
Rajouri Gardens, Tilak Nagar, et~., fall m this zone. Th;e land on both 
sides of the drain slopes towards It. A . number of colomes. have . spru!lg 
up recently along the NajafgarhRoad. A large numb~r of mdus!fies wxth 
colonies' for the workers, have also recently been established. Qwte a few 
Rehabilitation colonies have also been completed by the Ministry of 
Rehabilitation in this area. 

3.25 The c~lonies in the zone, excepting the qantonme~t area, have 
no integrated sewerage system. Patel Nagar, the NanonalPhysical Labora
tory, the Pusa Institute, the . Cen~ Tractor Organisation and Rajouri 
Gardens have internal sewers wxth septic tank arrangements. All the other 
colonies have the dry system. Besides, a number of new colonies are fast 
coming up. A dairy, sponsored by the Union Government under the 
Central Milk Supply Scheme, is also being set up in this zone. It is, 
therefore, necessary to establish a properly co~ordinated sewerage system for 
.this zone. 

3.26 A new sewage treatment plant with a capacity of 12 m.g.d. 
'has been set up by the Delhi Municipal Corporation at Tilak Nagar. The 
plant is designed to deal with both domestic and industrial wastes to 
95% purity. lt is intended to use the effluent for irrigation as about 2,000 
acres of irrigable land is available near the treatment plant. It is, however, 
reported that the treatment works will not be complete without the laying 
of irrigation channels estirilated to cost Rs. 3 lacs. 

Regarding the efHuent, the Committee would draw the attention of 
. the Corporation authorities to its earlier observations 1.11ade in paragraph 
3·20 above. · 

3.27 In order to connect the various colonies to the treatment plant, 
a new trunk sewer is being laid along the Najafgarh Road. This is also 
being .connected with Patel Nagar by a trunk sewer along Road No. 34· 
These trunk sewers will serve parts ofthe colonies along the Najafgarh 
Road, Patel Nagar and also the new Milk Colony under - construction. 
They will not be able to serve the areas of the Cantonment, the southern 
parts of Tilak Nagar, Rajouri Gardens, Ramesh Nagar, the northern 

- half of Moti Nagar, Shivaji Park, and the Co-operative Society's scheme. 
It is re~orted that _!.WO additional trunk sewers will be necessary, one along' 
the NaJafgarh Dram and the other to the south of the Najafgarh Road, 
parallel to the railway track, to serve these areas and that the cost of these 
2 trunk sewers is reported to be Rs. 32lacs and Rs. 23 lacs . respectively. 
The cost of . connecting the internal sewerage system to .the trunk sewers 
through main sewers has been estimated at Rs. 30 lacs. 

3.28 The ~nistry of Rehab~litation is alr~~dy .takit_lg action for laying 
the _necessary ~temal sewers ~the Rehabilitation colonies, namely, 
M~n Nagar, T~ Nagar and Tihar. . As x:e~~ds the private colonies~' 
which do not have m~ernal sewers, the responsi?rlity for laying these sewers 
to connect them wxth the branch sewers wrll be that of the coloniser 
themselves. . . . 1 • · 
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3.29 · The Committee, therefore, recommends that the followi~gfurther 
works should be taken up and completed, in order to provide the West 
Zone with an integrated sewerage system :-

(I) Irrigation channels at the Tilak Nagar plant 
(Paragraph 3 -26) 

Rs. 3 lacs. 

(2) Laying trunk sewer along the Najafgarh Drain Rs. 32 ',lacs. 
(Paragraph 3·27) 

(3) Laying trunk sewer south of the Najafgarh Rood parallel to 
railway line . Rs. 23 lacs. 

. (Paragraph 3 -27) 

(4) Laying branch sewers 
(Paragrapli 3 -27) 

Rs. 30 lacs. 

Rs. 88 lacs. 

SHAHDARA AREA 

3.30 The Shahdara Area, comprising an area of about 3,500 acres, 
consists of the colonies of Shahdara North & South, Gandhi Nagar, Geeta 
Colony and Krishna Nagar. The whole area is, at present, served by the, 
dry system and the sullage flows through open drains into soak pits or 
low-lying pockets. Crude night-soil is dumped in open are_as, giving rise 
to insanitary , conditions. 

3.31 The entire area is low-lying and remains water-logged for 
the greater part ofthe year. Proposals have been made for the proper 
drainage of this area but it will be long before a proper underground 
sewerage system can be laid. 

· 3.32 As an immediate solution to the problem of insanitary conditions 
prevailing at present, the Delhi Municipal Corporation has proposed that 
two _night-soil digestion tanks may be set up. Their location and layouts 
will be so arranged as to fit in with the future purification works and 
underground sewerage system .as and when the same could be laid. The 
Committee accepts these proposals and recommends their immediate 
implementation. The cost of the two night-soil digestion tanks is reported 
to be Rs. 7. 6 lacs. 

3·33 It has been pointed out to the Committee that, due to the low 
cost of the land, its vicinity to the city, and comparatively cheap transport, 
the pac:;e of development in the Shahdara area is bound to quicken in the 
near future. It is, therefore, necessary to plan ahead for providing an 
underground sewerage system with purification plants for this area. In the . 
absence of detailed investigations, only a very rough idea of the cost of 
providing these amenities can be formed· at present. The probable cost 
has been worked out by the Delhi Corporation at Rs. I. 39 crores, as 
detailed below :- . · · 

(I) Internal sewers for 3,500 acres @Io annas per square 
yard Rs. I,06,oo,ooof-. 

(2) Main sewers 

(3) Pumping stations 3 Nos. and rising main 

•. 

Rs. I6,oo,ooo/-. 

.· Rs. 7,00,000/-. 

(4) Purification plant -6 m.g.d. primary treatment and sludge 
digestion . . . . Rs. Io,oo.,ooo/-. 

Rs. I,39,oo,ooo/-. _ 

At present, Sl;tahdara has no piped water . supply. The question of 
provision of water-borne sewerage system will not arise till piped water 
supply is arranged. The Committee, therefore, feels that this could 
wait till Shahdara is provided with piped water supply. 
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3·34 Summing up, the improvements suggested are :-· 
, 

"· 
(i) Providing sewerage to colonies which are unsewered at present. 

(2) Providing relief sewers both for main and branch sewers wherever 
there is evidence of overloading. 

(3) Elimination of· overflow of crude sewage into the river. 

(4) ·Increasing th~ capacity of the existing treatment plants. 

(5) Separation of sewerage from the stormwater drairis where a 
combined sy~tem exists. 

' . 

The total cost of all the. improvements suggested above comes to 
Rs. 4· 82 crores. While it is desirable to carry out immediately all the im-

. provements suggested, the completion of all these schemes will take time. 
Therefore, the work j required to" be done has beeil subdivided into works 
of an urgent nature, which should be taken up for execution as soon as the 
final investigations are completed, and the remaining, which could be taken 
.up later. The details of the works and costs . phase-wise will be found 
at Appendix VIII. . 



SECTION 4 

THE PROBLEM OF SUB-SOIL WATER 

4,1 An Ad Hoc. Committee for investigating the condition of the 
sub-soil water table in New Delhi was appointed by the Government of 
India in September, 1953. The terms of reference were "to examine the 
question whether the sub-soil water table in New Delhi area is rising 
and, if so, to suggest what, if any, protective measures are necessary to 
safeguard the buildings in New Delhi". · · 

4· 2 The problem posed was of a: complicated nature and all that the 
Ad Hoc Committee could do during the first two months of its existence 
was to suggest the lines on which further investigations were to bt: carried 
put. This was conveyed to the Government jn its first interim report 
submitted in January, 1954· This was followed by a second interim re-
port in November, 1958. · 

4·3 The original terms of reference did not cover all the problems 
relating to the rise of sub-soil water and the final issues, that emerged as 
a result of investigations of the committee, are :- . . 

(i) To what extent has the water table risen and whether it is still 
rising or has attained a state of equilibrium ? 

(ii) 
(iii) 

(iv) 

(v) 

Wpat are the causes, of the rise of sub-soil water table? 
Has the rising water table caused any damage to bmldings~ crop 
or trees and is it likely to cause any further damage by way of :-

(a) Reduction in the load-bearing capacity of the soil on which 
foundations of buildings rest; 

(b) Rise of salts and development .of alkalinity in upper layers 
ofthe soil, thereby making the soil unfit for .gardening and 
lawns; 

(c) Water-logging of soil, giving rise to insanitary condi
tions ? . ' 

Is the sub-soil water suitable for irrigation ? 

To what ultimate level the water table should be lowered and 
stabilised ? · 

4·4 The Ad Hoc Committee has had 21 meetings so far. A summary 
of its report (under submission) is given below :-

PHYSICAL FEATURES ; SOIL PROFILES. AND SUB-SOIL WATER 

4·5 It was observed that the New Delhi area, before its develop
ment, was good agricultural land with adequate slopes. According to the 
original townplanners of New Delhi, the sub-soil water table was not ex
pected to give any cause for anxiety. The physical features changed in 
the process of urbanisation. Original drainage channels were filled up and 
underground stormwater drains provided to suit the layout of roads and 
location of buildings. 

. 4.6 The soil of New Delhi can be classified as sandy silt or silty 
sand with no plasticity. A characteristic of the soil of the semi-arid zone, 
under which New Delhi falls, is the presence of excessive quantity of salts 
in them. Examination of the soil profile in the Central Vista indicates 
accumulation of salt at soil surface due to the rise of sub-soil water. The 
soil has very low permeability and does not yield water; nor does it allow 
underground water to. flow easily. 

23 
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4·i Extensive chemicai tests on w~ll water m t~e New Delhi reg10n 
were carried out. Except for a few isolated ":ell~, under~r~un~ water 
of Delhi area is generally saline and unfit for drinkmg or rrngation. 

STUDIES OF FLUCTUATIONS OF WATER TABLE 

4-8 The levels of water in the open surface wells in the a~ea observed 
in 1912 were the earliest record of sub-sod water table ~vrula~le to the 
Ad Hoc Committee. At its instance, a grid of 91 observation pipes were 
sunk in 1954. Fortnightly observations reveal that. there ~as been a st,eady 
rise of the water. table since 1912 and that the nse vanes from 2 · 5 to 
15· n' in different parts of New Delhi. On the basis of the observed. water 
table, which is the highest in the month of October, the New Delhi area 
can be divided into 3 zones :-

ZONE I The area where the .sub-soil water table in October 
is within 6' from the ground surface. This . is 
termed as "Badly Affected" area. This is the area 
where the maximum damage to buildings, roads and 
vegetation can take place as a result of water 
logging .. 

ZONE II This zone, termed as "Moderately Affected" area, 
covers the area ·where the water table is 6' to 
10' from the ground surface. 

ZONE III Area where the water table in the month of October 
is at a depth greater than 10' from the ground 
surface, 

4·9 From the Iso-hydrographs drawn every year, it is observed that 
more and more· areas under Zone III are passing into Zone II and, similarly, 
areas from Zone II are passing into Zone I. The statement given below 
indicates the alarming rate at which large areas of land, which were 

· safe have passed on to what are termed as "moderately" and "badly" 
affected areas : -

Serial Depth of water Area in Area in Area in Area in Area in 
No. table from ground acres in acres in acres in acres in acres in 

in October Oct. '54 Oct. '55 Oct. '56 Oct. '57 Oct. '58 

r .. Within 6 ft. 256 545 920 1,040 3,200 

2. 

3· 

From 6' to ro' 3oii4 3.415 3.470 3.930 6,ooo 

More than ro' 6,430 5,840 5,410 4.830 6oo 

Apart from this, the other conclusions drawn are :-

I. The sub-soil water table rises from 'June to October. 

2. It falls from October to June but there is generally a net rise 
from June to June. . 

3. Heavy rainfalls during the monsoon are responsible for the 
abnormal rise during that period. · 

4· Since 191~, there has been a general rise in the sub-soil water 
table, varymg from 1·67 feet to 15·87 feet. 

5 Net annual rise of sub-soil water is the least in the case of badly 
affected areas and is the maximum in the· case of Zone III. 

6. Whether a sta~e ?f equilibrium has been attained in the badly 
affected,ar~as iS difficult to say. A final conclusion on this point 
can be arrived at after the results of observations over a long 
period of time are available. 



CAUSES 

4.ro The, rise in the sub:.soil water is due to addition to the under
ground water table by way of percolation or seepage. The sources of 
percolation or seepage could be-

r. The River Jamuna. , 
2. Holding up of stormwater due to urbanisation. 
3· Irrigation. · 

4.rr The view .that the river Jainuna could be· the cause of the high 
water table in the New Delhi area has not been borne out by the observations. 
The sub-soil water level is higher than the general river level and, therefore, 
the river has no influence on the sub-soil water level beyond about rooo 
on either side. 

4· 12 . The major factor contributing to the rise in the s1.1b-soil water 
table is that a part of the stormwater, which is caught up in the com
pounds and berms of rqads, cannot find its way into drains and finally 
percolates into the sub-soil. Rise in the water table due to this cause is 
related to rainfall. The greater the rainfall during the monsoon, the 
greater the rise in the water table. The observations recorded below bring 
out the effect of the rainfall on the sub-soil water level. They relate to 
a point near the Factory Road. 

WATER LEVEL AT BORE 88, A POINT NEAR FACTORY ROAD 

Year Rainfall Duration o(mon- Level of Effective Level of Riser:.~ 
inmon- soon sub-soil rise from sub-soil ing ti) 
soon water in June to water in period ot 

June June Oct. mon-
soon 

1955 27'74'\. I5th June to I5th 
Oct. 

686·70 69'!·29 4"59' 

1956 3I ·24" Do. 689'03 2'33' • 693'70 4'67' 

,1957 24•65" rst June to 
Sept. 

I 5th 691'20 2'17! 695'55 4'35' ' 

1958 38 '34" 1St July tO 30th 
Sept. . 

691'70 · o·5o' 699'00 7'30' 

4.13 During urbanisation, the existing' drainage lines, such as nallas 
and ravines, are disturbed to suit the layout of roads and buildings. The 
slope of the ground is altered. The percentage of impervious area is 
considerably increased, . which should result in greater run-off, but, if it ' 
is held back, the effect is re .'ersed. The drainage system should be able 
to dispose of quickly the run-off generated by rainfalls of normal inten
sities. If the system is not capable of doing so, the storm water stagnates · 
and, finally, q:tost of it seeps into the ground to add the ground water 
table. Compound walls, constructed to demarcate boundaries between 
bungalows in New Delhi, also block free flow of water. Also, originally, 
the lawns were made,. saucer-shaped to conserve rain and irrigation water. 
These depressions have reduced the run-off and increased the seepage. All 
these ft:tors contribute to the rise of sub-soil water and indicate the need 
for an efficient drainage system. 

4· 14 Irrigation also contributes to seepage of water into the ground. 
In the New Delhi area, the total quantity of water utilised for ~igation 
amounts to a delta of45" in the irrigated area. Apart from this high delta 
of 45", there is also evidence of faulty and wasteful irrigation practices. 

HARMFUL, EFFECTS OF. SUB-SOIL WATER 

4.15 A high water table can be harmful to buildings, metalled roads 
and vegetation. In the· case of buildings, foundations· are likely to settle 

' ' 



and the dampness m;:ty rise above. the· plinth level, inaking houses unfit 
for living. Sodium sulphate, cqming up with the rising water table, causes 
efflorescence 'on the surface of bricks bringing about their disintegration . 
.Most of the buildings in New Delhi are not provided with a damp-proof 
course. A l!ifge number of such building have been affected. by damp
ness . 

4.16 On metalled roads, even the minutest crack permits the upward 
movement of moisture and sudium sulphate contained in the sub-soil water. 
During the winter,· sodium sulphate crystallises, ·developing a considerable 
amount of disintegrating force which ruptures .portions of roads. So far, 
no, roads have been reported to haye been seriously affected in this way. 

4-17· When t-he rising 11ub-soil water table comes within the root zone 
of crops, _..the air present in the soil is driven out and the vegetation is 
deprived of. oxygen necessary for its growth . Such conditions make· 
the growth of vegetation stunted and, ultimately, cause its death. Long. 
before actual water-logging takes place, the sodium salts present in the 
soil profile and those coming up with the rising water table begin to react on the 
soil and convert it into a saline alkaline soil which is infertile. · Portions of the 
Central Vista have been!_affected by salts due to the 1luctuations of .sub-soil 

· water. 
. ·• 

4.18 To eliminate these harmful effects, it is essential that the rise of the 
water table should be arrested and, wherever it is high, it should be lowered to a ' 
safe depth. · 

DEPTH TO· WHicH THE WATER TABLE SHOULD BE LOWERED AND -EFFECTS OF 
LOWERING THE. WATER TABI.E TO THAT DEPTH . ... - -. 

4:19 The point to be decided is the -safe depth to which the water table is 
to be lowered, stabilised and maintained. The Ad Hoc Committee has come 
to the conclusion that, if the water table is kept at a depth of 10 feet or more 

· . from the ground surface, it is not likely to contribute any salts to the_ gro ound 
surface. The roots of the majority of vegetation and trees remain _ within the 
first 10 feet of soil and would, therefore,; not suffer from the presence of free 
water below this level. 

• . . . 
4.20 Most of the buildings in the New Delhi area have their foundations 

at depths of·4' to 6' below the gro1,Uld level. Allowing for capillarity, if the · 
water level is maintained at 10' below the·ground level, it is not likely to have 
an adverse effect on the buildings. Therefore, the Ad Hoc Committee re-

. co~ends establishing the water level 10' below the ground level in the month 
of October. . The average 'monsoon rise being of the order of 3' to 4', the 
water table must be lowered to 13' to · 14' before the advent of monsoon. 

· 4.21 The Ad Hoc Committee apprehended that the sudden lowering 
of the water table might be dangerous to structures as it might cause subsidence 
and differential-settlement. The Central Road.Researdl Instirute was, there-

. fore, requested to study the effect of lowering the water table on foundations of 
existing buildings. They have reported that the possibility of any · appre
ciable surface subsidence occurring in the region investigated,,,as a result of 
lowering the water table to a depth of 13' to 14', is remot~ The differential 
settlement is also not likely to be of a high magnitude. . · 

· ~1--2; .Remedial Measures-The main reconimendat!ons of the Ad Hoc 
Coirunittee could be broadly divided into :-. . ' 

(1) Measures necessary to prevent the rise of sub-soil water by improv
. ing the drainage and economiSmg in the use of unfiltered water . 

. < (2). Measures necessary to lower the sub-soil water, wherever it is high, 
by rube-wells and porous pipes. . . . · . . / 

(3) Measures for soil reclamation. 
4.23 Drai'nage :-The original intention of the town-planners was to 

provide a run-o:lf of l" for the area as a whole · and x• for special areas.· In 
· 'actual "construction, a run-off of l" was provided ~inst that of l". The 
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Ad Hoc Committee has 1l.ot been able to trac~ the recorded re~ons for this 
major change. It could notpossibly have been don,e without adeqi,late con
siderations, especially when the designers took meticulous care in working out 

. the sizes of all the drains from the samllest to the largest., . The Ad Hoc Com~ 
mittee has examined the existing drainage system. It consists of four inde
pendent systems having. their out-fall channels joining the river .. · The· main 

, drainage system has a designed capacity of I,o66 cusecs at the cemetecy cham
ber. Below this point, the stormwater is carried by an elliptical conduit, the 
capacity _of which is, however, only 563 cusecs. This channel discharges into 
a trapezoidal conduit which has a capacity of 933 cusecs. Ultimately, the 
system joins the open Barapulla Nalla which again has a bottleneck at the Ma
rhura Road Bridge, which gives an afflux of 3 ft. 

4.24 · If the drainage system is redesigned f~r a fun-off of f" ,per .hour, · 
it would be adequate for a storm of intensity of .I· 65" per hour likely to occur · 
once in two years. 'This will mean doubling the capacity-of th~ existing drain
age system. The Ad Hoc Committee feels that,: as a first step, the bottle
necks mentioned above and hereaf-t:er should· be removed and the perfornianee 
of the drainage system carefully watched ·by discharge observations at- various 
.points to determine the actualru:n-off and to correlate it to rainfall and flood
ing. On the basis of these aCtual observations, further improvement to the 
drainage system could be tal-.en up~ · _ _ __ · . _, . _ · _ · . . . 

4.25 The bottlenecks of the elliptical conduit as well as of theMathura 
Road Bridge must be immediately removed. -'The·' di!lcharge sites ·must be 
carefully determined and observations· taken during the monsoon period with. 
a view to determining tl;le corre~·run-=off. .·_ . . . . • • ·. . . 

4.26 .Another imperative measw;e is the improvement of the outlets urider .· 
the pavements. At present, these consist of 4" pipes which get choked by 
debris. · The size. should be .increased with the bell-mouth on the externar 
side and the pipes should be laid obliquely to the rmid. . · 

4.27 Other measures, suggested for quick, removal of storm.water, are:-. . . . 

(a) Improving the drainage of lawns and gardens. 
(b) Providing underground stormwater drains i.t.i open areas~ like the 
· . Central Vista and other gardens, where such drains do not exist. 
(c) Ensuring effective drainage of bungalow compounds. 
(~).Improving the interception arrangements.· 

• ' • • ., j. , 

ECONOMIC USE OF .UNFILTERED WATER 

4.28 The evidence placed before the Ad Hoc Committee has led id:o 
believe that the system of irrigation in vogue leads to excessive use-of water. 
Economy in the. use of unfiltered water -could he effected by cutting off water 
supply on rainy days and at night .during the months of August, September, 
December and .January. Apart from such administrative measures, the sug
gestion is that, wherever possible, the sprinkler system of irrigation shou1d be 
adopted. · · · 

PHYSICAL REMOVAL OF SUB-SOIL WATER . 

. . 4-29 The Ad Hoc eorriinittee lays great emphasis Ot'.t). the provision-of 
tubewells to lower the water_ table in the badly and moderately affected areas 
where the water table is either near the ground surface or approaching it. 
r 5 tubewells are already working in the badly affect;e4 areas and it· is now pro
posed to extend the tu:bewell scheme to. the remammg areas affected by the 
sub•soil water table, by sinking ,287 additional tubewells. This will be. on the 
basis of I tubewe!l p~r 32 acres. · •• .. . · ·· _ · · ·. · . . · 

4.30 It is exl?ect¢ that, if tJ:le improvements .to the cb.-aina&e, as sugges~
ed above, are earned out, there will be abatement · rrt the rate of nse of sub-soil 
water. But this. cannot altogether eliminate a net· yearly addition to the 
water table due to low permeability of the soil , which does not allow und_er
_ground vvater to flow easily. As already .stated, more ~d mo:e areas. are drift
ing into what are termed as badly affected areas. Thrs rate 1S alarmmg. The 

' . . . 
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Ad Hoc Committee's advice, therefore, is that no further time should b~ lost 
in providing the proposed additional tubewells to lower the water table m the 
New Delhi area. The working of these tubewells s~ould be regulated to pump 
the requisite quantities of water from the sub-sml. · 

4.31 The Ad Hoc Committee has also ex~e~ the possi~ili~ of uti
lising this sub-soil water from tubewells for Irrigation or drii_lking. ~ater 
containing salts more than 6o parts per. xoo,ooo parts of vyater IS 1:1ot swtabl.e 
for irrigation. Water. from tubewells I? the New ~elhi areas Is gen~raliy 
saline and does not satisfy the above reqwrements. It Is, therefore, UD:SW~able 
for irrigation. Apart ,from salinity, the .water of shall~w ~ubewells IS liable 
to contamination and is, therefore, unswtable fo~ drinking purpos7s. In 
discharging this water into the river thro?gh the dram~ge system, n? difficulty 
is anticipated. If, however, due to contmuous pumpmg, the quality of water 
improves, it could be utilised for irrigation. 

4.32 Another recommen~ation of equal importance is ~he laying of poro?S 
drains in open areas and also m are~ to be developed. This ~rrangement :-vlll 
supplement the underground dramage. Water ·collected wnh porous pipes 
can be drained by gravity if levels permit ; otherwise, it will have to be disposed 
of by pumping. A gallery of porous pipe>laid in the Central Vista has given 
satisfactory results. A scheme of such pJrous drains has also been prepared 
for the 129-acre colony south of the Hindustan Housing Factory. The Ad 
Hoc Committees recommendation is that, before development, a network of 
porous drains should be laid underground in all new areas taken up for 
urbanisation. It has been brought out in this report that drainage by porous 
drains in new areas would, in the long run, be cheaper and less troublesome 
than lowering the sub-soil water by tubewells. It is also recommended that 
standing instructions should be issued that, while surveying new areas for de
velopment, examination of the soil'profile should be made to decide the capacity 
of underground drainage required. ' 

SOIL RECLAMATION 

4·33 An experiment to reclaim saline and alkaline land in the Central 
Vista by leaching and use of D.D.T. wast•! gave encouraging results. It was, 
however, a partial success, largely on account of the fact that the water table 
was high and there were no sub-surface drains to take away the salts removed 
by le tching. Further trials with leaching, using D.D.T. waste and gypsum, 
have been suggested. These should be carried out after porous underground 
drains are provided. 

FURTIIER WORK TO BE CARRIED OUT 
• 

4· 34 In its deliberations, the Ad Hoc Committee has been handicapped for 
want ?f adequate data ~nd full statistics for a correct appreciation of the 
beha·v~our of the sub-soil water table. For such a study, data over a number of 
year~ 1s necessary. !he Ad Hoc ~ommittee would, therefore, recommend the 
contmuance of studies so far camed out and also further studies as enumerated · 
below:-

(I) Observation pipes should be extended to ·colonies recently de-
- veloped and to areas .likely to be built upon' in the near future. 

The stu~y of fluctuation of the water table on the basis of those 
observatiOns should be conthued, as is being done at present. 

(2) A. careful record of ~he ~ount of unfiltered water used for irriga
non· should be mamtamed. 

(3) A record of discharge of various nallas during the rains should be 
kept. The working of the drains during the monsoon should be 
observed, In addition, the quantity of water pumped from tube
wells should be compared with the quantities at the outfall points 
to make sure the losses in transit are the minimum. 

(4) Chemical exaJlination of water should be carried out from time 
to time and, if the quality of water improves with pumping it 
should be utilised for irrigation, ' 
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(5) Reclamation of the Central Vista should con~iune. The I.A.R.I. 
should be requested to investigate and report on the optimum 
delta for lawns for the conditions obtaining in New Delhi. 

(6) The Geological Survey of India should investigate the gee-hydro-
logical conditions of the New Delhi region. • 

4·35 For this, the Ad Hod Committee recommends the setting up of a 
separate Cell under the Chief Engineer, Central P.W.D., to collect and record 
all the data on the rise of the water table, rainfall, amount of water pumped 
from sub-soil, amount of water removed from drains, etc. This cell should 
remain in touch with investigations.carried out by the Institutes and prepare 
quarterly, half-yearly and yearly reports on the basis of the data collected from 
time to time. 

TOTAL CoSTS 

4.36 The total cost of schemes for lowering of the sub-soil water table has 
been worked out at Rs. 30 lakhs. This does not include the cost of improve
ments to drainage, which has been separately dealt with in Section 2. This, 
however, does not provide for the recurring expenditure on the running of 
tubewells. 

4·37 This Committee accepts the findings and recommendations of the 
Ad Hoc Committee on Sub-soil Water and recommends speedy implementa
tion of the various remedial measures suggested therein. The implementation 
of these recommendations will be the responsibility of the Ministry of Works, 
Housing and Supply. · 



SECTION 5 

FLOOD PROTECTION WORKS 

5 r Parts of Delhi have often been subj~cted to flooding w~en the river 
Jam una is in spate. The Committee was !~formed th~t fl~odm~ of parts 
of the Delhi State is due to inadequate capacity of the nver m this .reach to 
carry. the full flood discharge and also to the flat nature of th~ reg~ on. The 
flooding is generally confined to the rural areas between the nver and the 
Shahdara Bund on the left bank, and between the river and the Delhi-Kamal 
G.T. Road on the right bank. 

5.2 The floods of i924 caused heavy damage to the Tajewala Head
works. Shahdara in the Delhi State was under 4 ft. to 5 ft. of water. The 
Delhi-Shahdara railway' line was damaged i~ portions and was clo~ed 
to traffic for a period of one month. After this, there were not many hi~h 
floods till 1947. Again in 1955, the river rose to a level of 675 · 5 at the Rail
way Bridge, flooding many low-lying areas in the Delhi State. Shahdara 
was again badly affected and there was considerable dislocation of traffic. 

. . 
5·3 After the floods of 1955, the Shahdara Bund was constructed in order 

·to protect areas on the left bank of the Jamuna. However, in 1956, the flood 
level at the Jamuna Bridge rose to 677'3, the highest level recorded so far. 
Although the Shahdara area was saved by the new bund, timely efforts were 
necessary to prevent breaching at the junction of the bund with the Railway 
Bridge abutment. The left marginal bund from the Jam una Bridge to the 
Okhla Weir had to be provided with a sand bag dowel to save it, as water had 
almost reached the level of the top of the bund. 

5·4 For the purpose of flood protection measures, the Jamuna can be 
divided into two reaches :-

(z) The reach from the Delhi-Punjab border to the Railway Bridge; 
(it) The reach between the Railway Bridge and Okhla. 

(i) Delhi-Punjab border to the Railway Bridge.-In this reach, we have, on 
the left bank, the Shahdara Bund and, on the right, the bund from the G.T. 
Road to the Coronation Pillar; the bund from the Coronation Pillar to the 
Shah Alam. Bridge and the National Highway Bund from the Alipur Mall 
Road to the Jamuna Bridge. (Refer to Plan No. 3 for details of bunds). The 
floods during the period 1956-58 showed that the section of the bund from 
the Coronation Pillar to the Shah Alam Bridge was not quite adequate and, 
therefore, needed strengthening. As a result of the construction of the barrage 
across the river Jamuna at Wazirabad, the flood level in the Jamuna will rise 
upstream of the barrage. The section of the bunds will have to be checked 
with reference to this rise in water level also. Proposals for raising and 
strengthening the bunds have been finalised by the Central P. W. D. in con-
sultation with the C. W. & P. C. · 

SHAHDARA BUND 

5 ·5 The Shahdara Bund extends beyond the Wazirabad Barrage. The 
downstream portion of this bund will not need any modification inasmuch 
as there will be no rise in the water level downstream of Wazirabad as a result 
of construction of the barrage. The H. F. L. at the barrage on the upstream 
is expected to be 685. Allowing a free board of 4ft., the top level of the 
bund will have to be. 689 again~t its present level of 683 · 3. From this point 
onwards, the bund will have a nse of I in 10,000 towards the upstream side 
The !~vel ?f the bun~ at the upstream end will ?e 691 · 65, while the high flood 
level m th1s reach will be 687·65. The top w1dth of the bund, after raising, 
should be 24ft., and not 15ft. as proposed. The proposed section of the bund 
will provide a cover of 3 ft. over the hydraulic gradient. The three existing 
regulators of the bund will be modified to meet the new flood conditions. 
It has been estimated that the total cost of these improvements will be about 

30 
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Rs. II. 6o lakhs. As the modifications to the bund. have been necessitated 
by the construction of the barrage at Wazirabad, which is meant to improve 
the water supply to Delhi, the entire cost is debitable to the Delhi Municipal 
Corporation; · 

The Conirn.ittee ·was informed that the top width of the bund had been 
.kept at IS feet in order to bring down the cost to.Rs. 7"60 lakhs. The 
Committee, however, feels that it would be preferable to maintain a minimum 
width of 24 feet for the bund. The extra expenditure involved on this account 
is reported to be Rs. 4 lakhs. · Th,e Committee recommends the . early com
pletion of this work. .. 

BUND FROM THE SHAH ALAM BRIDGE TO THE CoRONATION PILLAR 

5.6 T.his bund needs strengthening even to deal with the existing flood 
conditions. It will also have to be raised to deal with the increased flood level 
as a result of the new barrage under construction. The Id. F. L. at the Shah 
Alam Bridge, after the completion of the barrage, is expected to be 685 ·o5 and 
the top of the bund will have to be 689·05. The bund will have a rise of I 

· in Io,ooo towards the Coronation. Pillar, at which point its top level will be 
690'I2. The bund from the Coronation Memorial to the G. T. Road will be 
raised to a uniform level of 690 · I2 throughout its length. 

)·7 The ·existing regulators and culverts along the two bunds will also 
require modification. In order to accommo~te the increased width of these 
bunds, the Najafgarh Drain will have to be shifted and re-aligned in a small 
reach. At the Shah Alam Bridge, a retaining wall will be necessary to prevent 
the side slope of the bund from encroaching on the waterway. 

5.8 The tptal.cost of the improvements to the right bank bunds mentioned. 
in paragraphs 5.6 and 5 ·7 is estimated to be Rs. II,44,73I/-. Part of this, 
amounting to Rs. 7,44,oooj-, is chargeable to the flood work and the remaining 
represents the cost of works necessitated as a result of the construction of 
the barrage. This portion of the expenditure will be the liability of the Cor
poration. Tenders for this work (earth work portion) have already been in-

·Vited by the C. P. W. D. 

5·9 The newly constructed National Highway from the Alipur Mall 
Road upto the Jamuna Bridge serves as a flood protection bund in this reach. 
It has 3 culverts all of which are provided with regul~tors. This National 
Highway bund is adequate to withstand the floods and needs no improvements. 

5/10 There are a few villages situated between the Grand Trunk Road 
and the river bank. These are subject to constant threat from floods in the 
Jamuna. The· possibility of constructing an embankment connecting 
the Coronation Memorial Pillar to the Palla bund was examined by the Jamuna 
Committee. This Committee came to the conclusion that no new long em- . 
bankments should be constructed on the Jam1,1na from Tajewala to· Delhi, as 
these would cut off large valley storages, resulting in higher flood levels at Delhi. 
In the light of this decision, the above proposal had to be dropped. The 
alternative solution for the protection of these villages will be either to raise 
these villages above the H.F.L. or to protect them by ring bunds, or to shift 
them away from the flood plain. There are twelve such villages, 4 on the right 
bank and 8 on the left bank. As no other protective measures are possible, 
it has been decided to shift these twelve villages on the landside of the bund. 
The Committee was informed that the Delhi Administration had already 
acquired new sites for the resettlement of the affected villagers. The Com· 
mittee would recommend the completion of this resettlement .work before the 
next floods. 

5.11 The colonies of Indra· Nagar and Adarsh Nagar are situated on·the 
G.T. Road to Ambala on the riverside of the bunds. These colonies are 
surrounded by water when the river is in spate. It ha& not been possible 
f~r the investigating agency to examine the fioodine problems ?f th~e c?lo
rues. The Committee recommends early complenon of the mvesnganons 
and formulation of necessary measures to protect these areas from floods. 
154 WH& S-S 
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5.12 (ii)Jamuna Bridge to Okhla.-On the lc:ft o~the Jamuna below the 
Railway Bridge, is the left Marginal Bund, which 1s also known as the 
Salimpur Bund. It ~tarts from the bridge and goes up to the Okhla Weir. 
It protects the areas of Gandhi Nagar, Krishna Nagar, Partap Ganj, etc., 
from the ravages of floods. When the river water level rose to 677 · 3 under the 
Railway Bridge during the _floods of 1956, the ~ater ro~~ to the top level 
of the Marginal Bun d. This showed the necessity for rrusmg the level of~ the 
bund in a stretch of 8 miles keeping its top width to 15 feet and top level 4 
feet above the observed high flood level. The cost of this work has been esti
mated at Rs. 12 · 28 lakhs and the Committee was informed that sanction fqr 
this work had already been accorded by the Government of India and that the· 
work was being executed· by the U .P. State P. W.D. , ~ 

5.13 There is a continuous line of bunds on the right bank of the river 
downstream of the bridge up to the Nalla No. 12 up to the end of the Indra
prastha Estate. These bunds have been recently strengthened and no further 
inlprovement is ·considered necessary. Spurs have been provided on the· 
Moghul Bund to prevent erosion of land near the Power House. Downstream 

· of the Indraprastha Estate, the Ring Road (bypass) serves as a river bund 
and all the bri~ges have been provided With regulators upto the Barapulla 
Nalla. There is no regulating arrangement at this point. Flooding of low
lying areas between the Ring Road and the railway track, as a result of back· 
flow in the nalla when the river is in spate, is common. The Barapulla 
Nalla has no defined banks in this reach and the floods spread out.over the low
lying areas. While suggesting improvements to the drainage of the Barapulla 
catchment, the C.P.W.D. has suggested provision of regular bunds to the Bara
pulla Nalla in this reach between the railway track and the Ring Road. The 
cost of canalising the nalla in this reach is already included in the project 
estimate for drainage of Block No. I. . 

MAINTENANCE . 

5·14 The bunds should be mktained to the standards prescribed by _ 
the Central Water & Power Commission in terms of the Embankment Manu
al prepared by the :t:"lood Win~ of the C. W. & P. C. in 1956. J'he bunds 
should be carefully mspected m the month of October each year, i.e., soon 
after the flood season is over. Wherever necessary, action should be taken 
to carry ol!t effecti:re repairs and .take steps to strengthen the bunds if flood 
levels obtamed durmg the preceding floods call for such action. This work 

· should be completed during the winter months, and a second inspection 
should ~gain be made in the month of April to ensure that all necessary work 
has earned out and that the bunds are in a proper condition. A report should 
be ma~e :ITter this ~pection ~y.the Delhi.Sta.te P. W. D. through the Chief 
CommlSslOner,_Delhi,.to.the Mi?istry oflmganon and Power and the Ministry 
of ~orne Affarrs. Sinlilar actto~ s~ould ·be taken by the Superintending 
Engmeer,,Agra Canals (U.P. Imganon Department) on the marginal bund 
on the left bank of the J amll;Ila under his charge. 



SECTION 6 

EQUIPMENT 

. 6.1 The implementation of the various schemes recommended will 
go a long way in solving the drainage and sewerage problems. This will, 
however, take some time, say four or five years ; and, meanwhile, the possi
bility of flooding of local spots cannot be ruled out. Further, even after 
all the improvements are effected, there will still be some flooding, when rain
fall of intensities· higher than r ·65" per hoW' occurs.- It is, therefore, ne
cessary to have the requisite equipment to deal with such emergencies. 

6.2 The agencies responsible for the maintenance of the ·drainage and 
sewerage systems are the N.D.M.C. and the Delhi Municipal Corporation. 
The Committee has observed that neither of these agencies has the necessary 
equipment to deal with the flooding of low areas. Instances are many when 
the Defence authorities had to go to the rescue of the local bodies with their 
equipment. This is unsatisfactory and the Committee considers it essential 
for the N.D.M.C. and the Corporation to be self-sufficient in the matter of 

. -equipment. · 

6.3 It has been brought to the notice of the Committee that the Delhi 
Municipal Corporation has now procured two pumps-one of 9 B. H. P. and· 
the other of 12 B. H. P. They have also placed.orders for five more pumps 
of 15 B. H. P. and three of 5 B. H. P. and for five sewer-cleaning machines. 
The procurement. of this m~chinery wil~ enable the Corporation to deal with 
_the 'flooding of local spots without outside help. 

6-4 The N.D.M.C., on the other hand, has, at present, no equipment 
to deal with such emergencies. It has now worked . out the requirements 
of equipmmts for dealing with flood emergencies and these are listed below:-

I. 2 pumps of soo g. p.m. ·each · • 
2. 2 pumps of 200 g. p.m. each . . • 
3. One J ee~ fot: quick transportation of p~ps . 
4· Accessones . . • . • . 

Rs. · 

36,ooo 
24,000 
13,000 

7,000 

The Committee recommends the purchase of this equipment · by the 
N.D:M.C. · ' · 

6.5 The recommendations now made. by the Committee for improve
ments to the drainage and sewerage arrangements will involve the laying of a 
number of new drains and sewers as well as large-scale remodelling of nallas. 
The execution of these works without adequate equipment will be extremely 
difficult as sewers and drains have to be laid at great depths under high sub
soil water. Nallas, like the Najafgarh Nalla, which is rarely dry, have to 
be widened and deepened. It is, therefore, necessary to have special equip-

. ment for the execution of these works. 

6.6 The main agencies for the execution of the works will be the C.P. 
W.D. and the Delhi eorporation. These agencies were asked to examine the 
adequacy of the equipment already with them and to report if any further 
equipment was needed. The C.P.W.D. have asked for two drag line exca
vators. These will .be useful not only for remodelling the Najafgarh Nalla 
but also for maintenance of the nallas. The Corporation has .come forward 
with a demand for a well point equipment which will be helpful in laying deep 
sewers and stormwater drains in areas with a high sub-soil water level. The 
cost of two drag 'line excavators has been reported to be Rs. 5 lakhs while 
the cost of the well point equipment will be Rs. 4 lakhs. 

6.7 The Committee accepts the necessity for the equipment mt:ntioned 
above and recommends its early procurement. . 
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. SECTION 1 
ADMINiSTRATIVE AND FINANCIAL ARRANGEMENTS 

7.1 The improvements suggested and other recommendations made 
in this report will involve a total financial outlay ot Rs. 10 · 05 crores which 
has been arrived at as under :-

(i) Stormwater ·drainage . 
(ii) Sewerage and sewage disposal 

(iii) Preventing rise in the sub-soil water level 

(iv) Flood prot~on works 

, (v) Equipment 

Rs. __ 
(lakhs) 
479 

482 

30 

4 

10 

1,005 

1 These figures are intended to give an indication of costs of the various 
projects recommended in this report and are likely to undergo variations as a 
result of detailed investigations. 

7.2 It may be observed that the Committee was charged with the res
ponsibility of implementing its recommendations also. While the Committee 
has been able to ensure action with regard to matters which required 
immediate attention, vide Appendix II, the recoriunendations made in 
this report involve comparatively long-term measures. In its present 
form, the Committee cannot take steps towards the implementation of 
such measures as it expects that the various local bodies and adfninistrative 
Ministries, directly concerned with these problems, will deal with them. 
For instance, the flood protection measures have ;to be dealt with by the 
Delhi Administration and also part of the drainage works relating to the rural 
ar~ -in the Najafgarh catchment is the responsibility of the same 
Administration, except where certain works may have to be executed by the 
Punjab Irrigation authorities. Other problems relating to drainage and 
sewerage will have to be dealt wit~ either by the Corporation or by the New 
Delhi Municipal Committee. As regards the problem of sub-soil water (other 
than drainage), the Committee recommends that this should be made the 
responsibility of the Ministry of Works, Housing and Supply. · 

7·3 Based on tlie sphere of responsibility, indicated in the preceding 
paragraph, a financial break-up has been made with regard to items referred 
to in paragraph 7.1. It is indicated in the statement attached as Appendix. 
IX. The position is briefly summed up · below :-

(i) 'Delhi Corporation 

(ii) New Delhi Municipal Committee 

(iii) Delhi Administration 

(iv) Ministry of W. H. & S. 

. . 

Rs. lakhs 
~14 

202 

154 

35 

1,005 

As stated above, the Committee would recommend that all these agencies 
should take urgent steps towards the implementation of the recommenda
tions' made in this report. The Cotnqli.ttee feels that one of , the major 
difficulties will be the finance required inasmuch as the Corporation and the 
New Delhi Municipal Committee will not find it easy to earmark and spend, 
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in'the immediate future, such large amounts towards,the execution of these 
works. If the Corporation or t~e N.D:M.C. go up to the Government 
of India for loan ass_istance or grants-in-aid, as may be required, the Com
mittee recommends that such necessary loan assistance 01: grants-in- . 
. aid should be n;rade available as early as possible . 

7·4 For. the implementation _ of the recommendations, the various 
agencies, referred to above, will have to strengthen their field ·engineering 
organisations. These organizations ·will . be required to carry out necessary 
investigations and · proper detailed projects and execute them. The 
Committee recommends that early action should be initiated towards that 
end. The Delhi Administration and the Ministry of Works, Housing and 
Supply will have little difficulty in this regard inasmuch as they alreadY have 
the assistance of the Central Water & Power Commission or/ati.d the Central 
Public Works Department for this purpose. . The Corporation will-have ·to 
suitably strengthen its own engineering organisation so as to undertake and 
complete these works as early as possible. So far as the New Delhi Muni
cipal Committee is concerned, it has one engineering Division; staff for 
which has been supplied by the Central P.W.D. oil deputation. For 
investigating and executing the schemes covered by this report, the N.D. 
M.C. will require the assistance of the Central P . .W.D. and this should 
be · made available to them. 

7·5 It has been mentioned in Section I that, under the direction 
of the Committee, a special set-up has been createa under the Central · 
P~W.D., the ·Corporation and the Delhi Administration for carrying out 
preliminary . investigations. Till the field organisations, referred to in 
paragraph 7. 4, are in position, the Committee recommends that the pre
sent set-up should continue as an interim measure, and carry. out further 
investigations of the works, and, in particular, those included under Phase 
I. Tne detailed schemes thus prepared will have to be processed further · 
by the various agencies referred to above and Will be taken up for execution 
by their field engineering organizations. This interim arrangement will 
ensure continuity and avoid delay in the implementation of the recom-
-mendations: · 

7.6 While the Committee expects that the various agencies referred 
to above will take adequate steps -towards the implementation of its 
recommendations, it feels that there is need for one authority that should 
be made responsible for formulating policies and ensuriilg co-ordination 
in relation to the problems that have been dealt with in this report. This 
is necessary because there are multiple organizations handling these pro.:.. 
blems today. The area of the erstwhile Delhi State now falls within the 
jurisdiction of the Delhi Corpon1tiorr, excepting areas controlled by the New 
Delhi Municipal Committee and the Cantonment Board. A good deal of 
co-ordination is necessary among them, particularly as between the N.D. 
M.C. and the Corporation, as their drainage, sewerage and water-supply 
systems are interlinked and inter-dependent. There are problems which 
again, ·are the responsibility of the Delhi Administration. These are 
connected with the rural drainage and flood protection works and, in 
these, the co-operation. of the Punjab and U.P. Irrigation Departments 
is necessary. Further, the problems relating to the rise of ~ub-soil water 
in Delhi are being dealt· with by the C.P.W.D. The Committee under
stands that, apart. from the matters which have been discussed in this 
report, there is the question of water supply which is engaging the atten
tion of the Corporation. Withiil the Government of India, again, all 
these problems are dealt with under different Ministries. These are the 
Ministries ,of Home Affairs, Health, Irrigation and Power and Works, 
Housing and Supply. Such arrangements can neither be satisfactory nor 
conducive to speedy solution of these problems. The Committee, there
fore, recommends that all these and other allied technical problems· relating 
to the Union territory ot Delhi should be handled by one Ministry and that, 
in its opinion, should be the Ministry of Home Affairs inasmucl! as i~ is th~ 
Home Ministry that is administratively concerned with the affarrs of Delhi 
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and is in charge of the Delhi Administration, the Corporation ll!ld the 
N.D.M.C. This means that policies in regard to all the problems discussed 
in this report and also other technical matters should be formulated and 
co-ordinated in that Ministry. 

\ 

7. 7 In this task, the Ministry of H~~e ~airs will require cons~t~tion 
with and assistance of the technical Ministnes concerned and the Ministry 
of Finance. For this purpose, the Ministry of Home Affairs can consult 
the other Ministries, and may set up a Co-ordinating Committee of Secre
taries, consisting · of the following :-

Secretary, Ministry of Home Affairs (Convenor). 
:Secretary, Minisw- of W.H. & S. 
Secretary, Ministry of Health. 
Secretary, Min,istry of Irrigation and Power. 
Secretary, Ministry of Finance. 

For problems, which require association and consultation with other Minis
tries of the Central Government and the Governments of Punjab and U.P., 
this Committee could also 'co-opt representatives of those Ministries and 
Goveri1ments as and when · required. 

7.8 The improvement to be carried out and the problems that have 
to be tackled are mainly -of a technical nature. While , the engineering 
organizations of the various agencies and departments will be directly res
ponsible for the preparation of detailed schemes and executions thereof a 
good deal of co-ordination will be necessary among them and with the engineer
ing organizations of the Punjab and U.P. Governments. Thus alone could 
effective planning be done on the basis of uniform standards and over-all 

· requirements of Delhi as a whole. For ensuring this technical co-ordina
tion and also to assist the Ministry of Home Affairs in taking policy deci
sions in regard to those technical matters, that Ministry should have the assis
tance of a Senior Technical Officer with one or'two technical officers of lower 
tank; under him. This officer will arrange for consultations when the schemes 
are in the process . of preparation and will provide such guidance and 
direction, as may be necessary, and also intervene if any differences 
of opinion arise on technical matters between the various agencies. 
In order that this Technical Officer may be in a position to discharge his 
responsibilities adequately and effectively, 'he should be an officer of the 
rank and status of a Chief Engineer. It is further suggested that this officer 
should function as Secretary of the Secretaries' Co-ordinating Committee, 
referred. to in the preceding paragraph, and could perhaps be designated 
as a Jomt Secretary to the Go\14.. of India. It will be his duty to report 
to the Secretaries' Committee the progress of the implementation of various 
works. from time to time and to put up to them such other schemes of a 
technical character that may require consideration at Government level 
and such difficulties and bottlenecks as he may be unable to resolve him
self in consultation with the various technical organisations handling these 
problems under the different Ministries and local authorities. 



'SECTIO~ 8 _ 

. SU~Y AND ·ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS 

8.I The appointment of a committee to plan measures against floods 
and similar calamities in Delhi was decided upon at a meeting held on the 
23rd July, I958 under the chairmanship of the Prime Minister. The 
terms of reference were :- · . · 

(a) to consider protective measures from consequences of floods, 
heaVy rains, etc; ; · ~ · 

(b) to examine the adequacy of the existing drainage and sewerage . 
systems and to suggest improvements ; 

(c) to go into the problems of water-logging; low-lying land and sub
. soil water ; 

(d) to examine bridges, bunds, etc., from the structural point of view ; 
·and 

(e) to look into the matter relating to equipment, such as pumps 
etc., necessary to deal with emergencies. . 

The implementation of the decisions to be taken by the Committee 
was also its responsibility. ' 

8.2 The terms of reference have been regrouped under the follow-
ing hea!fs :-

(a) Stormwater drainage 
(b) Sewerage 
(c) Problem of sub-soil water 
(d) Flood protection works 
(e) Equipment needed to deal with emergencies 
(f) Administrative · . and financial matters. 

STORMWATER DRAINAGE 

8.3 The stormwater drainage system of the urban and rural areas 
has been considered separately.. In respect of urban areas, the drainage 
system has been recommended to be remodelled for a storm likely. 
to occur once in 2 years. This represents a rainfall intensity of r-65" 
per hour. The run-off is to be worked out taking into consideration 
the intensity of rainfall corresponding to the time of concentration of 
the drain and also the proportion of built-up to unbuilt areas. In the 
case of rural areas, the ~onsideration will be to limit the period of flooding 
of crops to 3 days for a storm of frequency of once in 5 years. The run-off , 
corresponding to this is IO cusecs per sq. mile. 

8.4 For the purpose of investigation of the stormwater drainage, the 
Delhi State has been divided into 4 blocks on the basis of natural topography 
of land ; • 

Block No. I comprises the New Delhi area and areas on the south and 
is mainly drained by the Barapulla Nalla and its tributaries. . 
· Block No. II comprises the rural areas_ of West and North Delhi, 
drained by the Najafgarh Drain and its tributaries. 

Block No: III comprises the old Delhi city area. 
Block No. IV comprises the Shahdara area. 

BLocK No. I 

8.5 The improvements suggested to Block I will take the following 
forms :-

(a) Improving the intercepting arrangements in the pre-1939 colo
nies. 

I '?J7 
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(b) Increasing the q1pacity of the existing d_faina~e system i!l_the 
, . pre-1939 colonies to take a run-off of -! agamst the ongmal 

design of !". 
(c) Improving the outfall conditions in case of the post-1939 colonies 

where · floo!ling occurred. 
(d) Providing pumps in areas which cannot be drained by gravity. 
(e) Increasing the restricted waterways under railway & road bridges 

wherever necessary. 
(f) D.esilting and re-sectioning of the open outfall nallas. 

Action on (b) above shoUld be taken on the basis of observatio~s .on 
the performance of the drainage syste!ll after removal of all th~ eXIstmg 
obstructions. The cost of all these unprovements has been estunated at 
Rs. 2.37 crores.' • 

' 
BLOCK No. II 

8.6 This comprises the catchment of the Najafgarh Drain and its 
tributaries, 508 sq. miles in extent. The flooding of the urban areas in 
this catcfunent was partly due to the inadequacy, under the present condi
tions, of the waterway under the bridge across the Deryala Nalla, a tri
butary of this drain. It is now proposed to remodel this bridge to provide 
an adequate .waterway. · 

8.7 Regarding the rural areas of Alipur and Najafgarh Blocks, the pro
posal is to regrade the bed of the Naja[garh Drain in a reach of 10 miles 
as an immediate measure. For providing substantial interim relief, 
it is proposed to completely re-section this drain in a reach of 13 miles, 
increasing its bed width where the drain has a restricted waterway. For 
complete relief, it is proposed to provide a catchwater drain around 
the Jheel, improve the Najafgarh Dr~ throughout its length and regrade 
and div:ert the Manageshpur and Nangloi Drains. Before execution of this 
work, the desirability of draining the }heel completely should be examined 
by the C.W. & P.C. in consultation with the Ministry of Food and Agri
culture. In addition, pumping of arrangements will be required· for certain 
low pockets as also improvements to a few other drains. The total cost of 
all these improvements is estimated a~ Rs. I. 7 crores. 

' 
BLOCK No. III 

8.8 Block No. III covers the. Old Delhi city area. The problem here 
is the separation of sewerage from stormwater drains. -The estimated cost 
of separation is Rs. 30 lakhs. 

BLOCK No. IV . . 
8.9 This ·comprises the Shahdara area. It is proposed to drain this 

area b~ gravity throug}l suitable open channels. running north-south, taking 
the ramwater to a pomt below the Okhla Weir where adequate fall in the 
river is reported to be available. As this scheme is bailed on a general 
study ?f conditions . at site, detailed investigations are necessary before the 
necessity for pumpmg can be ruled out. The cost of this scheme has been 
estimated at Rs. 42 lakhs . 

. ~.Io Su~g up, the total c?st of the improvements to th~ existing 
dramage system IS Rs. 4 · 79 crores, z.e. Block No. I Rs. 2 · 37 crores, Block 
~o. ~~~: 1•70 crores, Block No. III. Rs. 30 lakhs and Block No. IV Rs .. 

' 
8.II As the outlay involved is large and the implementation of all 

the. works is likely to take considerable time, these r :works have been 
divided into 3 phases :- . , 

(I) Works that should be completed before the next monsoon. 
' 

These are estimated to cost Rs. 19 lakhs. 
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. (2) Works of an urgent nature which should be taken up for execution 
as soon as the investigation work is completed, and should be 
completed before the monsoon of 1960. 

These are estimated to cost Rs. 129 lakhs . 
. (3) Remaining works which are estimated to cost Rs. 331 lakhs. 

The Committee accepts the necessity for all these works and.recommends 
their speedy execution. Before any further •Steps to augmel).t the capacity 
of the drainage system of the· pre-1939 New Delhi area are taken, the 
Committee would recommend that the performance of the system should 
be watched after the removal of all obstructions. 

SEWERAGE 

8.12 The urban areas of the Delhi -State have been divided into 
4 zones for the purpose of investigation of the sewerage system. These 
are the South-East Zone, the North Zone, the West Zone and the Shahdara 
Area. Reference may be made to Plan No.3 for these zones. 

SouTH-EAsT ZoNE 

8.13 This zone comprises the Old Delhi and New Delhi areas. 
Of the 3 trunk sewers serving this area, 2 are overloaded. Some of the 
branch sewers in the New Delhi area are also overloaded. ·The Old Delhi 
area is, at present, served by a combined system whereby stormwater also 

. enters the sewers. The Okhla sewage treatment plant is no longer ade
. quate to deal with the entire sewage flow and parts o.f the plant are also due 
for renewal. As a result, crude sewage. overflows into the Jamuna at several 
places. Many of the outlying colonies are still unsewered. There are 
a number of subsidiary pumping stations involving a heavy recurring 
expenditure. 

8.14 The Delhi Corporation is laying a relief trunk sewer from the Delhi 
. Gate to the Ring Road. Certain additions are also being made to the Okhla 
treatment plant. Action is also being taken for providing sewerage to some 
of the unsewered colonies. The further improvements, which are neces
sary and which we recommend for execution, are :-

(a) Laying relief branch ·sewers in the New Delhi area. 
(b) Extension of the new trunk sewer from the Delhi Gate to the 

Red Fort,. duplicate rising main from the Ring Road Pumping 
Station to the high-level gravity duct and cross-connection bet
ween old and new sewers. 

(c) Providing internal sewers in Civil Lines and Kotla Mubarakpur, 
outfall sewers for the Friends' Colony and Malvia Nagar. 

(d) Additional secondary treatment plant at Okhla for 30 m. g. d. 
Extension of irrigation channels and remewal of machinery 
·of the activated sludge plant. 

(e) Gas utilisation works at Okhla. 
(f) Eliminatien of subsidiary pumping stallioos. 
(g) Separation of stormwater and sewage in the Delhi city area. 

Excluding the last .item, .provision fGr which has been made in the 
stormwater drainage estimate, the cost of the schemes is estimated at Rs. 
166 lakhs. 

NORTH ZONE . 

8.15 This zone covers the urban areas in North Delhi, such as 
*arol Bagh, Subzi Mandi, Moidel Town, -etc. Some of the colonies are 
sewer.ed, some have septic tank arrangemnets and the rest are at present 
unsewer.ed. Part of tl;le sewage from the sewered colonies is pumped into 
the trurik sewers in· the South-East Zone, further aggravating the over-
loading ·of the latter. ' · · 

8.-16 A new treatment plant, ·capable of d~aling.with the entir~ sewage 
of tllis zone, has been set up near .the ,coronatiOn P11lar. The mam trunk 
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sewer to feed this treatment plant is also being lliid. T~e furth~~- wprks, 
which are necessary and which we recommend for execut10n, are :-

(a) Additional secondary treatm~nt units for IO m.g.d. and gas uti-
lisation works at the treatment plant. _ 

(b) Extension of the trunk sewer from the Delhi-Ambala railway 
line up to the Old Rohtak Road. 

(c) Branch sewers. : 
These are estimates to c;ost Rs. 81 lakhs. 

; 

WEST ZoNE ... 
8.17 This zone covers the urb"~~are~ ~f West Delhi. Excepting the 

Cantonment area none ·of the colorues IS sewered. A new treatment 
plant has been se~ ~p by ~e Corporation_ at Tilak Nagar t~ deal w!-th !he 
entire sewage and mdustnal wastes of this zone. One trunk sewer 1s bemg 
laid along Road No; 34 ~d the .. Najafgarh Road. ':flie further works, 
which are necessary 'and which we recommend for execuuon, are :-. 

(a) Providing irrigation channels at the Tilak Nagar Plant. 
(b) Laying ·a trullk sewer along the Najafgarh Drain. 
(c) Laying a trunk sewer south of the Najafgarh Road parallel to the 

railway line. 
(d) Branch sewers. 

-
These are estimated to cost Rs. 88 lakhs. 

SHAHi>ARA AREA 

8.18 The entire Shahdara Area is at present unsewered. Due to develop
ment difficulties, it will not be easy to provide underground sewerage in this 
zone immediately. As an immediate measure, we recommend the setting up of 
two.night-soil digestion tanks at an estimated cost of Rs. 7 ·6 lakhs. The pace 
"of uevelopment is, however, likely to quicken in the near future and it will not 
be long before we shall have to think of providing sewerage _arrangements. The 
probable cost of providing sewerage facilities, complete with purification works, 
has been estimated by the Corporation a.t Rs. 1.'.39 crores. 

8.19 Summing up, the total cost of improvements _to sewerage is Rs. 
4 ·82 crores as shown below:- . ' 

(a) South-East Zone Rs. r66 lakhs. 

(b) North Zone Rs. 8r lakhs. 

(c) West Zone Rs. . 88 lakhs~ 

(d) Shahdara Area Rs. 147 lakhs. 

Rs. 482 lakhs. 

The Committee recommends the phasing out of the works on the basis of 
priority. A suitable phasing is suggested in Appendix VIII. . 

THE PROBLEM OF SUB-SOIL WATER 

8.20 The Ad Hoc Conlmi.ttee· on Sub-soil Water has finalised its s~dy 
of the causes of the rise of sub-soil water and suitable meas"!lres to lower it. 

· . It has divided the New Delhi area into '3 zones. :-

. Zone I: The areas where the sub-Soil water table in October is within Q' 
from the ground surface. These are termed as 'Badly Affected' 
These are the areas where the maximum damage to buildings. 
roads and vegetation can take place as a result of water-logging: 

Zone II: This zone, termed as "Moderately Affected" areas covers the 
areas where the water table is 6' to 10' from the gJ;o~nd surface. 

Zone III: Areas where the water table in the month of October is at a 
depth greater than 10' from the ground surface. · 
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8.2i: Froin the Iso-hydrographs drawn every year, it is observed that more 

and more areas under Zone III are passing into Zone II and, similarly, areas 
from Zone II are passing into Zone-: I. The statement given below indicates 

1 the alarming rate at whicli large areas of land, which were "safe", have passed 
on to what are termed as "moderately" and "badly" affected areas. 

Sr. Depth of water table from Area in Area in Area in. Area in Area in 
No. ground in October acres in acr,es in acres in acres in acres in 

Oct. 1954 Oct. 1955 Oct. 1956 Oct. 1957 Oct. 1958 .. 
I. Within 6' • 

zs~ ': 545 920 1,040 3,200 
. r -. 

2. From 6' to ro' 3,II4 3,415 3.470 3.930 6,000 

3· More than 10' . 6,430 s.s4o 5,410 4,830 6oo 

Apart from this, the other conclusions that ·have been reached are as 
follows:-

(r) The sub-soil water table rises from June to October. 
(2) It falls from October to June but there is generally a net rise from 

June to June .. 
(3) Heavy rainfall is responsible. for the-abnormal rise during the mon

soon period. 
(4) Since 1912, there has been a general rise in the sub-soil water table, 

varying from I" 67 feet to I 5" 87 feet. 
(5) The net annual rise of sub-soil water is the least in the·~ase of badly 

affected areas, and is the maximum in the case of "safe" areas. 
( 6) Whether a state of equilibrium has been reached in the badly 

affected areas is:difficult to say. A final conclusion on this pofut 
will be possiblelonly when the results of observations for a long 
period are available. · 

8.22 According to the Ad Hoc Committee, the rise in sub-soil water is 
due to additions to the underground water table by way of percolation or 
seepage. 

The sources of percolation or seepage are :-

(z) Holding up of stormwater due to urbanisation ; and 
Ci!J , Irrigation. 

8.23 According to the Ad Hoc Committee, ahigh water table is harmful 
to buildings and vegetation. It has, therefore, recommended that the sub-soil 
water table should be lowered to a depth of ro' below the ground level in October 

· and to 14' in the pre-monsoon period. It has also confirmed that such lowering 
is not likely to have any harmful effect on the existing buildings. · The remedial 
measures suggested are :-. -·-

(a) Improvement of the drainage system. 
(b) Economy in the use of unfiltered water: 

. (c) Physical· removal of water :from. the sub-soil reservoir by tubewells. 
· (d) Supplementing the underground drainage by laying porous drains 

in areas to be taken up for development. 
·.-· . 

. · 8 . 24 T.he Ad Hoc Committe~'; has ruled" out the possibility of utili~i~g tube
well water for irrigation purposes due to its high salinity. It ha:s also recom
mended the reclamation of areas, which have become saline due to the 
presence of salts caused by fluctuation in the water table; by using D. D. T. or 
gypsum. · 

8. 25 The Ad Hoc Committee has also recommended further continuance 
of studies . on the behaviour of the sub-soil water table. . . 
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8.2.6 With~ut taking intoconsideiation the oost of improyement. to ~~

age, the cost of various remedial measures suggested for lowermg and stabilismg 
the water table'has been estimated at Rs. 30 lakhs. 

8.27 This Committee accepts the various rec~endati<?ns ·of the A_d
Hoc Committee on Sub-soil Water and recommends the1r speedy 1mplementanon. 

FLOOD PROTECTION Wo:RKS 

8.28 Flood protection works in the Delhi State consist of a serieS of b~ds 
on both sides of the Jam una. Improvements to these bunds have been earned 
out from time to time. During the floods of 1956 to 1958, it has been observed 
that the right side bund from the Coronation Pillar to· the Shah-Alam Bridge 
and the left Marginal Bund need strengthening.·· A new weir is under cons
'truction at W azirabad, as a result of which the high flood level upstream of the 
weir will rise further~ necessitating raising of the bunds upstream of ¢.e weir. 
Schemes for raising and strengthening of the bunds have been finalised, esti
mates sanctioned and the works taken in hand. The Committee would, 
however recommend that the top width of the Shahdara Bund, after raising, 
should be 24' against the proposed width of I 5'. 

8.29 The villages between the river and the bunds are unprotected from 
floods. A proposal has already been finalised to shift theSe villages to the land 
side of the bunds. We recommend early implementation of this proposal. 

8.30 Low-lying areas -on either side of the Barapulla Nalla between the 
railway tmck and the Ring Road are also subject to flooding. To remedy this, 
it is proposed to provide bunds on either side of the Barapulla Nalla in this 
reach and the cost of this scheme is included in the suggested improvements 
to stormwater drainage. We recommend early completion of investigation 
and implementation of this proposal. 

EQUIPMENT 

8.31 The equipment required has been subdivided into:

(a) Equipment for execution of the various schemes. 
(b) Equipment to deal wi~ emergencies. 

8 .'32 The equipment ·required for -exeCl.ition are well point equipment !for 
the Delhi Municipal Corporation and two drag line excavators for the 'C. :P. 
W. D. These. are estimated to cost Rs. 9 lakhs. 

8.33 ~he Delhi. Municipal Corpor-ation has 'already made arrangements 
for procunng the necessary equipment to deal with emergencies in its areas. 
The~· I?· ¥· .c: has, however, yet to pr?curt; such equipment for ·the areas 
under 1ts Jurudicnon and the cost of these IS esnmated at Rs, 8o,ooof-. 

We recommend immediate pro~ement of this equipment. 

ADMINISTRATIVE AND FINANCIAL MATTERS 

8.34 The Improvements suggested would involve a totlil financial outlay 
of ~· . I.o · 05 crores. The allocation of costs, according to the fields of res-
ponsibility, would be as follows:- . 

(i) Delhi Municipal <;orporation· Rs. 613lakhs; 
(ii) N.D.M.C. :Rs, 202 lakhs. 

(iii) Delhi Administration '. Rs. 154 lakhs. 

(iv) Ministry of W:H. & S. .. Rs • '36 lakhs. 

·Rs .. z,oos lakhs. 

8.35 'The ~ocal bodies may find it difficult in the immediate future to 
raise such large amounts from their own resources. We, therefore, recommend 
that, if they approach Government for assistance, such assistance should be 
rendered by way of loans and grants, as may be necessaty. 



8.36 For carrying out investigations, we recommend that the Corporation 
should strengthen its field engineering organisation. As regards the N.D.M.C., 
we recommend that the C.P.W.D. should render such assistance to it as it may 
require and as Government" may approve. As an interim measure, we re
commend the continuance of the existing set-up under the C.P.W.D., the 
Corporation and the C.W. & P.C. 

8.37 Apart from the technical problems of the Delhi State, dealt with 
by this Committee, there are also other technical problems of Delhi, as for 
example, the problems of water supply. We recommend that the responsibility 
for the formulation of policies and ensuring co-ordination in regard to all 
such problems should rest with the Ministry of Home Affairs. 

8.38 Ill order to assist ,the Ministry of Home Affairs in these technical 
matters and for purposes of securing necessary co'-ordination, we recommend 
the setting up of a Committee of Secretaries of the Ministries concerned 
dealing with these ·technical matters. This Committee should be further 
assisted by a wholetime technical officer of Chief Engineer's rank, functioning 
as Secretary of this Co-ordinating Committee. 

8.39 The Chairman wishes to place on record his keen appreciation of the 
work done by the Technical Committees and the Ad Hoc Committee on Sub
soil Water problems under the chairmanship ofShri J. M. Rijhwani. These 
Committees had to work at great speed, have investigations carried out in the 
field, and discuss the various problems among technical experts and advise 
the main Committee from time to time on measures that are necessary to deal 
with the problems which are the subject matters of this report. He is grateful 
to the members of the Committee and StS Walter George and Kamail Singh, 
the Chief Engineers and their officers from the Punjab and U. P. for their 
keen interest in the deliberations of the Committee and their help ·and co
operation. 'While discussing the sub-soil water probelms, the Committee had 
the valuable assistance of Prof. Dr. Janert of the Greifswald University in 
Germany. The Committee also had the benefit of the advice of Shri C. K. 
Nair, M.P., and Shri Brijkrishan Chandiwala, Convenor, Bharat Sewak Samaj,. 
while discussing the problems .of the Najafgarh area. The Chairman would 
ilike to place on record his grateful thanks to all these gentlemen for their co-
operation and help. • 

(Sd/-) K. C. REDDY 
Chairman. 

• 
(Sd/-) M. R. SACHDEV 

Corrvenor. 



APPENDiX 1 _ 

FIRST Rll.PORT OF THE COMMITTEE FOR PLANNING MEASURES AGAINS~ 
FLOODS AND SIMILAR CALAMITIES IN DELHI 

I 
INTRODUCTION 

An ~11-time record rainfall of.more than Io·s· in·24 hours (with a maximum of2·8' in 
one hour) on 2oth and 21st July I958 flooded lar~e ll!eas in the Cap~tal caus~~ some damage 
to roads and buildings and paralysing commurucattons. The Prune . Mmtster c~ed a 
meeting on 23rd July of the Ministers concerned, the !llayor of Dei.Q.i ~d o~her ctvil.and 
military officers .to consider the situation that had .. artsen and, after ~~s.cussJOns, ~~ctd~d 
to set up a Committee for planning measures ag_am~t floods and slffillar calammes m 
Dellti. The Committee con:;isted of the followmg : 

I. Shri K. C. Reddy, Minister for W. H. & S. (Chairman). 
2. Secretary, Ministry of Rehabilitation (Shri .Dharma Vira). 
3. Secretary, Ministry of Health (Shri V. K. B. Pillai). 
4· Chief Commissioner, Dellri. (Shri A. D. Pandit). · 
5· Shri P. R. Nayak, Commissioner, Dellri Corporation. 
6. Chief Engineer, C.P.W.D .. (Shri J. M. Rijhwani). 
7· Financial Adviser, Ministry ofW. H. & S. (Shri S. Vohra). 
8. Shri G. Mukharji, Chairman, Town Planning Organisation. . 
9· A representative of the Central Water & Power Commission (Shri Kanwar 

Sain, Chairman). 
IO. Drainage Engineer, Dellri Municipal Corporation (Shri M. A. Lokhande). 
n. Maj. Genl. R. E. Aserappa, Engineer-in-Chief. 
I2. Shri M. R. Sachdev, Secretary, Ministry ofW. H. & S. (Convenor). 

The Committee co-opted Shri Walter George and also invited Shri Karnail Singh, 
Member, Railway Board to assist the Committee in its deliberations from 
time to time. 

TERMs OF REFERENCE 

. The Committee was to deal with short-term projects and also consider related long-term 
schemes. Implementation of the recommendations was also the responsibility of this 
Committee. Its terms· of' reference were : · 

I. to consider protective measures from consequences of floods, heavy rains 
etc. ; .,_ ~· 

2. to examine the adequacy of existing drainage & sewerage systems and to 
suggest improvements ; 

3· to go into the problem of water logging, low lying land and subsoil water ; 
4· to examine bridges, ·bunds,. etc. from structural point of view ; and 
5· to look into the matter 'relating to equipment, such as pumps etc. necessary 

to deal with emergencies. 

The Committee has held four meetings so far and copies of the minutes of the first 
three meetings are attached (Annexures I to III). At its fourth meeting held on 9th August, 
the Committ~ approved of this first interim report. The Committee, had .set up three 
sub-committees; ·one to deM with urgent and emergent repairs, anoth.er to suggest short 
and long term.remedial measures and the third to ensure that there were no administrative 
and financial bottlenecks in the implementation of the proposals and the schemes, which 
had the approval of the Committee. The first two technical sub-committees have had• 
several m,eetings and taken action to carry out urgent works and implement other decisions. 

The Chairman and several members of the Committee have visited dtany ~f the flood 
~ected areas and have inspected'the storm water drains and bunds. • ~ _ . ·, . . 

II 

CAUSES OF Tim FLOOD 

Before the construCtion of the New Dellri Capital the whole estate was an open country 
with some cultivation subsisting on wells or on rains. At times of heavy rainfall there was 
no obstruction to the run off. Two big natural drains carried away practically all the run 
off of the cultivated and uncultivated areas. With the building up of the Capital these 
natural drainage lines·and channels were blocked and artificial drains were provided to 
carry away storm water from the built up area. The original stormwater drainage was 
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!designed and built in 1918 for a !" run off {which· means that only 1/4" of rain water 
'per.hour finds its way into the storm wat~r drains) except for "the then Viceregal Estate and 
the Secretariat area which was designed for 1" run off. This design was based on the 
engineering practice then obtaining and the meteorological data available at the time. 
I • - . 

The following extract from the report of the Meteorological Office gives details of the 
l;leavy rainfall on 2oth and 21st July and compares it with the heavy rainfall on two previous 
occasions in 1936 and 1954. .· . 

"For the 24 hours ending at 8 · 30 A.M. on 21st, a rainfall. of 10 · 5" (26 · 6 ems) 
was recorded· in the Lodi Road Observatory. This is an all time record 
of 24 hours rainfall for Delhi ; the previous record being 9 · 27" .recorded 
on 28th June, 1936. 

The rain commenced on the 19th and continued intermittent throughout the 
19th and upto 4 P.M. of 2oth. For the 24 hours ending at o8·30 I.S.T. 
of 20th 2·4 em~ (nearly I") of rain was recorded. From o8·3o to 1600 
of 20th, 42 m.m. (1··'7" nearly) of rain fell. . There was a break in the rain 
thereafter upto II P.M. after which moderate to heavy rain set in and con
tinued upto 0645· hours. of 21st. The intensity was very high "between 0245 
and osoo hours and again from 0530 to 0615. . 
Rainfall from IIoo-0245 

Rainfall from 0245-0500 

Rainfall from 053o-o6I5 

• 
28 m.m. (1 · 1) 

120 m.m. (4·8") 

25 m.m. (2·2") 

The maximum rainfall in one full hour during this period was 70 mm (2 · 8") from 4 
A.M. to 5 A.M. of 21st. 

Average intensity during the period 0245-o615 was 53 m.m. per hour or 2·1 inches 
per hour. · · . . ' 

The maximum intensity of rainfall during short petiod of 3 minutes during the hea\ry 
sjlell w~ 3 · 4" per hour. . 

Previous occasions of such heavy rain. 

(1) On 28th June, 1936, rainfall of 9·27" was recorded in Delhi. This was an· 
all time record from· 1881 onwards upto that year. This year's 10· 5" has 
thus beaten the previous record. Details of the 1936 rainfall are not 
available. 

(2) From the noon of 30th September to 3 P.M. of Ist October, 1954, Dellii 
recorded rainfall of 9 · 36". This heavy fall also occurred in association with 
a late monsoon Depression. But the maximum hourly rainfall was of the 
order of I· 5 inches to I ·6 inches while short period intensity (5 minutes) 
was about 3 · 5 inches per hour. ,, . . 

As the ground was already fully soaked by previous showers, ·most of the water found 
its way into the drains which were only designed for !" run off< These drains obviously 
could not clear a discharge far in. excess of the designed capacity and hence the flooding 
of areas became inevitable. · 

The problem is to consider for what intensity of rainfall should the drainage system in 
Delhi be designed. ·The total rainfall of Io·s inches (26·6 c.m.) in 24 hours, with an in
tensity of2·8 inches in an hour, on 20th/2IstJuly, 1958, was not experienced since 1881. 
There have been cloudbursts in 1936 and 1954 but the maximum hourly intensity did not 
exceed I· 6 inches. The drainage is primarily affected by the intensity of rainfall, and 
~~intensity as on 2oth/21st July, 1958 may not be expected for a long t4ne to come. Pro
ylSlon of drainage system for such unusual cloudbursts, which may only "OCCUr very rarely, 
IS therefore not a justifiable proposition on account of the excessive costs, both initial and 
recurring. There is no doubt that a certain amount of calculated risk has to be taken in 
not designing the drainage system to meet the requirements of the heaviest rainfall so far 
recorded or ever expected. This accords with the accepted principles of design in practice 
everywhere:. . · ... , . ···'"· ... 
' The Ad hoc coriunittee on subsoil water level (referred to separately), at its meeting 

on 5-8-1958, considered afresh. the question of what "run-off" should be adopted for 
the. drainage syStem in the light of the experience of the recent rains in Delhi. On the 
bas1s of a study made by the officers of the Meteorological Department on the intensity, 
dur~tion and frequency relationships of rainfall at selected stations in India upto 1955, 
~ ramfall intensity of I • 71 inches per hour can occur in Delhi with a probability of once 
m !O years. The Committee have held that this should be the maximum intensity for 
whic~ the drainage system should be designed. As the total rainfall does not always 
find Its way into the drains, it is essential to determine the actual ''run-off" into the drainage 
system as a co-efficient of the total rainfall. After careful study, the Ad hoc committee 
has suggested that the co-efficient of "run-off" in an area like New Delhi should be between 
0125 and o·s. This is a very important matter; the recommendations of the Ad hoc com
mittee and views of other authorities that may be received will have to be carefully 
considered by the Committee, before a final decision is taken. · 



AREAS FLOODED AND THE EXTENT OF DAMAGE 

As has been explained above the cfrains were not able to cope with !he ?-ischarge c?n
sequent on the unprecedented rainfall on 2oth and 21st July,_ ti:us res~~g m the floodin~; 
of low lying areas. Some of the areas that were flooded within the limits of New Delhi 
and the Delhi Corporation are mentioned below : 

(a) low lying areas like the Gole Market, Par~ament Street, part_s of. Ashoka 
Road, Talkatora Road, Old Mill Road, Rais?Jla Road, Queen Vt.ctorm Road, 
York Road, King Edward Road, Central Vtsta and,the Golf Link area, 

• .·: • 
0 (b) Places~here the open Nullahs overflowed their banks; ~e the ~ajpatnagar 

Nullah affecting Lajpatnagar and Jangpura; the Hardinge Bndge Nullah 
affecting Indraprastha Estate ; the Dariya-e-Nullah (Ganda ~ull~) affecting 
areas near Rohtak Road ; and the Najafgarh Nullah affecting built up .1!-l'eas 
such as the University Enclave, Raoa Pratap Bagh, Model Town, VtJaya-
nagar, etc., ,, . 

(c) depressions lik~ the Minto Road Subway, 

(d) areas like Shahdara, Gandhinagar and Gita Colony O!l the left bank of the 
River Yamuna. · 

A plan showing the various Nullahs will be found at the end. , 

As a· result of the heavy rains, flooding also occurred in the Krishi Bhavah on the Queen 
Victoria Road ; the All India Radio building on Parliament Street ; and the Telephone 
Exchange building in Connaught Place, resulting.in the dislocatio~ of tdephonic communi-
cations. , There has, however, been no damage to any of these buildings. . 

The 27 feet high approach road to the recently built overhead railWay bridge on Delhi 
Mathura Road settled down by. about I!' in a length of about 100'. The torrential 
flood water also scoured out one of the side slopes of the high embankment in a length of 
about 95'. There was, however, no damage to the bridges. The damage caused to·the 
road is estimated at less than Rs. sooof-. 

A detailed STa~ement showing the areas that got flooded, the damage, as far as known, 
and the steps taken or proposed to be taken to meet the situation in each case, is attached 
as Annexure IV. The information in respect of damage to private properties, which 
suffered in :varying degrees is not available. A large number of old and dilapidated houses 
in old Delhi suffered a partial or complete collapse resulting in some loss of life and injury 
to persons. Fourteen lives are reported to have been lost in house collapses and by drow-
ning and electrocution etc. · 

IV ' 
WORK OF THE TWO TECHNICAL SUB.:CoMMI'I'TI!I!S (A AND B) 

The Sub-Committee A, to consider the problem of emergent repairs and maintenance 
of stormwater drains, has had 3 meetings so far, and copies of the minutes of the meetin~ 
are enclosed (as Annexures V, VI and VII). At the first meeting, the Sub-Committee took 
stock of the existing drainage arrangements in New Delhi and Delhi areas and detailed . 
different officers of the C.P.W.D. and the Delhi Corporation to inspect the various drains 
and to submit reports on emergent Tepairs required to be carried out. The drainage system 
of New Delhi consists of open drains into which drain the surface water from the roads 
through gullies and from open areas by surface flow. These open drains discharge into 
covered drains which, in turn, discharge into various open Nullahs joining the river at 
various places. The inspections, which were carried out after the floods showed that most 
of the _drains functioned to the limit ?f their ~esigned cap~city ~ut because of the unpreceden
ted rams, a number of the Nullahs mto which these drains diScharged overflowed resulting 
in some breaches and flooding of the low lying areas. In some cases, the breaches in the 
N~s resulted from artificial cuts made by the people living ·in low lying areas near the 
drams. 0 

The officers concerned were authorised to carry out immediate· repaifs to banks to 
close breaches and remove obstructions etc. These emergent works have already been 
completed. 

~etails of the works carried out are indicated in Annexure VIII. 

In addition to these emergent repairs, ,other urgent works to improve ·the drainage of 
Delhi were considered by the Committee as explained below : 

:r. Proposals have been finalised for regarding of the intercepting drain along 
the ridge (upper reaches of Kushak Nullah). This should prevent to a 
considerable extent flooding of the Gole Market area. 

z. Widening of the cillvert across the railway line and re-modelling of the two 
road bridges nearby over the drain from Lajpat Nagar. 

3· Regarding Dariya-e-Nullah which affected areas along Rohtak Road· near 
Sarai Rohilla, it has been decided that an extra. opening should be provided 
for the sewer line which goes through the Railway culvert. 
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it has also been decided that immediate investigation should be undertaken ~connection 

with the regarding of the N ullah and to provide' separate drainage for the low lying area 
between the Rohtak R,oad and the railway line . 

.!- -
4· It has been decided that the culvert over the drain in the Friends Colony 

should also be widened. This work will be done by the Central P.W.D. on 
behalf of the Corporation. 

The Second T~chnical Sub~Committee 
' The Sub-committee B has also had 3 meetings ; first on 25th July, second on 30th 

July and the 3rd on 8th August. Copies of the minutes of the first two meetings are enclosed 
(as Annexures. ~~- and X). - · • ... , . 

· This Committee is required to ~uggest short and long term measures for pr,eventing 
flooding of New Delhi and Deihl areas. The Committee has decided the lines on which 
investigations for the long term measures should be carried out and is collecting the following 
technical data for the purpose ;,.... · 

I. Contour P,lan ot; the entire Delhi area. . 
2. Complete rainfall data, maximum intensity of rain and time of concentration. 
3· Investigation of the existing drainage system. • 
4· Design data of the existing drains. 
5· Theoretical check of the existing drains. 
6. Site check of the existing drains. 

, 7· High flood level of nallahs and high flood ofriver at these junctions. 
8. Hydraulic data of the Railway and roads bridges crossing the various outfall 

nallahs. · · 
g. Indication of low lying areas which cannbt normally drain into any of the 

existing drainage systems and from which water will have to be pumped 
out. · 

· 10. Causes of improper drainage and remedia] measures. 

The necessaty data regarding the existi~g ch-ainage system in New Delhi area is already 
available. A considerable amount of work has already. been done by the Ad hoc Committee 
on subsoil water level on the existing drainage arrangements in New Delhi area. The 
deficiency in the existing drainage system and remedial measures to be undertaken have 
also been indicated by this committee. No such data is, however, so far, available in respect 
of the Old Delhi area. 

Necessary staff to assist this Technical Sub-Committee in carrying oui: the necessaty 
detailed survey is being . placed at its disposal. . . · 

. The Sub-Committee has also considered. short term measures to prevent flooding 
of areas like the Minto Road Bridge, the Telephone Exchange, the Queen Victoria.Road 
Offi,ce Building and the lndraprastha Estate. 

Minto Road Bridge 

The flooding of the Minto Road bridge which was constructed some 30 years ago is 
due to the ingress of rain water from the adjoining built up areas into the depression under 
the bridge. The Railways have already taken action to improve the drainage of the railway 
yard both on the East and the West side of the railway line. Steps ar~being taken to 
improve the general drainage of other areas on both sides of the bridge. A hump will be 
provided on the Minto Road side of the bridge similar to the one that exists on the Connaught 
Place side. . $" 

. 
The pumps installed at the bridge are only capable of dealing with the flow of the sub

soil water into the depression. In order to meet the situation during the rains, it has been 
decided to increase the pumping capacity and to have vertical type pumps, . In the meanwhile. 
action has also been taken to ensure that the Pump House is not .flooded. . . 

Telephone Exchange 

Proposals have been formulated for the drainage of this area by the Ad hoc Committee 
on Subsoil Water but as this will be a long term measure, a fresh scheme has been prepared 
for providing a temporaty drain to drain off this area. , 

In addition, action to seal off the multi-storeyed buildings, like the Krishi Bhavan, 
the All India Radio Buldg., the Telephone Exchange and other buldgs. in the Indraprastha 
Estate area has also been taken. The annexure at IV gives. details of flooding of the base
ments of these multi-storeyed buildings . 

• 
_M~intenance of the Drainage System . 

The Committee has emphasized the need for a high standard of maintenance of storm 
water drains. At present, the storm water drains .of New Delhi ru:ea are maintained by 
the ~.D.M.C. a_n? the drainage ~stem of Old Delh11S under the mruntenance of the Cor
poration authontles. 
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There should be a separate set-up under the resp_ective local b<;idies for efficient ~ain-

tenance of these drains. In respect of the New Delhi area the dJ:~s should be. exarnmed 
by the senior Engineer•ofthe C.P.W.D. and a report on 0e con~tion of. the drains should 
be submitted to the Ministry of WH&S through the Chief Engmeer With a copy to ~he 
Ministry of Health. Similarly in respect of the drains in the Old Delhi area 0~ Corporation 
Engineer will submit a report on the condition of the drains to ~he Health Ministry through 
the Commissioner of the Corporation with a copy to the Ministry of WH&S. . 

I ' 

These drains should be carefully examined by the appropriate authoriti~'in the month 
of October each year. Action should be taken to desilt and carry <!ut rep~ to the sto~ 
water drains wherever necessary during the winter months and 3!1 mspe~on should a~ 
be made in the month of April, to ensure that the necessary reparrs, r~qwred to _be CIIIT;led 
out have been done and the drains are in good order. Such systematic annual mspect!on 

' will .enSI14e the efficient functioning of the storm water drains during the rains. 
' 0 

'Maintenance of the Sewerage System 

The position regarding the Sewerage Syste~ in Delhi is that. in the area _within the city 
walls there are combined sewers-storm-water drains. The capacity of these 1s not adequate 
even ~o carry the sewage, and when they have to carry a large quantity of water during rains, 
they overflow and even burst at places, causing flooding, nui~ance and ~sani~tio~. The 
Old Delhi system is connected to the ttunk sewer from Delhi Gate to Kilokri, which also 
carries sewage of New Delhi. Owing to the increase in population during th~ Ia;;t ro years, 
the capacity of this ttunk sewer is entirely inadequate and the scheme for building another 
trunk sewer from Delhi Gate to Ring Road, from where it will be pumped to the Okhla 
Sewage Disposal Works is in hand. At present the mote along the city wall has to carry 
some of the sewage from the city. · When the additional ttunk sewer is in position, this 
nuisance will be stopped and the mote will be used only for storm water. It is also necessary 
gradually to build two separate storm water drains for Old Delhi to relieve the pressure. on 
the existing combined system. The Corporation will have to undertake quite heavy capital 
expenditure for this purpose during the next few years. 

It is well known that many of the rehabilitation colonies were built and occupied without 
ctmpleting the arrangements for the disposal of human wastes. The Improvement Trust 
created an industrial area on Najafgarh Road in 1937 in which several factories have sprung 
up without making any arrangements for water supply or sewerage. The whole of the 
sewage from West Delhi as well as portions of Old Delhi finds its way into the Najafgarh 
Nala, which was originally intended to be a storm water drain. The Corporation is laying 
a ttunk sewer along the Najafgarh Road and has already erected a sewage disposal plant 
at Keshopur. It will be necessary to provide another ttunk sewer along the Najafgarh 
drain. Tenders for this work .. also have been invited by the Corporation. New develop
ments, such as Friends' Colony, on both sides of the Mathura Road in recent years have also 
not been provided with sewerage facilities. Another ttunk sewer will therefore be necessary 
from Friends' Colony up to the Ring Road Pumping Station to pick up the sewage from 
both sides of the Mathura Road and the Bara Pula Nala. This will also reduce the danger 
from flooding as well as the nuisance from sick soakage pits in the Friptds' Colony area. 

T~~ ~obi~ ?f Shahdara, where extensive development-both private and by the 
Rehabilitation Ministry-has taken place after Independence, does not admit of an ·easy 
so~ution owing to the fact that by and large Shahdara is set in a trough, bounded by the 
Hindan and Yamuna Rivers, the Northern Railway embankment and the diversion channel 
on t~e other two sides, with no outlet for the storm water to flow by gravity into either of 
the nvers. A preliminsry survey shows that the southern part is sloping generally towards 
the Hindan Cut, and if the obstructions to the free flow of water are removed and the flow 
canali.sed, it may be possible to drain a large percentage of the storm water by gravity into 
the nver Yamuna below Okhla. · . 

/ 

· ~ regards sewerage, Shahdara is It present entirely served by the dry system, as it 
has neither sewer nor water-supply system. Supplying filtered-water to Shahdara is itself 
a diffi~t problem, which is not expected to be solved for some years. It would be of no 
use puttmg underground sewer until a sufficient quantity of water-supply at a fairly high 
pressur~ can be ensured. Moreover, even if a piped water supply is available for Shahdara, 

· ms~allation of a m?dern method of sewage disposal will be comparatively costly here, ·as 
OWing. to the_pe~ar nature of the topography, more than one sewage disposal plant and 
p~pmg station~ be. necessary. ~n the: first in~ance, however, the Corporation proposes 
to mstal a slu~e digestio? plant1 which will work m conjunction with the present dry sytem 
so that the disposal 'Of rught soil may be freed from nuisance and danger to health. 

· As regards sewage disposal pl~nts for areas · other than Shahdara, primary and 
secondary treatment plants have been mstalled at Keshopur for West Delhi and in Coro
nation Plant for North Delhi. For the south, an additional plant is being created at Okhla 
but the present scheme does not provide for the seco~dary treatment. · 

As re~rds the _cleaning and maintena?ce of sewers, the Delhi Corporation have two 
sewer cleanmg machmes and four pumps With necessary staff for cleaning sewe•s and they 
have five more machines on order along with six pumps. 

The Committee has not been able so far, to examine the internal sewer system of the 
City. The Committee proposes to go into the questions referred to above at its future 
sittings, as also into questions relating to the sewerage in Rehabilitation Colonies and in 
pJd areas such as the University enclave, Kingsway Camp, etc. 
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PROBLEM OF WATE!l- LOGGING ,IN LOW LYING LAND AN)) $liB-SOIL WATER 

The Government of India had appointed an Ad hoc committee to investigate the sub-
. soil water problem in New Delhi. This Committee was appointed in 1953 and its terms 
of reference were to examine the question whether the sub-soil water table in New Delhi 
area was rising, and if so, to suggest what, if any, protective measures were necessary to 
safeguard buildings ·and structures in New Delhi. A brief resume of the work done by this 
Committee is given below. / · 

The Committee has held twenty meetings apart from the meetings of the various 
Sub-Committees appointed for the investigation of specific problems. 

The Committee could not proceed with this work expeditiously as there was n'd · tfata 
or observations available when it started. Soon after the completion of the New Delhi ·. 
Capital, the C.P.W.D. installed some observation pipes and started recording sub-soil water 
levels. During 'World War II, these observations were suspended, and many of the pipes 
got rusted and choked. The Committee decided that fresh observation pipes should be 
installed, spread over the whole of New Delhi and observations taken every fortnight. In 
addition, a mass of data required by the Committee had to be collected from old records, site 
survey, etc. A Special Division was created to carry out all the surveys and experiments, 
and make observations. It was this Division's function to process the data in the form of 
maps, diagrams and charts and to provide complete information for the consideration of the 
Committee. 

The d~;tailed examination of the data provided by the Centr_al P.W.D. established 
that 

(r) the water level in the river has little influence on the fluctuation of the sub-soil 
water table, . . 

(2) the sub-soil water table rises from June to October and falls from October to 
· June. H{;avy rain falls during the monsoon are responsible for an abnormal 

rise leading to a net permanent rise in the level, and 
(3) since 1912 there haS been a general rise in sub-soil water table varying from 

2 to 17 ft. 

The Ad hoc Committee submitted an interim report in 1956, and a copy of its report 
is added as Annexure XI. Since then the Committee has pursued further studies and 
research work and also given consideration to the schemes for lowering sub-soil water levei 
by improving drainage and pumping out water. 

In the instance of the Ad hoc Committee the Road Research Institute have completed 
their study of the problem of differential settlements of buildings as a result of the lowering 
of the sub-soil water table. This report has been considered by the Committee, and its re

. commendations accepted. The conclusions briefly are that the possibility of appreciable 
surface subsidence occurring in the ~built areas as a result of dewatering is ruled 
out. For the built up areas in the case of the existing buildings, by and large the 
resulting differential settlement due to lowering of water table to 10 ft. below ground 
level will be insignificant. (Repeated fluctuations of the water table may, however, cause 
a settlement of the order of I inch in the case of a few foundations which rest upon sanj, 
•AU though this magnitude of settlement 1s within allowable limits, it is advisble that 
pumping should be SO arranged that frequent fluctuations Within a depth of IO ft. below 
ground level are avoided as far as possible.) 

The Geological Department have carried out a study_ and have submitted a report. 
They have asked for further facilities for continuing their study to prepare a Geological 
map of the Delhi area. 

On the basis of the information, derived from studies made by the Meteorological 
Department, the Committee have adopted certain coefficients for the built up area in New 
Delhi. Using these coefficients they have arrived at the figure of·• 5 inches per hour run 
off (on an average) for desigTling the drainage system of New Delhi. _A report of the Com
mittee meeting held on 5-8-1958 is attached as Annexure XII. 

Further action has been taken by the Committee as follows:-

(I) 16 tube wells have been installed in the badly affected iu:ea where the water 
table ilnhe month of October is at a de9th less than 6 ft. from the ground 
surface. These tube wells are working already. To start with pumping was 
restricted to a few.hours per day. During the month of}une 1958,2 ·24 million 
gallons of water were pumped out from the sub-soil. Pumping is now being 
increased to 22 hours per day. Careful watcl! is kept on the saline content 
of the tube well·'Yater so that if suitable, this could be utilised for irrigation 
purposes. Generlllly, however, the water is brackish. ~ 

(2) A line of porous concrete pipes IO ft. below ground level has been laid in the 
Central Vista. Pumping has been continuous. Before the heavy ra_in '!f 
July, it was possible to lower the water table to a depth of 8 ft. Purnpmg IS 

now being increased to remove the excessive quantity of water received as a 
result of the heavy rain fall. · , 



(3) Preliminary experiments on the reclamation of salt and alkaline: patche5 in ~he 
Central Vista with the help of D.D.T. waste have been carrted out. Wnh 

_ the experien~e gained, a scheme for the reclamation of an saline and alkaline 
patches is being prepared. 

On the re~ommendations of the Committee a complete: scheme: for improving the. 
surface drainage of the New Delhi area, lowering of the sub-soil wa~er m the ba~y affected 
and the moderately affected areas and preventing the rise of sub-soil ~vnter .level m. the un
affected and the neW colonies h~ been prepared and the necessary esnmates are bt:mg sub
mitted to the Government of India. 

The salient features of the complete scheme are :- . 
(1) Instanation of tube-wens in the moderately affected area and in badly affected 

area. 
(2) Regrading and regrassing the lawns of the Central Vista. • I 
(3) Providing relief drains to the underground drainage system in New Delhi area. 
(4) J;tegrading and redesigning of the drainage system of the New Delhi area where, 

necessary. 
· (5) Providing compiete Porous concrete drains in the Central Vista. . 
(6) Economic use of unfiltered water in lawns and gardens, and use of sprinklers 

in some selected areas as an experimental measure. 

The Ad hoc Committee has compiled a mass of very useful data plotted on charts, 
diagrams, etc., for ready reference. Observations and studies on various aspects of the 
problem are continuing and the diagrams and charts are kept up-to-date. 

· The Committ~e proposes to consider the recommendations of the Ad hoc Committee 
to ensure that such of its recommendations as are accepted are speedily implemented and to 
watch the progress of its work from time to time. 

VI 

BUNDS AND BRIQGES AND SUM,MARY O;F .ACTION TAKEN 

Bunds: 

The Committee directed that the existing bunds along the river Yamuna should be 
examined by the C.W.P.C. along with the officers of the C.P.W.D. and the Corporation. 
A report on the condition of the river bunds has been received by the Committee and neces
sary repairs and improvements have also been undertaken. 

A system ofinsP.ection of these bunds should be established and the S.E., Delhi State 
Circle through the Chief Commissioner of Delhi should submit a report to the Ministry 
of Irrigation and Power with a copy to the Ministry of W.,H. & S. every year in the month of 
April on the condition oft,he bunds. Similar action should be taken by the S.E., Agra Canal 

- (U.P. Irrigation) for the m~inal Bund on the left bank of the .Yamuna under his charg~ 
The bunds should be maintained to the standards prescribed by the C.W.P.C. in terms of the 
Embankment Manual prepared by the Flood Wing of the C. W.P.C. in 1956. 

Bridges: 

Most of the nallahs that drain the rain water of Delhi into the Yamuna, cut'across the 
Railway line and in many places, the road embankments also. The adequacy of the existing 
waterways across the Railway line as well as the Roadways is a matter for detailed investi
gation and has to be considered as a part of the long term measures.. As already indicated 
in previous paragraphs, wherever the drains did not function properly on account of restricted 
waterw~y,. the al!thorities concerned have been requested to increase the siZe of the openings 
on a pr1or1ty bas1s. · .. 

Norffially whe:e levels are satisfa~ory there will not. be any need for pumping out 
storm water. Pumpmg of stormwater will be necessary only m cases of· low lying areas which 
cannot discharge into the nallahs or into the river during high flood level. Such ~eas are 
to be dealt with separately. Wherever possible, the drains should function by gravity as 
Pl!ffiPing will not be ~ eco~omical P:ocess. The Technical. Sub-Committee B is a!re~dy 
se1zed of the problem·and will take th•s aspect of the matter mto consideration when for-
mulating short and long term r_emedial measures. -

To sum up-

(a) .1-!rgent repairs.by way of removal of obstructions closi~g of breaches, strengthen
mg of bunds, etc., wherever necessary, have already been carried out or are in , 
hand, 

(9) suitable short term remedial measures have bee~ taken to prevent the flooding 
of the strategic poims, like the Minto Road Bridge, the Telephone Exchange 
the Krishi Bhavan and the buildings in the Indraprastha Estate, ' 

(c) the Committee ~as prescribed a procedure for the standard of maintenance of 
storm water drams for the future. A system of strict inspection of drains before 
and after rains will be insisted upon, 



. ' 
(d) the entire existing·drainage' system in New Delhi and Old Delhi will have. to be 

examined in the light of their adequacy for higher discharge. : This is being 
done. The existing size of the drains will not be able to cope with; heavy rains 
likely to occur say once in I o years, 

' ' 
(e) as a short tertn measure the Committee has already approved proposals for the 

. regrading of Nallahs and widening of bridges wherever required withoufwaiting 
for long, tertn remedial measures, . ·) · 

(f) the Committee has directed tbe Ad hoc Committee on Sub-soil water to make 
its final recommendations and also to proceed expeditously with the schemes 
already fortnulated by them for the lowering of sub-soil water !eve I, · · 

(g) the rivet bunds have already been· inspected and action taken to stre.ngthen 
them, where called for, and . . 

(h) action to remodel or widen some of the existing openings across Railways and 
roads, is being taken on ~ priority basis. 

VII 

P!.OODING OF THE RURAL AREA OF DELHI 

The main drainage of the rural area i.e. the Najafgarh Block and the Alipur Block is 
carried by the Najafgarh Nallah. The two main dra,ins, which drain into the Najafgarh 
from the Alipur Block and part of Najafgarh, are the Mangeshpur drain and the Nangloi 
drain with a catchment area of 298 sq. miles. These two main drains have several small 
branches, which drain the countryside of Delhi. Besides these two main drains, there is 
the Najafgarh Jheel·and its catchment, which also drains into the Najafgarh Nallah. 

The beds of these drains have been heavily silted and choked up with the result that 
after a heavy rainfall, the water spreads out and submerges the surrounding crops. These 
drai~s have also very sharp bends. · 

A survey of the Najafgarh drain and the levels along the bed of the drain, has been 
carried out and this showed that the width of the Nallah had been considerably reduced due 
to silting up and a hump had been fol'II).ed, which prevented the drainage from the Jheel side 
passing into the Yamuna. The work of the removal of the hump in the main Najafgarh 
drain as suggested by the C.W.P.C. has been completed by the C.P.W.D., with the exception 
of pitching, which also has been partly completed. 

I ' I 
A survey is now in hand for improving the drainage of the Nangloi drain. The drain is 

proposed to be designed on the basis of a discharge of 5 cusecs per sq. mile in the catchment 
area. This is being done keeping in view the limited capacity of the main Najafgarh drain 
itself. 

The survey of the Mangeshpur drain and its branches has not yet been undertaken. 

Another drain, which' serves to clear the stortn water from the rest of the Ali pur Block 
is tl;le Bowana Escape drain, which discharges independently into the Yamuna. This drain 
has to be attended to also. · . . ' 

. \ ' 

The rest of the problem of the rural Delhi relates to the villages between the Yamuna 
and the Shahdara Bund and the villages between the Yamuna and the G.T. Road below 
village Palla which are a;ffected by· floods from the river. In the first case the remedy is for 
these villages to be moved away. Sites have already been selected but rhe villagers have not 
moved so far. · In the second case, that is in respect of the villages between the Yamuna and 

. the G. T. Road, the remedy is for the sites of villages to be raised. 

A bund in this region cannot be constructed as the Standing Yamuna Committee, which 
has been set up by the Ganga River Commission, has ruled that no long· embankments on 
the River Yamuna are to be constructed by Delhi, U.P. or Punjab authorities. Such mea
sures according to that Committee would cut out large valley storages resulting in higher 
flood levels at the Delhi Railway Bridge,'thus.endangering the safety of the bridge. With
out any embankments the highest flood level already recorded at the Railway Bridge is upto 
the top of the piers. This scheme should give substantial relief to areas which are liable to 
flooding so as to minimise damage to crops at the same time ensuring that the water from the 
rural areas does not flow into the city but is properly drained off into the river. This haslto 
be coupled with ade.quate flood protection measures a'gainst damage to village "abadies" in 
the event of heavy rains or floods in the river. 

The Committee proposes to go into this matter further and to initiate or take suitable 
action in consultation with the Ministries concerned and irrigation authorities of the Uttar 
Pradesh and Punjab Governments. ' -



ANNEXURE IV 

According to the information collected so far, the following buildings and areas were 
affected by the recent floods:- . . 

I Krishi Bhavan.-Rain water accumulat~d on the Talkatora, Old Mill, and Raisina 
Roads, "rushed into .this building and flooded its .basements. The Execut!ve ~ngineer in. 
charge of the building who lives in the nearby ~aisina Hostel, saw the . mvading. waters, 
early in the morning. There were pumps fixed m the basement for pumpmg out ram water. 
These pumps were pumping out water upto 4 A.M. when sud~en on~rush ofwa~er from out
side submerged them. The filtered water tank and the pumpmg unit for the ram water also 
got submerged. Immediately pumps of the C.P.W.D. Fire Brigade were put in commission 
to pump out the flood waters. Another 20 pumps of various capacities were brought in and 
they worked non-stop for 48 hours and cleared all the basements and the grounds. No 
damage was caused to the structure any-where. Temporary arrangements were made for 
supply of electric energy and filtered water for the office. All accesses to the basements 
have been sealed by building small masonry walls across the six courtyards. An additional 
6" dia. delivery pipe is going to be provided for the existing sump. The C.P.W.D. Fire 
Brigade pumps have been put on 24-hour duty. The submerged pumps are at present 
being repaired. Additional pumps have also been put on the ground near. the sumps. 
There are two sumps into which rain water from the courts and the basement IS collected by 
a system of covered drains provided for the purpose. The pumping units for rain water 
referred to above, pump the water from the sumps which consist of 4 electric pumps having 
an arrangements normal capacity of 6o,ooo gallons per hour which could, in an emergency, 
be augmented to 90,000 gallons per hour. The pumps are'designed.to pump rain water off 
the courts and the strip of land in the immediate vicinity of the plinth wall all round the 
building. On the morning of the 21st however, due to unprecedented rainfall accumulated 
water poured in from outside areas along the Talkatora Road, Old Mill Road, Raisina Road, 
etc., into the compound and the basement. The pumps were not expected to cope with this . 
situation. 

2. Pandara Road Flats.-Water got into a few quarters. and stood about 3" deep on the 
floors. The colony was, however, got cleared of water in about 12 hours. No building 
sustained any damage. 

3· The D.G.S. & D. Hutments.-About 40 rooms of these office hutments which were 
constructed to temporary specifications during the war and which have already long outlived 
their life developed cracks as a result of rain water, which accumulated there due to the in
capacity of the underground drain (passing through the hutments area) to carry all the dis
charge contributed by the Shahjahan Road drains. The area was cleared after 12 hours. The 
underground drain is being cleared. The affected rooms ar~ being vacated and repairs are 
being attended to. · 

. 4· The All India Radio multi-storeyed building on the Parliament Street.-The rain water, 
accumulated on the Parliament Street, found its way into the basement of this building 
through its ventilators. That water was pumped out quickly and the ventilators sealed off 
temporarily. No damage was caused. It is proposed to provide dwarf walls in front of the 
ventilators or to close the latter and then ·resort to 'artificial ventilation to make the basement 
useable. · 

According to the original plan, no basement had been provided. While the building 
was wider construction it was found that subsoil under one wing was of a treacherous nature, 
which made a deeper foundation necessary. In order to make good use of the deeper foun
datio;ts, a basem~t was provided in the wing .. As the roof of that basement bad to be kept 
at plinth level, which was not very much above the general ground level outside ventilators 
had to be provided at low level for .necessary ventilation. Duririg normal rains, there was 
no chance for the water to find entry mto the basements through the ventilators. It was due 
to the piling up of water as a result of the very high intensity of shower that some quantity of 
water found its way through the ;ventilators down to the basements. 

5· Gandhi Sangrahalaya.-A portion of the Compound wall fell down causing damage 
to the extent of Rs. 3,0001- approximately. 

6. City Extension area.-A few houses on the Nurjahan Road, Press Road and Turk
man Road stood in about 2' depth of water, but no damage was caused. 

7· G. 0. I. Press Building.-Water ·got into one of its godowris. 'No damage was 
caused to the buildings but some paper materials that lay on the floor were damaged. 

8. Fire Brigade Lane, Barakhamba Lane, Atul Grove Lane, 'Ferozeshah Road and Cann
ing Lane.-Rain water got into a few quarters in those places also, including the basement 
of the Connaught Place Telephone Exch!lllge building. No damage, however, was caused to 
the building. 
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9. King Edward Road, York Road and Sonehri Bagh 'Road areas.-Road side drains in 

• these areas had swollen to the maximum, but became clear by the evening of.21 -7-58. The • 
lawns of bungalows s-Sonehri Bagh Road and 3 & 5 York Road, ho\Yever, carried about 6" 
deep water for two days. Compound walls of those bungalows had to be broken by the 
servants of their tenants to provide quick passage to the trapped water. The buildings were 
not damaged by the rain water. 

, I 

ro. Hastings Road; Ashoka Road & Akbar Road.-Some of the very old se~vants 
quarters on those roads developed cracks e.g. those attached to 4 & 6 Hasting Road, 12 
Akbar Road. They wJll have to be surveyed and possibly removed. 

r I. Mansingh Road.-The areas on this road including the compound of the Princely 
houses and the hutments attached thereto (Kotah House, Jaisalmer House, Dholpur House) 
were flooded. Whereas the temporary structures had 3n rain water standing over their ' 
floors, the main buildings were free from flooding. In the•Dholpur House, pavement of a 
room sank-down as a result of this the partition walls standing thereon developed some 
cracks. This damage will be made good at a cost of about Rs. r,soo{-. In the Jaisalmer 
House, a temporary cycle shed collapsed and will have to be re-erected. 

12. C.B.R. Building and other buildings.-The Nullah running by the side of Dr. Sen's 
Nursing Home in the Irtdraprastha Estate breached. According to unconfirmed reports the 
Nullah had been !:leached by the unauthorized squatters on the other side of the Nullah 
to prevent flooding on their side. Th'e water gushing out of the breach spread over the 
whole area including the plot bearing the C.B.R. building. Due. to •Continuous rainfall 
the level of this water rose to about 3'. On this account a few inches water stood on the 

, floors of the C.B.R. building•also. No damage to the building or any other property in the 
C.B.R. building occurred. The breach of the nullah has been closed. As a permanent 
measure the bund is being strengthened. There is also a proposal to replace the open drain 
by a covered barrel. 

I 
As a permanent arrangement it is proposed to instal pumps for pumping out the rain· 

water, which will be collected in a sump by means of a drainage system, which is under con
struction. When the pump~ are installed the drainage arrangement of this area will be 
adequate. 

The flooding water surrounded the A.G.C.R. building also, but it did not get to its 
floors. The building was not damaged. • 

Minor damage was suffered by the stone pitching at the back of the Comptroller and 
Auditor General's, Office Building. 

I 

13. 129 acre plot on the south o/ the Hindustan Housing Factory.-ln two blocks, open 
paved platforms subsided. The .contractor is making good this damage and the work is in 
progress. • 

14. The I04 acres plot on the North of Medical Enclave.-There was no accumulation 
of water here. The nullah embankment requires to be pitched as a precaution against the 
possible erosion in the future. I 

rs. The All India Medical Institute.-Rain water entered the basement of the P~clinical 
Block through the opening in the basement below the Lecture Theatre, which lias later 
on to be extended to the Teaching Block to be taken up in Phase II. All water was pumped 
out immediately. Some departmental electric stores however got wet. This damage is 
worth about Rs. IOOO/- only. The .opening has been sealed up now .. No damage was 
caused to the structure. Electric energy to this block was interrupted for a day. The 
pumping unit that raised water-to the overhead tank got affected but it was repaired and put 
into commission in 4 days time. · 

r6. The Zoological Park.-'This park spreads over about 200 acres of swampy land 
and does not, at present, command efficient system of drainage due to the presence of a 
R~ilway !J'llC~ behin~ it. The pavement level of. the exis~ing cul'.'ert No. 15 on the main 
nulway line IS too htgh and therefore cannot ·admit of eflictent dramage of water. The re
sult of this was that the low lying areas, pools, ponds and streams existing in the park area · 
got flooded with rain water contributed by Purana Quila, Sunqernagar and Sunder Nur
sery. The Structures as well as animals, including their enclosures were safe. The ap
proaches to a few culverts however settled down to a certain ex cent Arrangements are 
proposed to be made for improving the drainage system of the park permanently . 

. 17. Delhi Mathura Road.-The 27. feet high approach (Mathura side) to the re~ently 
bulit over-bridge (having maximum embankment height of 35ft.) across the American ware
~ouse railway line and the Delhi Mathura main railway line, settled down by about r f 
m a length of about roo feet. The flowing rain water also scoured the embankment in a 
lef!gth of about 95'near one of the railway bridges. While the western carriageway was 
bemg repaired, the eastern one was opened to traffic within 24 hours. The total damage is 
estimated to cost about Rs. sooof-. All bridges there are perfectly safe. · • . 

Two arch culverts-one in mile 9{1 and the other in- ro/3 suffered damage on their down
stream side. Both the culverts will be reconstructed after the Ministry of Transport gives 
their designs taking into consideration the recent heavy rains. · 
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18. The Bund from Shah Alam Bridge to the Coronation pillar_ breached at three places~ 
one near the ,eseape channel from the Najafgarh cfrain and the other two near the sluices. 
provided in the Bund for the drainage. All the three breaches have sin<;e been repaired by 
the C.P.W.D. · · 

19. The Rehabilitation Colonies.-The drainage of all the Rehabilitation colonies was 
designed by the C.P.W.D. for a runoff of t" per hour for the plains and !"runoff per hour 
for the :rocky areas like New Rajinder Nagar. Out of the 22 reliabilitation colonies, only 
five got flooded as explained below :- ' 

(a) Lajpat Nagar.-An open drain passes through the colony and meets the Barapula 
Na]Ja. Acrpss this Nalla, there are several road bridges besides one railway 
bridge. Due to the unprecedented rainfall, the nalla burst its banks, where 
the local residents had removed the earth area, and over tlowed at several low
lying places. Th~Railway bridge will have to be widened 'and the two road 
bridges nearby remodelled. . · 

(b) Jangpura.-The above mentioned nalla, passing through Lajpat Nagar also pass
es through Jangpura where it overflowed its banks specially at its junction with 
the Barapula nalla. The banks then will have to be raised with due regard to 
the flood levels during tl!e recent heavy rains. 

(c) Nizamuddin.-On the left bank of Barapula nalla there are three culverts which 
had been constructed long back presumably to drain away ~ater of the Nizam
uddin area into Barapula nalla when water in the latter is low. When water 
in the Bar.apula nalla is high, rain water of the colony cannot get therein. On 
the contrary the Barapula nalla discharges its contents into the colony. This 
is why Nizamuddin remained flooded for some time till water in Barapula nalla 1 
subsided. The only remedy for this will be to clear the bed and banks of the 
Barapula nalla to increase its efficiency and also to provide all the three culverts 
with gates which will h.ave to be manually operated during the rains. It may 
be added that when the water in the Barapula nalla is high, rain water accumulated 
in this colony will have to wait till water in the nalla subsides. A solution 
appears to be in providing a permanent pumping plant there to deal with the· 1 
rain water when level in the Barapula nalla cannot admit the .drainage of the 1 

Nizamuddin area. 
(d) Sarai Rohilla.-This colony got flooded with the water contributed by the high 

lying railway area. There is no proper outlet for this area. The drainage sys
tem of' the colony will have to be reorganised by the Delhi Corporation. 

(e) Gandhi Nagar.~ This colony was developed beyond the le'ft bank of the river 
Juruna where water gets impounded between the river embankment and the 
road. The drainage of this colony will be effected by pumping out rain water 
over the embankment into the river Jumna. The pumping units will be installed 
shortly. The Delhi Corporation are also looking into the problem of this colony. 

. Apart from the above a few roads and their katcha berms in the various colonies got 
damaged due to :Jle ~h of rain ~ater. Also brick pitching in the same open drains slipped 
at several places m vanous colomes. · 

.In old Delhi, the stone pitching of the Daryai Nalla (locally known as Ganda Nalla) 
slipped at several places The nalla over-flowed its banks in the section between Rohtak 
Road and the Railway line and flooded the area around causing damage to buildings there. 



APPENDIX n 
List of Emergent Repairs carrnd out 

-----
Sl. Name ofNalla or Locality Nattire of Damage Repairs carried -out 

No. Building affected 

I z 3 4 5 
. . .. . 

. I. Karbala Outfall · Jorbagh (a) Heavy silting in (a) Desilting com-
Drain first Iooft. pleted. 

2. Kushak Nalla Panchkuin Road to (a) Pitching damaged (a) Pitching repaired. 
Jangpura (b) Two breaches (b) Breaches closed. 

3· Lajpat Na~ Nalla Lajpat Nagar 
Jangpura 

and (a) Breaches in banks (a) Breaches closed. 

4· Drains along Road Purana Qilla and 
passing through Stadium 
Exhibition Grou-
nds 

5· Storm-water drain 
in Indraprastha 
Estate (Drain No. 
I4) 

Indraprastha Estate 

(b) Collapsingofmou- (b) Repairs completed. 
ths of inlets of storm 
water channels 

(c) Damage to brick (c) Repaired. 
pitching 

(tl) Silting up at curves (d) Desilting comple
ted. 

(a) ·Damage to banks (a) Repaired. 
(b) _Silting (b) Desilting done. 
(c) Damage to pitching (c) Repaired. 

-(a) Breaches 
(b) Silting 
(c) Inadequate size of 

syphon to discharge 
water from level 
drain 

(a) Repaired. 
(b) Desilting com-

pleted. 
(c) Syphon .chamber 

widened. 

· 6. Daryala Nalla , Rohtak Road and (a) .Breaches (a) Breaches repaired. 
Sarai Rohilla (b) I>amage to pitching (b) Pitching repaired. 

7· Najafgarh Drain . Rehabilitation colo- (a) Damage t~ pitch- (a) Pitching repaired. 
nies in Old Delhi .ing along G. T. Road · 

8. Friends' Colony Friends' Colony 
Drain 

9· Chirag Delhi Nala · Defence Colony 

(a) Damage to pitch- (a) Repaired: 
ing 

(b) Breaches on sides" (b) Repaired. 

(a) Minor breaches (a) Breaches repaired. 

Io. Krishi Bhavrui' · • Queen Victoria Road (a) Flooding of base- (a) Entries to base-
ment ment sealed off. 

II. All-India Radio Parliament Street 
Buildin . g 

12. All-India Medical Medical Enclave\ 
Institute 

I3; Delhi Mathura Bhogal 
Road Railway 
crossing 

I4. Bund from Shah Old Delhi ·• 
Alam Bridge to 

. Coronation Pillar 

154 WHS-8 

(a) Flooding of base- (a) Entries to b&~e-
ment ment sealed off. 

(a) Flooding of base- (a) Entries to base-
ment ment sealed off. 

' 
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APPENDIX ill, 

REPORT ON STORM WATER DRAINAGE BLOCK-,~ BY CENTRAL PUB~IG 
. . WORKS DEPARTMENT. . . · .. 

I. Introduction "' . . . 
, ;.I Flooding, damage to prdperty and d~slocation of civic sen:ices' as a·result of th~· 

rainfall of July I958 brought out clearly the madequacy of the c!t'~ag~ system . of Delhi 
area. For purpose of drainage the Delhi area could broadly be divided lflto 4 ma)or catch-
ments :- .· · , 

(I} The Catchment of the Barapulk Nalla, 

· Cz) The Catchnient of the Najafgarh Dr~, 

(3) The Catchment of the City Ditch, and 

· (4) ShBhdara Area. 
The catchment of the Barapulla Nalla covers New Delhi area and extends on ·the south 
as far as the Air Firing Range at Tilpath ... The Najaf Garh catchment mainly draiils the 
rural areas in West ·and North of Delhi. The City ditch drains the Delhi-City area. 

'. 
Refer to plan No. ·r· I for ~he 4 different catchments. 

I.2 The New Delhi area forms the most important part and the Barapulla catchinent. 
A survey of the drainage system of the New Delhi area was made by the Central P.W.J?. 
while exploring the means of lowering the subsoil water table. In respect of the NaJaf 
Garh Catchment the Central Water & Power Commission is already seized with the pro
blem of drainage of rural areas. As regards Delhi' city and Shahdara the Corporation has 
the necessary data to proceed with investigations. · · . 

r ·3 ·The Committee for prevention of floods and other calamities therefore directed 
that investigation on the drainage of Block I should be undertaken by the C.P. W.D. while 
the C.W.P.C. could take up the investigation of Block 2. The Corporation was entrusted 
with the task of investigating the drainage systems in Blocks 3 & 4· 

r 4 This preliminary report deals with the investigations carried out by the C.P.W.D. 
in Block I. The report indicates the lines on which investigations were carried out to 

·loCate the deficiencies in the existing drainage System of this catchment. It also detail£ out . 
. the improvements to the existing drainage arrangement, considered necessary. 

a. Description of Block I 

2.I Block I comprises an area of 40,700 acres. The natural liririt of the area on the 
west is the ridge and on the.east the river Jumna. The area extends upto the Air Firing 
;Range at Tilpat on the south and ita northern boundary extends upto Panchkuin Road and 
Circular Road. The extent of the catchment is indicated, in Plan 2 • r. The entire storm
water or·this catchment area drains into Jumna. The main outfall channels are the Bara
pulla Nalla, the Friends Colony Nalla, the Sunder Nagar Drain, the Exhibition Nalla and 
the nalla through the Indraprasta Estate. Of these, the largest and by far the most impor
tant is the Barapulla Nalla with a catchment of 34400 acres. This nalla in its upper reaches 
is called the Kushak Nalla, and from the point of its confluence with Sonehripul Nalla is 
called the Barapulla Nalla. The catchment of the Barapulla Nalla covers· practically the: 
entire Block I excluding Friends Colony and a few other areas which rue independently 
drained by other minor nallas. The catchment of the different nallas are also shown in Plan . 
No. z·z. · 

2.2 On the basis of drainage characteristics, the catchment of the; Barapulla Nalla could 
be" broadly divided into 3 diStinct' areas :- , · · · · . 1 

· ~ · (a) BuU~ up ,:,_ (including;.._ likely to· be bUilt ao pe~ Iriterim Mast~ Plan of the· ' 
T. P. O. , . . • • . . . . . . . . 15.400 

(b) Unba.ilt ·areas 

(c) Rural mas .. 
2.3 Buz1t"!!P areas.-This area consists of New Delhi as it existed ~rior to I939 and 

a~o the colo~es on th~_ south that '!'ere developed since. tqen. . The ctrainag~ system of 
this arc:a consists of pnmary drw.ns m th~ form of surface pitched drains emptying into ' 
coyered barrels. These ~arrels discharge mto outfall nallas which join the river Jumna at 
swtahle places. The drrunage system of most of the area built prior to I939 was designed 
~ff.the basis of a 1• run off while areas deve:oped after 1939 are on the basiS oft' to~~-~-, 

' 2.4 ·Unhuilt and rural areas.-These areas are mostly to the soul!) of. the Capital and 
are. drained by th~ Chiragh Delhi n~ whic~ joins Kush~ nalla :near Defence Colony. 
This area ·bas a frurly good slope, and IS rocky m small port10ns .. Much of it is cultivated 
llrnd. Due to the good slope there is hard!~ any compllrint of flooding in this . area. 
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. " 3. Areas ftooded and.:causes 
. • . i 

· 3.1 The major complaint of flooding in Block I II$ a result of rainfall of :~oth and :.liSt 
Ju~, I958 was:~ · · -

'. (ci) From low lying areas, like Gob Market, Fire Brigade lane, Parliament rstreet, 
Parts of Ashoka Road, Talkatora Road, OlQ. Mill RoPd, Raisins Road, Queen 
Vi~oria ~oad, York Road, King Edward Road, ,Central Vista, Golf Link area and 
Jor Bagh. · 

(b) From places where open nallas. over flowed the banks affecting .parts of Lajpat 
Nagar, Jang Pura, Indraprastha Estate and Friends Colony .. · 

.(c) Froni areas which could n:ot dr~ on account of high watedevel in the outfallnal.laa, 
like Nizamuddin. . · . · . 

':.· 

3.:2 This flooding was the result of poor interception;inadequate "capacity of the exist
ing drains and unsatisfactory conditions of flow obtaining in the outfall Channels • 

. . • 3·3 Interception.-The preliminary suivey "indicated that the number of inlet gratings 
. along th!' roads is inadequate. Interception arrangement at the roundabouts is also p:oor. 
,Levels and gradients of lawns and berms are not sulficient to ensure quick flow of rain water 

· into the drains. The lawns were originally made saucer-shaped to conserve rain water. 

~·4 Inadequacy of the main drains.-In 1913, the Delhi Town· Planni.ng· COmmittee 
had recommended that the stoimwater drainage system for the Capital should be designed 
for 1' run off from the built up are2s and r• from the ridge-area. Though no reason could 
be traced for not following thes!' recommendations it is observed from the estimates fi:>r the 
stormwater drainage prepared in I 9 I 8 that the system was actually designed for a run off 
of i' for built up areas excepting the Secretariat buildings and the then Viceregal Estate for 
·which r• run off was adopted. It would have been an ideal condition if the drainage system 
was so designed that there would have been no tide locking of the chains when the river w:1s 
in floods. The report of the I9I8 estimates however, states that to obtain such a condition 
t)le working velocities in the pipes would be very much less and consequently the cost of 
the project would_ be very much more. Backing of the river water into the pipes and con
sequent silting was therefore accepted as a necessary evil for which the remedy suggested 
was occasional flushing from irrigation or domestic water supply. 

I 

· . 3·5 This drainage system as originally laid in I9I8 underwent little mQdification ex
c,ept that due to the extension of the city the outfall channel No. -3 was covered and con
verted into barrel upto the point wh~e it meets Sonehripul Nalla. Plan No. 3-r indicates 
the drainage system as it exists to-day. 

· 3.6 The New Delhi Development Committee in 1939 have in their report stated"that 
except for occasiqnal flooding under the· Minto Road Bridge and the Haidinge Bridge . 
tile stormwater drainage 8ystem was functioning satisfactorily. From the occasional floods 
then reported we have now frequent complaints of flooding in areas, like Market Square, 
Minto Road Quarters, Fire Brigade area etc., and ~o stagnation :of water in roundabouts . 
and backing up of water in the various outfall channels. Perhaps, inconvenience du!' to 
flooding ·was not felt in·those days as Simla was the seat of Government during Summer 
monsoon periods. · . · · · · · . . 

3. 7 The basis of the original design had, therefore, to be reviewed. It is now pro
posed that the drainage system should be remodelled for a run off based on the rational 
niethod of design for stormwater drains and not on any ad hoc basis. The rational method 
recognises the relation between the rainfall and run off. Under this method it is necessary· 
to determine first the time of concentration which is the length of time required to establish 
run off and for the water to flow from the most distant point of the area to the inlet and 
thenoe from the drains to the point urtder consideration. Secondly the ~tensity of rainfall 
corresponding to this period of time should be determined. Also it would not be economical 
to. design a storm water drainage system for the worst anticipated rainfall. On the basis of 
study of rainfall data, the main Committee has decided that it would be sufficient if the drain
age system is remodelled for a 1~torm likely to occur on~ in 2 years. The time of concen
tration· for the main drains wowd be one hour while for the branch drains it would be 30 
minutes. The corresponding intensities of rainfall of frequency once in 2 years for these 
times of COI'!centration would be I '65' and 2. 5' per hour. Applying the appropriate 
co-effident of run off for the New Delhi area the actual run off fiir which the main drainage 
system is to be remodelled works out to o · 5' ·per hour and o·· 75• per hoi.!r in the case of 
branch drains. This has been the guiding principle in suggesting. suitable measures for 
improving the capacity of·drainage system of built up areas in Block I. In this connection 
refer to minutes of the meeting of the Technical Sub-Committee, held on: x6-8-1958. 

• I 

· · . 3.8 The origin!)l --~~·~gns do not indicate the ex~ct run off taken for the tural and -un- I 

• bUilt areas for purpose: of design of the nlillas. For purpose ·of remodelling· the existing 
drainage systt'm a run off:o'f'IO CUS~Cs per square mile has been takeJ?. for rut~ areas while . 
fc5r the unbtiilt areas a run off factor of o·-2 has been taken. In this counecnon·refeJ' to 
the'trtlnutes of the meeting of_the· Technical Sub-Committee,. held.on 4Ul .Novetnber,. I9S_8 
and 27th November, 1958. 



. .f. Deecriptioa of the drainage system 

4.1 Jnrernal drains.-As rurealiy mentioned ~ para 3 · 4 the dr~age of the Ne~ D.elhi 
area built prior to 1939 was for of '1/4' run off while the new colOilles that were built smce 
then are for r /2' to I • run off. On the basis of rational method of design for the stormwater 
drainage as discussed in para 3 ·7 it is seen that only stormwater dr~age _systell?- of New 
Delhi area built prior to i939 requires remodelling in respect of the mtemal drams. The 
internal drainage system of the new colonies gave no caus~. for trouble and where flood
ing did occur it was a result of unsatisfactory outfall conditions. Therefore, for purpose 
of detailed investigations it is only the internal drainage· system of the New Delhi area built 
prior to I939 that required examination. ·. 

4.2 The storm water drainage system of the New Delhi area prior to 1939 as shown in 
Plan 3 ·I consists of 16 main drainage lines. Description of the area covered by each is.as 
follows: 

· 4·3 System: (Kushak Nalla).-Tbe first system although it is called the Kushak 
Nalla is not the ·original Kushak Nalla but an artificially dug channel pitched with bricks 
or stone in its bead reach. It starts from Puncbkuin area, runs along the toe of the Delbi 
Rock Ridge, crosses the Kitchner Road, passing near the Race Course Road, it crosses the 
Railway Line, crosses Qutab Road and joins the Barapulla Nalla which has its outfall into 
the ~umna River. Although this drain takes very little run off from the New Delhi area it 
is important because it takes away the entire run off from the Delhi Ridge which otherwise ' 
would have entered and flooded the level parts of New Delhi. · 

. 4.4 System ;z. (Drain 3-G).-This drainage line starts from Kitchner Road · travels 
southwards till it reaches a point near Safdarjang. Then it tums north-east and running 
along Aurangzeb Road it joins drain '3' system 4· . 

4·5 System J. (Drain .rB).-It starts from Safdarjang Road travels along Prithviraj 
Road and joins system No. 2 at the junction of Albuquerque Road and Aurangzeb Road. 

4.6 System 4· (Drain 3).-It starts from a point west of South Avenue, then it runs 
along Dalhousie Road, Hastings Road, Albuquerque Road and Auranpeb Road and ends 
in the Cemetry Chamber near point 'Q'. . 

4·7 System S. (Drain 3-D).-Its starting point is near South BloCk of Secretariat. 
It travels along King Edward Road and York Road and joins point 'Q'. 

4.8 System 6. (Drain 1-D).-This system of covered drain with itS open surface 
laterals starts from the junction of the Reading Road and Park Street. It runs along Tal
katora Road and joins system 7 at the junction of Talkatora Road and Parliament Street. 

4-9 System 7· (Drain 1-E).-Starts at North Avenue runs along Church Road, 
Queen Victoria Road, Man Singh Road and drops at 'Q' point .. 

- .... 
· 4.10 Synem 8. (Drain 1-G).-Starts from the junction of Reading Road and Have

lock Road, runs along Havelock Road and Asboka Road and joins system No. 9 at the junc-
.tion of Ashoka Road and Queen Victoria Road. · 

· · 4.11 System 9· (Drain 1).-This "system bas its source at the junction of Puncbkuin 
Road and Reading Road. It runs along Puncbkuin Road passes through Connaught Place 
1111d Curzon Road and ·joins 'Q' point. . 

4.12 System 10. (Drain 1-A).-Starts at the junction of Reading Road and Albert 
Road, turns along Lady Harding Road and joins System No. 9 at Jan path .. 

4-I3 System 11. (Drain 1-B).-From the junction of Reading Road and Presbyterian 
Road, runs along Presbyterian Road and Market Road and joins system No. 8 • 

. 4.14 Sysrem 12. C.prain J).-Starting from India Gate this drain runs along Purana 
Quila Road, crosses Railway culvert No. 14 near the Zoo and then falls into the Jumna 
river. From India Gate to its junction with the Delhi Mathura Road it is a covered drain 
after which it becomes an open nalla. 

4-I5 Syuem 13. (Drai_n 6).-TIU;; systc;m starts from no~h of Connaught Place near 
Chelmsford Ro~d,. crossmg the. Railw~y !me near ~he ~le~ric Sub-station, it runs along 
Rouse Avenue till It meets Hardmge Bndge. At this p01nt It becomes an open nalla which 
goes and joins the river. 

4.16 System 14. (Drain .a).-It starts from Connaugbt Place, goes along Barakhamba 
Road, Sikandra Road and crosses the Railway line. 

4·17 .Sy1tem 15. (Drain 4).-This drain comes from Paharganj runs along Rouse 
Avenue, goes upto Hardinge Bridge and joins System No. 13. ' 

4.18 System ~6. (Drain 7).-This system of. drains starts from the junction of Cir
cular. Road and Minto Road. It travels along Crrcular Road and falls into the river near 
Dellii Gate Power House. 

. 4,19 As~ oftht; observano~s by the Executive Engineer, Sub-soil Water Divi
sion on the working of the mtemal drBIBage system of the New Delhi as a result of survey 
during monsoon m()ntbs of I955 to 1958 is reproduced below :-_-

4.20 "The drainage system ofNew Delhi was checked for 1/4' run off from the catch
ments of various mai,a drains. Even for this run off the following sections are found to be 
iDadequate., j · • ' 
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4.21 Stormwater drain which runs along Curzon Road and finally drops into the sump 
at 'Q' point is undersized . .It should be able to take 367 cusecs against its present capacity 
of 307 cusecs. This is the cause of flooding behind the Constitution House. (System 9). 

4 22 The drain on Talkatora Road -is slightly undersized, just before its junction with 
the other drain near Parliament House. At this point it has a capacity of 63 · 5 cusecs. It 

. should be able to take 7 cusecs of discharge more. (System 6). 
- "' 

4.23 Stormwater dram along the Barakhamba Road is wliolly inadequate in its reach 
from Connaught Place to Mandi House. It should cater for nearly 30 cusecs of discharge 
more. At present it has a capacity of 42 cusecs only: Because of the inadequate capacity of this 
drain water stagnates near the Fire Brigade area. As an emergent measure it is suggested that 
a relief drain starting from the Fire Brigade and leading to the drain No. 6, which is lightly 
loaded, should be constructed before the next monsoon. (System 14). · · · 

4·24 The drain along Aurangzeb Road is capable of t~g only 230 cusecs. It should 
earry 55 cusecs more in its last reaches. Other drains of the same system along Prithvi Raj 
Road and York Road are also undersized." . - . 

4.25 It is thus seen that portions of the internal drainage system of the New Delhi area 
built prior to 1939 is inadequate even for a 1/4" run off. 

4.26 Outfall Channel No. 3.-The stormwater drainage system of the major part of New 
Delhi area discharges into 'Q' -point. (Refer to Plan 3 • x). From (Q) point stormwater is 
taken to a sump behind Ccmetry. From here the entire stormwater is taken by means of a 
covered conduit and joins Sonehripul Nalla at the crossing of the Lodi Road. 

· 4.27 On the basis of I/4" run off· the total quantity of stormwater that comes to· 'Q' 
point is 750 cusecs but the covered Elliptical Barrel of the outfall Channel No. 3 between 'Q' 
point and the Khan Market has a capacity of only 563 cusecs when running 3/4th full: But 
the' trapezoidal covered conduit beyond the Khan Market upto the Sonehripul outfall has 
however a capacity of 933 cusecs. It is, therefore, seen that even for a 1/4" run off a section 
of the covered outfall Channel is inadequate. · (_ 

4.28 Sonehripul Nalla.-This nalla takes off from the outfall Channel No. 3 near the 
Lodi Road and finally falls into the· Barapulla Nalla. Its bed width at the start is about So' 
and for a length of xooo' in its initial reaches has no defined banks. Further downstream how
ever, the nalla has well defined banks and the bed width of the nalla wh~ it meetll the Bara
pulla Nalla is about 160 Section of the nalla is adequate to take discharge on the basis of 
1/4" run off but however, due to the conditions of flow obtaining in Barapulla Nalla and 
Kushak Nalla there is heading up ofwater in this nalla dining peak periods of flow in the 
main drains. The conditions are worse w~en the river is in floods. . · 

4.29 Barapulla Nalla.-The Sonehripul Nalla joins the Barapulla Nalla somewhere 
near Jangpura .. After crossing the Mathura Road and the Ring Road it finally joins the river 
Jumna. The nalla has a well defined section with a bed width of 210 feet at the start widening 
to about 300 feet at the Barapulla Bridge. Beyond the Barapulla Bridge however, the nal1a has 
no banks and during the monsoon and when Jumna is in floods the entire low~lying area 
beyond Barapulla Bridge gets flooded.. · · . · · 

4,30 The above review establishes the inadequacy of the existing drainage system. 

5• Sample Surveys 

5.1 Finding out all deficiencies and preparing schemes for improving the drainage 
system of this catchment will take at least 6 months. Tne Main Committee are desirous 
of submitting their final report to the Government on terms ot reference by the end of De
cember. As it is not possible to complete all the investigations and suggest suitable reme
dial measures within this brief period this report with CostS has been prepared on the basis 
of sample survey conducted dur.iilg the last 2 months. Sample surveys were conducted 
on : 

(a) the interception arrangement and adequacy of main drain No. 1-C from Reading 
Road upto Q point, . · 

(b) capacity of the outfall Channel No, 3 from Q point, upto Sonehripul Nalla, 
(c) improvement. of drainage oflocal areas, such as Jor Bagh and Golf Link Colonies, 
(d) Improvement to the Barapulla Nalla to enable it to take a hiiher run off, 
(e) Relief measures necessary for improving the drainage of low lying areas, such as 

Market Road Quarters, Fire Brigade Lane and Minto Road area, and 
(f) Regrading of Kushak Nalla. 

On the basis of these investigations the probable cost of the improvement of the entire drainage 
~stem of Block No. I has been worked out and is given in Appendix VIII; Although sample 
mvestigations have been confined to the Barapulla catchment ad hoc rates have been derived 
and applied to entire Block I for the preparation of this project estimate. 

5.2 Interception arrangement and adequacy of Main Drain.-For purpose of sample 
survey ·Drain I-C has been taken to represent the internal drainage system of pre 1939 · 
New Delhi. It starts from the junction of the Havelock-Road and Reading Road. It 
runs along the northern berm of the Havelock Road upto the Gole Post Office. From this 
point it is taken along the southern berm of the Ashoka ~oad upto R point. Please refer 
to Pian No.3· I which indicates the alignment of this drain. At thUI junction it joins Main 
li>rain No. I coming from the Curzon Road ond. This main drain l'Uil8 alona the eastern 



·betm of Man S.ingh Road upto 9 po~t: · :n~ total catchment of ~e dr~ No. x~d up to 
R point is 604 · 39 acres. Previous mvesngattons. revealed that this drain has ~ a~equate 
capaCity upto Rpoint to take I/4' run o~. Apart fro~ the ade9uacy of tile dram mves_ti~ 
gati.:ms were also carried out to find out if the present mterceptton arrange.ment was sans
facmry. · 

·. 5-3 InterceptiOn of Storm Water.-All along t~e alignment of this drain I-C it is ?bserved 
that a Pakka pitched drain exists only on one s1de of the road. On. the other s1~e there 
is a Ka:lla drain 0ver the underground barrel. Every 250 feet there IS a gully gratmg and 
the storm water from the berms and half the portion of th~ road enters the covered barrel 
througb. the gully grati.1gs placed just over it. Tne stormwater from the compounds from 
this side of the road has an entry into covered barrel the same way. 

·. · 'Tnis. syste.m of interception is unsatisfactory. . Flow in the Kacha drain is slow -ll;'ld 
could be improved by pitching it. It is ~ow proposed to convert thes~ Kacha drams 
into pucca ones•of size 12' x r8' and connect 1t to the covered barrel at th= ends. · 

The detailS of work required to improve the interception section-wise is indicated 
below: · ' 

. 5·4 il~velock ROad.-T;le r'?ad ~a longitudinal gradient o~ I:125 towards th~ Gole 
Post Office. Tne cross slope ts I m 48. 

To drain the road surface, gully gratings at 250' apart are provided on the northern e~ge. 
.For an efficient interception of stornt water running along the Kerb Channel the _gratings 
should be placed at closer intervals of about I:W feet (Reference Storm Water dramage by 
Escritt, Page 347). Additional gully gratings will have to be provided to improve the in
terception along this alignment. . 

5·5 On the southern edge 4' dia. stoneware pipes placed at right angles to the Kerb 
· line and.spaced Boo' apart take water from road surface to the road side drain •. These 

link pipes are mostly .choked. Oil account of their orientation they do not intercept the 
iltormwater flowing along channels effectively. : . 

s.6 It .. is therefore, p~opcaed to provide gully gratings I8'X20' size. spaced I25 ft. 
apart all along the southern edge of the road. The link pipes will join the covered barrel 
as shown on. plan 5 • 1 and at cross section A.B. · . . 
· 5·7 Ashoka Road.-Surface camber of the road is I in 57· Along its edge from Gole 
Post Office to its junction with Parliament Street there are 'only 4 gully gratings in a length 
·of 2000'. Beyond this and upto R point there are neither ~tings nor link pipes to conduct 
storm witter to the road side drains. . . , · · · 

5.8 To mtercept the road aurface water it is necessary to provide gully gratings 
spaced I25/apart all along the edge of the road. The gratings cO'uld be connected to the 

·road side drains. Only where invert levels of the road side drain do not permit ofsuch 
conn~ctions it is propoaed to provide 6' dia. R.C.C. link pipe to drain away water froin: 
the Kerb Channel. Though from discharge point of view 4' dia. pipe would be sufficient, 
a 6' dia. R.C;C.pipe is proposed for easy maintenance. A chamber on the link pipe 
w'o1olld facilitate proper maintenance. • , · · · 

S-9' ' Man· Singh Road.-The surface camber is I in. 40. This is satisfactory. 

On both the edges of the road, gully tratings are spaced about 250' apart -For -benet. 
interception it is proposed to have gully gratings 125' apart on both the edges of the 
road~ · · . . . 

s.zo Interception near roundabouts.-The interception arrangement near the round
about is far from satisfactory. The flooding of .roads at the round-abouts is common 
experience even.in rains of normal intensity. Many of the roads slope towards the round
~bouts. and if. the .st~rm water coming along the .. r~ads is not intercepted .properly. there 
IS bound to be flooding at· the round-abouts. It is expected that with the improved inter
ception aU along the roads there wil} be little ~ow along the roads. ,The. reml!io.in& flow 
of storm water along the roads reqwre proper mterception at the round-abouts. · 

5,~1 .The main defects in. the existing arrangement .are :- . 
(I) Inadequate number of gully gratings at these .round~abouta. . . . .. 
(2). Wrong .positioning of the existing gully gratings. 

· · Detailed study of the existing interception arrangement at round-about· near Krishi 
Bhawan has been made. Proposals for improving the· interception arrangements have also 
been foriJ?ulated: ~n the b!15is of this study provision has been made in the. project. esti
mate for rmprov'!lg the dramage arrangement at the 7 round-abouts along the ali=-
ment ·of this dram·. · · • . .,-

I 

· S ;I2 Remodelling f!/ the Dr,.aina_ge system,-As already mentioned, the main drains·, like 
I-~ are to .be re-des1~ed ~or I/2 run off from their catchments. Laterals and branch 
<J:ams feeding the .mam dr~m should, h~wever, be ~emodelled for 3/4' run off because the 
qme ~f com;entranon re.qwre~ t~ est~blish r·un off m them will be 30 minutes as against. 
6o -~utes m the· ca. e of mam drams. . . · · . 

?·13 The di;ainage system 1-C ':Onsists_oflateral open surface pitched drains, brl}iich· 
dr~ along,service roads and road s1de drams open or covered. This :s shown ori plan 
2 • T _ ' , , . 



. s .. I4 Laterals.-The lateral surface drain- A.B.C.D. a.hown on plan_ 5 has a section of. 
xo•x 13~ lind has a catchment area ot 2 · 2 acres. . It has a slope of I m 542· It has a 
capacity of 4'7 cusecs while running Io• deep. This ls adequate to take 3/4• run off from 
its catchment. It needs no remodelling. 

s:xs Branch Drai~ . ..:..The branch drain on Maude Road in_a length oi 785 feet fr~m. 
point X to point Y has a section of I6"x 2I" and bed slope of I tn 900. It has a capacitY' 
of IO · 86 cusecs while running IS" deep. It can ther<.fore 'take 3/4" run· off from its.catch
lrient area of I o · I acres. In this reach it needs no remodelling. 

. 5.I6- The same branch drain from pointY to point Z has a section of r6"2I .. bed slope· 
of I in Iooo and capacity of IO · 3 cusecs. At point Z, it has a catchment of 25 acres. 
On the basis of i" run off it must, take IS· 75 cusecs. Thus the branch ·drain requires' 
remodelling in this reach. · · · 

S-I7 It will be seen from the section at point Z shown on plan 5·2 that if the bed 
width is increased by 2'-2"without changing the bed level the H.F.L. will be R.L. 717·50. 
i.e., 6" higher than the existing H.F .L. 717 · oo. . However the plot level here is R.L. 7I9 · 77. 
Therefore increase in H.F.L. ·by· 6" would not matter.·· A section of 3':...6•x 1"-9• 
is.therefore proposed for this section. Other branch drains will require similar resection-
ing so that they may be able to take t• run off from their catchment•. · · · 

5.I8 Road side drain on Havelock Road has a se-ction of9"X I6" and bed slope of'1 in 
250' Its catchment area is 31 acres. Present capacity of the drairrat point Lis 4 ·I • 
cusecs .. If this section is to take i" run off it should be remodelled to .3'-9'x x'-4• 
with the same H.F.L. 719'57· Here the plot level is 719· 57· Roadside dr.ains on other 
main ch-ains will require similar remodelling • 

. 5.I9 Covered Barrels.-Covered barrel of drain No. I-C·stilrts with a section of· 24• 
dia .. on Havelock Road. It runs along Ashoka Road and just before joining main drain 
No. I at R point it has a section of 84" dia. The existing covered .barrel is designed for 
114' rwi off. If its capacity is to be_augmentedfor I/2' run off, keeping the same bed slopes. 
and·invert levels a,s those of the existing drains, duplicate barrel will have to be constru~ 
ted or the existing barrel will have_ to be remodelled. · ' · 

· 5.zo It will,be more economical to run a duplicate l.ine to carry this additional dis-· 
charge than remodelling the existing line. Further it is not possible to intertere with the 
existing drainage arrangements during the periods of monsoon. · The only difficulty in 
constructing a duplicate drain would be to find sufficient space in the berms of roads .. 
Existing service lines like sewers, water mains, t.lectric or telephone cabres leave little. 
space for any additional service line' Therefore positioning. of the duplicate line · 
presents difficulty and has to be done after careful study of the existing services ilnd trees'· 
along ioads. The proposals for duplicating the covered barrel · along this alignment , is., 
discussed below: · 

. . .. "' 
5.21. Duplicate line on Havel~ck Road.-The existing barrel on northern--·berm·of' 

Havelock road is 24" dia. It can take 13 ·2o cusecs while running 3/4th full. The total cat'
chment of this drain·in this reach is 62·2I acres. The total run off on !'-basis will 
be 3 I · II cusecs. The duplicate· barrel will therefore 1 have to take an additional 
ilischarge of I7•9I .cusecs. For this a barrel of 27' dia. will- be necessary as shown in 
table I. This could be laid on Southern berm. The proposal is shown in crosnection . 

. in plan s· I. The duplicate line will be sufficiently away from the tree line and the 
road side .drain. It will not cross water mains or sewers or cables. A complete plan 
showing cable layouts could not be obtained from N.D.M.C. but is understood that all main: 
cables are laid 4' from the edge of the road and not more than 4' deep. Position of branch 
cables is not known at the present, but if required these may not be difficult to shift. 

S•22 Duplicau line on the southern berm of Askoka Road.-The eXisting· bairel runs on 
th~ southern berm of Ashoka Road. The proposed additional barrel· is shown in aross · 
s~on A.B. on plan 5·3.. . . · · · - c 

The duplicate barrel can be accommodated,' as shown pn the plan, first by the side ~f-. 
the existing drain. · The aligninent of the existing barrel iS not truly parallel to centre line 
of the road. The duplicate line therefore runs into the existing ones. At such· places chani
bers are provided. These will help in equalising the flow through the existing as· well as 
duplicate barrel in _different reaches. For the capacities of the proposed arid exiSting 
drains please refer to table I. · · : · · · .. _. 

.' 

· 5-23 Duplicating the line~ Man Singh Road.-Man Singh Road starts'from R· point; 
and terminates at Q point. . On the eastern berm of the road runs the 102" dia. barrel called 
~:tiro. I and on the western berm _.runs the 96" dia .. barrel called drain I-E. This--. 
m s~oW!l in cross section LC _plan 5 · 4· All the roads have only one. covered barrel along ., 
theu- alignment but along 'this road there are two large covered barrels (One on, each .. 
berm) giving very little space for laying any additional service line. · 

• · .S.-24· A~ present drain . I •C m~ · draih I at this R point. Before the . juncti~n of' 
dnWl I-C With I> drain I has a capaaty of 307 cusecs. Fori' run.qff capacity .. of drain·. 
I before its junction with r-C will have to be increased to, ~9 cusecs. Drain 1-E along .the , 
same roadhasacapacityof269cusecswhileonthebasis-of i" run offit· is required to 
~ only I97 cusecs. It has therefore a reserve -capacity of 72 cusec:s. · As : the ·additional 
drain along <4'ain I will have to. carry 422 cusecs, it will not be possible to . discharge 
303!·2· cusec:s from· draiii r-C into this drain without makinz ·it ·unduly--large. 



Site "conditions do not permit tlie construction of such ~ ~arge drain and it is therefore 
proposed to divert the entire flow of 302 cusecs from the 7XIsttng and J;!roposed barr71 along 
I-C into duplicate drain 1-E. Th; new barrel al?ng 1-E will carry all this 302 CUSe<;a m addi
tion to I25 cusecs as a result of l run off from 1ts own catchment b7yon? the, !?om~ where 
it meets drain 1-C. For this purpose two covere? rectangular ~ondwts 8 I X I m siZe have 
been proposed ; one will run parallel to 1-C while the other will run pilrallel to 1-E. 

5r25 Hydraulically a circular barrel section is most efficient. Next to it is the horse
shoe section. Both types of sections with restricted heigh.t of 8'-6' ~d ~ed bed slope 
of I in I300 as in this case will not ha':e ~dequate capa<;~ty, he~ce m this r~ch a !eel
angular conduit is proposed even though this lS mo!e expe':l51ve. This type of section will b;e 
required only on Mansingh Road for. augm.enttng drains No. I, 1-E ~d 1-C. Th!s 
difficulty will not be there for other mam drains. Hence cost for remodelling for . this 
'section has to be accounted for separately. 

· 5.26 Summing up the improvements td the existing drainage arrangement along this 
alignment would take the following forms :-

(a) _Converting the. existing Kacha drains on one side of the road into a Pakka pitched 
. • drains. 

(b) Increasing the number of gully grantings all along the road. 
(c) Increasing the size of the outlet pipes from 4 inches to 6 inches. 
(d) Regrading the berms wherever necessary. 
(e) Improving the interception arrangement near roundabouts by increasing the area 

of gully grantings and using combination grantings with vertical and horizontal 
openings. 

(f) Increasing the capacity of the existing drains wherever called for by laying 
duplicate lines. 

5 27 Based on thi$ sample survey the cost of remodelling the internal drainage system 
of pre I939 New Delhi has been worked out. The total expenditure likely to be incurred 
will be Rs. I ·6 crores. For detsils see annexure I. · 

~.28 Augmentation of the capacity of outfall Channel No. 3.-The storm water drain
age system of the major part of New Delhi discharges ~to Q point. 

5.29 Drains I & IE coming along Mansingh Road and drain No 3D along York Road 
discharge into Q point. From Q point storm water is taken out by three barrels and it is 
collected into a chamber behind cemetry. Drain No. 3 along Aurangzeb Road also joins 
this chamber direct. The combined discharge of I, IE, 3D, 3 is then taken by a covered 
elliptical barrel .for a distance of I750' (from cemetry·to Khan Market) and afterwards the 
section changes into a trapezoidal one.. Trapezoidal conduit has outfall into Sunehripul 
Nallah. 

5.30 Q point sump is accessible from the cemetry chamber. On inspection of Q point 
it was observed that Q point itself acts as a syphon and no syphonic arrangements exist 
beyond Q point. It appears that the syphonic arrangement at Q point was necessitated be
cause of sewer line along Shahjahan Road which crosses the drainage lines at this point. 

5·3I Three barrels between Q point and cemetry chamber have been inspected and it 
has been found that the central barrel has been silted upto an extent of I' to 2'. The plaster 
has also' flaked off in patches and a small quantity of subsoil water finds its way into 
these barrels. It was seen at the time of inspection of Q point that storm water drain 3D 
was flowing about I' deep although it was dry weather. On fUrther detailed inspection it was 
found that subsoil water was finding its way into the barrel . 

. ' 5.32 Cemetry Chamber.-This is a rectangular structure slabbed over by an R.C.C. 
slab into which 3 barrels coming from Q point and No. 3 drain discharge. Overflow 
from the trunk sewer also enters this chamber. There is about I' to 2' of silt in portions 

. of this chamber. As decided by the sub-committee the baffle wall in the cemetry chamber 
has been dismantled. Except for flaking of plaster of the R.C.C. roof in many places, the 
condition of the chamber appears to be satisfactory. · 
. 5·33 In ~e rea~h betwee? ceme~ and Khan Mark~ the out fall channel has an ellip

ttcal cross-secnon With a mBXImum Width of I8' and maxunum depth of Io'. The slope of 
this drain· works out to I in 4000. 

S ·34 Beyond Khan Market the -channel has a trapezoidal cross-section. This has 
maximum wi~th o! 25' at springing point and has a bed slope of I :2500. A small cunette 
has been proVIded ID the centre for small flow. However, there is always 2' to 3' of water 
in this section because of the sewage overflow backing from Sunehripul Nallah. 

5•35 Dischar~e C,alculatio"!.-The discharge on the basis of 1" run off which is 
expected to be drained mto Q pomt works out to about ro66 cusecs. · With remodelling of 
entire New Delhi storm water .drainage for a run off of!" this discharge is expected to increase 
to I8oo cusecs. Covered elliptical barrel has a discharge capacity of 563 cusecs when fUll• 
ning f the full and the . trapezoidal channel has a capacity of only 933 cusecs The 
existing section of the outfall channel will be wholly inadequate to handle discharge ~f I8oo 
cusecs. Apart from this inadequate capacity the outfall channel will be ti de locked when 
Kushak Nallah is in spate. Investigations were carried out on the lines indicated below 
for remodelling the outfall channel No. 3· 

/ 

· r. By augmenting the capacity by laying additional channela. , 
2. By diverting ·some drains which are at present discharging into Q point inlO other 

. suitable outfall channels. 



5.36 As mentioned in para- 5 '34 a' portion of the outfall channel is inadequate even'to 
carry f'' run off. Therefore, ·the capacity of the existing drain in this reach required aug· 

. mentation by providing the additional.dra:in of .adequate capacity not only to cater for the 
present deficiency on the basis of i" run off but also for the additional run off expected when 
the capacity of the branch drains is augmented. Between the Cemetry Chamber and Khan 
·Market there is .no .space for ,ail additional channel along the alignment of the existing barrel. 
However, spaces can. be found for the add.itional drain between Khan Market-and Lodi · 
·Road. It is, theref0re, proposed . that add.itional barrel in the reach between Cemetry 
Chamber cand Khan ·Market could be taken along the Hamayun Road and Cornwalis Road. 
This barrel will meet the ·.existing one near the. Khan Market. Necessary surveys for these 
have been carried ·out and no obstacles .are foreseen in carrying out the above proposal. 

5·37 The additional channel between the Q point and Khan Market has been 
designed for a capacity of 1237 cusecs and additional channel between the Khan Market 

·.shd, Lodi. Road has • been designed for. capacity of 867 cusecs when runnirig ith full. 
Near the ·Khan Market· a chamber. will be necessary to properly divert the flow of the channels 
frwn the .upper reaches into the channels in the lower· reaches. The . normal depth of flow 
in the .channels will be 7'-6". . · . · 

5.38 Increasing the capacity of the outfall channel alone may not give .all the desired 
relief as the outfall conditions are unfavourable. Under the existing conditions of flow 
the. maximum water level at the' Sonehripul Nallah at this point will be 673 ·6. With the 
proposed improvements to the Nallah the level will be brought down to 671 · 2. The lev.el 
in the outfall channel at this· junction.will be 671 ·o6. As the maximum water level in tl:ie 
Sonehripul Nallah will be 671 ·2 there will be a slight back flow but it has been verified that 
this minot heading •Up will not.affect efficiency of the outfall channel. 

• 5·39 The total cost of laying the additional channels .is estimated at Rs. 27,10,000 
excluding Departmental Charges. Details of the cost and the plan Nos. 5 · 7 .showing the 
proposals are shown as annexures of this report. · 

5-40. The preliminary investigations reveal that there is no possibility of diverting 
. any of the existing drainage lines to other outfall nallahs. The entire area has .a slope towards . 
the Q point and as the other minor nallahs are already tide locked during floods in the river 
it will not be possible to divert any of the covered barrels away from the Q Point. 

5·'4! lmpr:ovement to the dnainage of Jar Bagh Area.-The internal drai,nage system of 
· Jor Bagh was designed for.an ad hoc run off of r" per. hour. On the basis of rational method 
ofJdesign for srorm water drainage the Dun off for this area works out to the same figure of •t" , 

.per hour. · 

. 5·42 The Northern half of Jar Bagh drains into the drain along Lodi. Road which 
joins the SunehripulNallalr. The Southern half drains into the drain along Jar Bagh Road which 
discharges into the Karbala Nallah. The flow conditio;as in these two_ drains are dealt with 
separately below. Plan No. 5.8 shows the drainage arrangements. · 

5·43 Lodi Road Dram.-This is an open brick pitched drain .. It starts from the crossing 
. of Tughlak Road aJld Lodi Road. Its invert level at the start is 682.90 and it has .a slope 
of r in 1350. With its exisring section its capacity in the reach where it leaves Jar Bagh is.42 
cusecs for a depth of flow of 2'-9'. The discharge.into this drain from the .Jar .Bagh area 
for I' r.un off is 24 cusecs. The only other area draining into the Dr;~in in this reach is .r 5 . 
. acres from the Lodi Estate from which the run offwtll be not more than 15. cusecs. It will 
thus be seen that the capacity of the drain is sufficient:to take the discharge when running 
to a depth.of '21-9'. Under tl).is con'dition the water level in the drain is 685 ·65.at the start 
and 684 ·or at the point where it leaves Jor Bagh. The reduced level of the lowest point dis
charging into this drain is 687. 

5-44 Some of the culverts across this drain have ho}vever insufficient ~ater .way; There·. 
are 5 culverts on-approach roads leading to the bungalows at which the afflux due to r.estricti~n 
of water .way can. cause flooding. These 5 culverts have to be remodelled if this drain is. to 

'function efficiently. 

5·45 Jar Bagh. Drain.-This d!;ain discharges into· the Kerbala . under,;unfavourable 
condition. The bed level of the Kerbala drain is 684.·20 .and it flows nearly ·4' deep.· The 
water Jevel·in the Kerbala drain is dius 688 ·20, the lowest point of Jor· Bagh draining into 
the drain 'Via the Jon Bagh Road dEain ;is 6&6 · I 3. Under these conditions Kerbala drain cannot 
take the run off from Jor Bagh area,Hence a separate outfall has to be provided or the Kerbala 
drain suitably deepened. 

5.46 • It is possible to deepen the Kerbala drain by providing a drop at the ·point A (plan 
5 • 8) and the main drain along J or Bagh Road can be connected to it downstream of the dr-op 

, by a separate link · B.C. The. conditions .of dl.ow of the ·Kerbala .drafu.a£ter deepening it have 
been e11a,mined and it is seen. that it c;an; function satisfactorily. ·Deepening .of the Kerbala 
drain will mean remodelling of 5 culverts in A!iganj and Lodi Road areas. , · 

· 5·47 It is also observed· fr-om spot•levels that the rain falling on· the-lawns in front of the 
Safdarjang Tomb also flows over Kutab Road and finds its way into Jor Bagh. In order to 
prevent this it.is ·necessary to provide a. catch W,!jtet•drain to intercept this .flow.and take i.•lto 
the.F'-erqala Drain .. The ·proposed drain is shown marked K.L.·on the plan No. 5 ·8 sheet 
No.2. 

r 
· " · 541! .:At,presentt)!etwo.drain~ comingfnmn the.,fl.e~o_drome,siqemeethcad on, ~pstream 
of the culvert on Kutab Road creating. tcrbulent e~dtuons of flo:w. , In o:r:der to unprove 
conditions of flow it is necessary to:provide a pipe culvert across the road to take the water 
IS4 WH&S.--9 . 
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of Aerodrome Drain coming from the South directly into Kerbala Drain. The proposed 
diversion is shown marked M.N. on the plan No. 5 ·8 sheet No. 2.. . -

5-49 The total cost of this schc;rne works out to Rs. I,56,ooo. The proposals are shown 
in' plan 5 · 8 and the· details of cost in annexure III. 

s.so ImprO'lJement to Drainage of Golf Link Colony.-The Golf Link Colony covers 
an area of 62. acres bounded by the Cornwallis Road on the North, Shan Nagar on the West, 
Lodi Road on the South and the Golf Link on the East. The general ground level slopes to
wards the culvert on the Lodi Road c.ver outfall channel No. 3· The existirig storm water 
drainage system as shown on plan 5 ·9 was designed for an ad hoc run oti figure of 1" per 
hour. The branch drains fall into the stone pitched drain marked ABC which finally dis
charges into the covered outfall channel No. 3 just upstream of the culvet> on Lodi Road 
through 2. hume pipes 2.' · 3" dia. · · 

5·51 The run off from the Golf Link Colony has been worked out on the basis of the 
approved coefficients and intensity of rainfall, the percentage of previous and impervious 
area being taken from Plan No. TP I32/I. It is observed that most of the plots are paved 
and the percentage of grassy area in the plots is about zo% of the plot area. On this basis the 
run off worked out too ·94" per hour. Hence the existing internlll grainage system based · 
on I" run off is adequate. The total run offfrom·GolfLink Colony works out to 62. cusecs. 

5. 52 The main stone pitched drain ABC _takes the entire discharge of ~olf ~. Col,ony 
as well as run off from a portion of the Golf Lmks. The area of the Golf Lmk drammg mto 
this drain as made out from contour plans of the Survey of India is about 90 acres. A suitable 
coefficient of run off for this area will be about o ·15 in view of the fairly rapid slope it has 
in the end portions towards the drain. On the basis of an intensity of 1.65~ per hour the run 
off works out to 2.3 cusecs. -The total discharge of the stone pitched drain ABC is, therefore 
estimated at 85 cusecs. -

5·53 The drain ABC has a sk>P.e of I in 750. For a discharge of 85 cusecs, the depth of 
:!low will be 2. · 5' and the velocity 3 ·8' per secop.d. . . 

· 5·54 At the end, the drain discharges through 2. hi.Ime pipes 2.'. 3" dia. giving a water 
way of 7'6 sft. only as against 2.I sft. upstream. This will cause an afflux of nearly I ·6'. 
The covered barrel has capacity when running f full of about 933 cusecs whereas according 
to discharge calculations, for an intensity of 1·65' per hour, the barrel has to take a discharge 
of nearly 1500 cusecs. In short, under peak conditions this barrel is likely to run full. The 
connecting drain from Golf Link discharges into the barrel with an invert level of668·36. 
The bed level of the barrel is 663 · 37 and its top level 673 ·57. The road level in Golf Link 
Colony near this point is 673. Thus it will be seen that when the barrel runs full, the Golf 
Link Colony drains cannot flow. This perhaps is what happened during the last rains when 
this colony is reported to have been flooded to a depth of nealry 2!/for a short period. :The 
conclusion is that storm water from Golf Link Colony should not be connected to the 
covered barrel (outfall channel No. 3). ' 

. 5·55 Investigation has, therefore, been carried out to find a point in the Sonehripul 
Nallah to which the Golf Link Colony can be drained directly across the Lodi Road. A 
suitable point has .been selected. It is now proposed to regrade the drain ABC so as to slope 
it towards the point C. From this point a barrel will be taken across the Lodi Road dis
charging into the Sonehripul Nallah. This barrel can discharge with an invert level of 668 · 43 
running to a depth ofz·6z'. The maximum water level in the Sunehripul Nallah at this point 
is expected to be 671 '2. after the Mathura Road Bridge and the Barapula Bridge are remodelled 
as recommended separately. · 

' 5.56 The total cost of these improvements is estimated at Rs. zo;ooo. A plan showing 
the proposals and the details of the ccst forms annexure IV of this report. 

5·57 Nizamuddtn.-Nizamuddin East and West are low lying areas draining into the 
Barapula Nallah direct. The storm water of the protected monuments East of the Math.ura 
Road also finds its way to the Barapula Nallah through Nizamuddin. Nizamuddin West 
drains into the nallah upstream of the Mathura Road Bridge and Nizamuddin East downstream 
of this Bridge. . 

5.58 The general ground level of Nizamuddin West varies from 668 near the Barapula 
'Nallah to 670 at the farthest end as shown in Plan No. 5 • 10. Nizamuddin East also slopes 
towards the nallah and the ground levels vary from 668 to 672. The outfall drains from the 
two colonies discharge into the Barapula Nallah with invert levels varying from 663 · 6 to 
664·6. . . 

. 5·59 The total area of East and West Nizamuddin including the .protected monuments 
IS 183 acres. The protected monuments cover 56 acres of area and is at a relatively higher 
level as compared to the colonies. . 

5.6o D.uring the rains of July 58, almost the entire West Nizamuddin and a portion of 
East Nizamuddin were flooded. Detailed investigations have been made to determine the . 
causes of flooding. · 

5.61 The levels of Barapula Nallah ir. this reach under various .conditions of flow are 
as follows: 

(a) Conditions offl'!w in the nallah when properly desilted for a ;• ni'n off. 
(t) When Jamuna is not in floods: R.L. 668 downstream of Mathura Road Bridge. 

R.L. 670·5 upstream of·Mathura Road Bridge .. 
(u) When Jamuna is in floods : R.L. 670·2. downstream of Mathura Road Bridge. 

R.L. 672.·9:-:upstream of Mathura Road Bridge. . · 



(b) When the drain~ge system is augmented for increased run ofi': 
(t) _When Jamuna is not in floods: RL. 668 · 8 downstream of Mathura Road Bridgt. 

R.L. 67I ·6 upstream of Mathura Road Bridge. . 
(n) When Jamuna is in floods :. R.L. 670·3 downstream of Mathura Road Bridge. 
. R.L. 673 · 5 upstream of Mathura Road Bridge. · . 

5.62 It will be seen from the above data that the drainage system ,of East and West 
Nizamuddin cannot function when the. B~pula Nallah is flowing to its capacity, the condi
tions being worse upstream of the Mathura Road Bridge. Proposals have been made sepa
rately for remodelling the Mathura Road Bridge and the Barapula Bridge. With these modifi
Cations, the level of water in the Nizamuddin reach will be R.L. 668 when Jamuna is not in 
floods and 669·3 when Jamuna is in floods. Even when the Bridges are remodelled there
fore, the drainage system of Nizamuddin East and West cannot function.when the Barapula 
Nallah is flowing to designed capacity. 

5.63 As this area cannot be drained by gravity under such circumstances, pumping 
seems to be the answer. The protected monuments area, which is relatively high, can .Pe 
drained by gtavity. Tpjs area is excluded from·the pumping scheme. . 

5.64 On the basis of approved coefficients the run off for the area comes to "75/ per hour. 
The total discharge from Nizamuddin East and West covering 128 acres thus wor~ out to 
96 cusecs. 

5.65 lt is proposed to provide a sump and a pumping station capable of deallOg with 
chis entire discharge. The capacity of the sump will be for 10 minutes flow and it is proposed 
to site it at the place indicated in the plan. This site is very low and does not seem to be suit
able for development. A main barrel varying from 30" to 73" will be laid to intercept the dis
charge of the various outlet drains and discharge into the sump. The existing outlets will be 
provided with non-return flaps to prevent back flow fro!Il Barapula Nallah. Three pumps of 
70 B.H.P. each will be installed to pump the water from the sump into the nallah. A new in-
tercepting drain will be provided for the high _level area of the protected monuments. · . 

The scheme is estimated to cost Rs. 7,2o,ooo and details of the proposals and cost are 
shown in annexure 7· 

5.66 As the above scheme means a reCUtting expenditure on pumping, further investi
gations will be carried out to find if this area can be drained into the river through other 
outfall channels. From tJ?.e data available such a possibility is rather remote. 

5.67 Improvement o/Nallahs to take increased run off.-The Barapula Nallah takes almost 
the entire storm water of New Delhi as well as unbuilt and TUral areas of major part of Block 
I. The total catchment of this nallah is 34>400 acres. Its main tributaries are the Kushak 
Nallah, Chiragh Delhi Nallah and Sunehripul Nallah .. Brief descriptions of the existing con-
ditions of these nallahs are given below:- · · 

5.68 Kushak Nallah.-The Kushak'Nallah emanates from the ridge at a point neat 
Panchkuin Road and runs for a total length of about 40,000 ft. before it falls into the Barapula 
Nallah. Upto its crossing on Kitchner Road this nallah has no well defined section. Beyond the 
Kitchner Road the nallah has fairly well defined sections, slopes and banks as shown in Plan . 
5 • n. The bed width of the nallah varies from about 30 ft. at Kitchner Road to about 210 
ft. where it joins the Barapula Nallah. The existing bed level of the nallah near the Kitch
ner Road is R.L. 715 and it drops to 673 at the point where the nallah meets the Barapula 
Nallah. There are a number of vertical drops provided in the entire length of this nallah in 
order to reduce slope. At present the bed of this nallah is considerably silted up and the 
silting is about 2 ft. above the top of the connette level in many places and by suitably 
desilting this nallah the available slopes will be varying from I in uoo to I in 2000. 

The total catchment of the Kushak Nallah is 9395' acres. 
5.69 Chiragh Delhi Nallah.-This nallah drains the rural and unbuilt areas to the South 

of Delhi. Its section is ill-defined upto the point where it enters Defence Colony beyond 
which point it has a fairly well-defined section. The bed width of the na1lah neat Defence 
Colony is 70 ft. and the bed width at the point where it joins the Kushak Nallah is IOO ft. 
The bed level of the nallah where it enters Defence Colony is 677·00 and the bed leyel where 

.it enters the Kushak Nallah is 67I ·oo. The total length of the nallah is approximately 
7000 ft. . 

5.70 Sunehripul Nallah.-This nallab takes off from the outfall channel No.3 at the 
culvert on Lodi Road and finally falls into ·the Barapula Nallah. Its width at the start is 
about So ft. For a length of about IOOO ft. the nallah has well-defined banks but beyond 
that the bank on the right side disappears. Further downstream, however, the nallah has 
fairly well-defined banks again and the width of the nallah where it finally falls into the 
Barapula Nallah is about 160 ft. The bed level varies from 667 at its start to 564 where it 
joins the Barapula Nallah. This nallah has fairly large connette to take the dry weather 
flow which consists mostly of sewage over flow and sub soil water flow. 

5.71 The catchment of this nallah is approximately 7230 acres which consists mainly 
• of the built up area of New Delhi. 

5.72 Barapula Nallah.-The Barapula Nallah takes the water of Chiragh Delhi Nallah, 
the Kushak Nallah and the Sunehripul Nallah. After crossing the Ma¢ura Road and the 
Ring Road it finally discharges into the Jamuna. Throughout its length upto the Barapula 

. Bridge the nallah has a fairly well-defined section with a bed width of 210 ft: at the start 
widening to about 300 ft. at the Barapula Bridge. Beyond the Barapula Bndge !Iowever 
the nallah has no 'banks and only a. dry weather stream meanders across low lym,i land 



between Barapula,Bridge and Rln~ Road passing 'the Ring Road Iinde~ the-newly cons~ructed 
Bridge and finds its way finally. ~to the Jamuna·~stteam_ofthe werrat Okhla. Durmg_ the 
mcinsoon and-when the Jamuna ISm floods the enure low-Iymg-area.beyond ·Barapula Bndge 
gets flooded and the nala water mixes with the Jamuna water immediately after crossing 
the ·Bata:ptilH3ridge. 

5.73 The total catchment of this rl.ala ia about 34,400 acres. Detailed investigations 
on :the'abave nalas have ·been carried out with a -view 'to suggest schemes ·on •the assumption 
thall -.:he drainage -system will be fully augmented "to the capacity recommen!led.--namely
to be•capable•oftaking the •maximum ·intensity of'rainfall-llkely to occur• onee •in -tWo years, 

5;74 Tfie time of concentration of the tributary na1as -have been taken as !I hour . while . 
for 'Batapilla Nitla which is the i?ng~ of these l:lallas,_it i:; roughly 2 hours. This .works to 
r · 65• of rairifaii · p~r hour for tributaries and I" mtens~ty m the -~e of Barap~ Nalas · the 
· calciili!t:iims of discharges have been made on the basiS of coeffiCient of rougosity of o · 023 
in Manning's formula. The flow in the Barapula Nala has beeh examined under two condi
tions 'namely -when the -river is ·not in. floods as shown -in •plan 5· I2 and •secondly 'When -the 
river is,in floods. Tile high flood1evel·ofthe river assumed•is·obtalned by-interpolation-from
the highest flood.Jevels observed at theJamuna Bridge and- Okhla• Weir during•the record 
floods of 1956. The H.F.L. obtained at the Barapula Bridge by such interpqlation is 669·26. 

5~75 The results of-the investigations made ·on the Nalar.~The Kushak· NaJa •in -its. 
upper reaches for a length of about 13000' does not have proper slopes and sections' wtth 'the 
result t.hat there is no proper flow. It is necessary to regrade the nala in this reach .with 
ad~i.1ate'section'to carty'the·discharge; The-catchment of the nala in this reach consists 
mairlly of the rllh'offfrom·the ·ridge which·works ·ouno t• per hour. The total discharge· 
from'this catchmertt works--out to 578 ·cus·ecs. In order· to enable-the nala to effectively 
draih"this run·off; it is· proposed to regrade· the nala ·proVIding a slope of aoout I in 1250. 
Behind the Can1p ·College, the Nala passes through a brick' barrel over which is the 
appto'ilch to· the playground. This brick barrel has at present a revetse slope. It is necessary 
to dismantle this barrel and provide proper section of nala with a culvert to provide ac:cess 
to the playgtouil.d·behind the Camp College. An estimate·amounting•to Rs. I;86,ooo/- has 
already_ been submitted to the Government covering these proposals which also includes ·the 
cost of remodelling some· of the existing culverts. · 

5.76 In the lower reaches the nala has )De necessary slopes and, sections-to carry the 
entire discharge upto'the Barapula Nala. At present,·however, the bed is silted up·and in 
certain plirces the depth of silting-is about 2ft. If properly desilted- the Nala can·take•the 
entire discharge. Estimated cost of desilting the nala is given as annelcure VI to this report. 

5-77 ·sunehripul Ntila.-As stated before this nala has no· defined banks for a major 
portion of its length. In the earlier reaches its width is about-So ft. In the-intervening.portion 
there is no defined- bank for the nala. Due to the restricted width.in the initial reaches•the· 
waterlevel becomes too high to enable outfall channel No. 3 -and Golf Link Colony to dis
charge effectively. If the width is increased to I 50 ft. the depth of flow will reduce by 2'o". 
Tlii:·'in:!idltlllin water level in this ·nala will-then be·67l·2 which will permit of efficient 
flow ·from-outfall chanrtel N?. 3·and proper·ctrainage·ofGo1fLink Colony, will be ensured 
The pmposals -are shown m Artnexure"V to· this report. The cost of desilting the nail! and 
wi'denirt~ its'upperreatheswill·be·apptoximately'Rs. 78;ooo{-. Details of the cost·are attached· 
as'a!inellli~ V of·this report. _ 

5•78 Chiragh Delhi'Nala;~Detailed investigations ()f this nala have not so far ·b~e~' 
completed. The- preliminary surveys indi1;3te that t)lere is no flooding problem in ~his 
catclmi.ent. .. · 

· · 5~79 Barapula Nala.~The hydraulic conditions- of the Barapula nala have been 
examined- in! detaiL The run offidopted from·varioll$ areas is as follows:~ . 

Pre-1939 New Delhi : At presertt the drainage system is designed for 1• run off. When 
it:is'atigine~t~d, the'rUn off 'w~1 be o· 33." for 1". intertsit}' of !ainfall, the-run·i>ff factor ·being 
o '33 • (The tune of concerttratton ~for this, nalns 2 hours agamst I hour fonnain drains). 

_ Pilrt-1939 C'olonics :· The internal drainage arrangements are adequate anti•the run· off· 
is-calculated at 0·33" per ~our for I" in~ensity ofr~nfall·and run 'off coefficient ofo:33"·. · .' 

Rocky areas·: The· run off coefficient is o· s·ana hence the nih off is o· 5" 

Unbuilt·areas : The run_ off coefficient is o·2•and hence·the'run offwill·be 0·2·. . -, . ' ' 

R~ral'areas : Th.e rt1n off-is taken· as 10 Cllsecs·pet" sq,. miJe·as·already approved by'the 
Techhical-Sub-COiilrttittee. . . . 

On ilie basis ~f the above da~ the condition of fiO\v'in the nala will be ~ follows:-

.. :s·.8o fli1der exiS'ting condiiibiiS. of drainage:-The· total discharge works o~t: ·to '665
0 cuse<Js as- oelew:- . . . . 

Built up areas 6,6do' !cf'l;'s · @ t•4" run off r,6so cusecs. 
8,8oo'11crea· @· ·33' runoff 2,640 cusecs, 
1,200 acres @ · • .5' run tiff 6oo eusees. 

: · U(lbuilr lttilll~ . _,. . S;<><X>~s; @· • z• run-off I,6oo casecs . 

:Ruia!~· to,ooo 11cres @-ro CUotcs per sq. rs6 cused!. ' 
mile •• ~ ·r . I .• -·------~--~. r \'I 

' ' )o.' 6,646 cuseCs• c ' ; )ll ~a.v 6,6so cusecs-, 



. s.S:r tJnder this· condition the normal depth of flow-In the nala is 5'5 ft. bue to restric
tion of water way at the Mathura:Road BridgetJide plan_No. 5'I2 (not the new bridge) 
and the Barapula Bridge, there is afflux of 2 · I' and I · 8' respectively at these two bridges 

. and the ultimate water level in the Sunehripul Nallah works out to 670· 57' at the·tail •end 
and 67I ·i7 at the outfall channel No. 3· . . 

5.82 When the river 'is in floods, the ultimate water level in Sunehripul Nala will 
be 672·93 at the tail end and 673·6 at the outfall channel No. 3· · 

5 ·83 When the drainage system is augmemed the total discharge works out to 
7440 cusecs as below :-

Buih up 'areas 
/ 

Unbuilt np areas· 

Rural areas 

ISAOO acres 

1,200 acres 

S,coo acres 

Io,ooo acres 

@ • 33" run off 

@ · so• run off 

@ ·211 run off 

s,o8o cusecs. 

6oo cusecs. 

'r ,6oo cusecs. 

@ 10 cusecs per sq. mile 156 cusecs. 

7 >436 cusecs. · 

Say 7MO cusecs. 

5.84 ·Under this condition the normal depth-of flow in the nala is 5'9 ft. The 
afflux causGd at Mathura Road.Bridge is2·74ft. and at the Barapula Bridgei·92ft. 
and the ultimate ·water level at Sunehripul NaJa is 67I ·66 at the tail -end and 672 ·36 
at the cutfall channel No. 3· · . · · • 

5.85 When the river is in floods, ·the ultimate water level at Sunehripul NaJa. is 
673 ·6 at the taH end and 674 '3 at the outfall channel No. 3· 

I 

5 ·86 Outfall channel No. 3 which falls into the Sunehripul Nala has a water level 
of 670·86 whenrunning {full. Ifthis channel, whichtakesthe majorportionof.the run 
off from the pre-I939 capital is to· function efficiently, the water level in Sunehripul . 
Nala at this point should not exceed 67I at the most. It is seen that this condition 
of. satisfactory flow exists at: present provided ·the river is not in high flood. After 
augmentation of•the drainage system however -outfall. channel No.3 ·cannot .function 
efficiently unless the afflux at. the. bridges· is reduced. The reduction. in afflux could 
be achieved either :-

(a) by deepening the Barapula NaJa. 

or (b) by remodelling the Bridges. 

5.87 The possibility of deepening . the Baiapula N!lla has been examined: It is 
seen that this cannot be done as the bed level at the Ring Road Bridge will have to be 
reduced to 65.7 whereas the top level of the .well foundations of this Bridge is 66I • .. . 
· 5.88 The ·pnly alternative is therefore·tq remodel the 'Mathura· Road Btioclge and
the Barapula Bridge so as to have rio afflux conditions. With these bridges so remodelled, 
the maximum water level in Sunehripul Nala will be 67I ·2. Under this condition outfall 
channell'fo. 3 can function effectively. . · 

' .. '',. 

5.89 The total cost of ·remodelling both the bridges \yi1l I:ie' ·roughly Rs. · i2 JakhS:. 
' It is also proposed to· canalise the· nala ·between the Railway'Bridg(' ~d the· Natioiuii' 
Highway. At present-i;his portion· of the nala has no well-defined qa,n'ks'' and durili[r 
floods the· low lying ·area between the ·two bridges acts as a ·breathing section. If the 
nala is canalised the water level in the nala will rise quickly and the preliminary 
investigations indicate· that:the ~a~er level will touch the bottom of the girder· of. the 
Railway Bridge. /y! · this ·may. not ~e accep_table to :the Railway: a ~~~·:.sum;provis~on· 
of Rs. 6 lakhs has been. made for constructing a syphon. across the b'rrdge: Remodellmg 
of the b'ridge in view' of its proidmlty to•the R..ail'!"a',Y Yard will be considerably more 
eXpensive: The Barapula Bridge perhaps can be dismantled and need not be reconstruct~ 
ed as Mathura Road Bridge provides the access across the Barapula NaJa. If only 
Mathura Road Bridge mentioned above is remodelled and the Barapula .Bridge dismantled 
the likely c,ost will be about Rs. :7 lakhs. ". ·.: · ·' • .... 

/ . . 
•• '• 1,; \ 

s·.9o Lajpat Nagar Nata:..:.. This is'.a well~defined' nala wlii~ .. w.~ canalised and. 
provided with·brick pitching' atthe time of construction of Lajpat Nagai and.Jungpura 
etc.· It finally falls into the Barapula Nala. During the heavy· rains· of. July .and Sep
tember I958 this nala overflowed its banks and flooded low lying areas of Lajpat' 
Nagar and Jutigpura. Preliminary investigations indicate that this nala will nee<\· remodelling 
s0 as to increase its capacity. At present the nala ··has got a capacit)' of 6oo· cusecs where
as the total ultimate discharge is estimated to be ·960 cusecs .. Detailed' iri':«;stigations foi:< 
the improvement of this nala ·have not been .. completed and the approxnrtate ~ost of 
remodelling it will be Rs. I,6s,ooo/-. This does not include· the cost· of rei]lodelling·the· 
road bridges and the railway bridge. A l~mp s_um provision . has. ~een n;ta~e in t~e 
p,oject estimate for remodelling: of road .b~dges m geneJ:Bl,_ whrcq,_tt.rs anpcrp.,ted :-vrll 
cover' the Lajpat Nagar bi:idge also .. j}.s, regar~s. the railway _l;>p!fge1. tb~ .,IS, mwqly 
the .'responsibilitY of the rail~vay,_ hence is not included in-the project estunare. 
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s.9I From the foregoing facts it will be seen that the following improvements are 
necessary to the nallas as far as can be seen at present :-

(a) Widening and desilting of the Sunehripul Nala. 

(b) 

(c) 

Increasing the capacity of Lajpat Nagar Nala. 

Desilting of the Kushak Nala and the Barapula Nala~ 

(d} Dismantling and remodeiling of the Barapula and the Mathura Road Bridges . 

5.92 The total cost of improvements necessary for the other nalas in this block has 
been worked out on the basis of the above sample survey. 

5-93 · Friends Colony Nala.:-Th!s n~ is. also reported to have overfiowed during 
the rains of July I958. Deta~led ·mvesttgattons have, .however, not be~n completed. 
Preliminary data collected reveals that the nala has ·ma~equate capacity and s?me 
culverts will have to be remodelled. Rough cost of remodellmg the nala has been given 
in the project estimate and the ,cost of remodelling the culvert is.(anticipated to be covered 
by the lump sum provision made for bridges in general. 

5.94 Local Spots-Depressil!" under. the M~nto Road Bridge.~Wate~ accumulates 
in the depression under the Railway Bridge durmg the Monsoon dislocanng traffic bet
ween the Old and New Delhi area. Detailed investigation into the causes of floodings 
has been carried out and action has already been taken to improve the drainage arrange
ments of the Railway Yard, both on the Connaught Place side and the Minto Road 
side. This will prevent rainwater from the roads entering into the depression. 

5-95 A ·scheme for providing additional pumps of the vertical type has also been 
prepared by the Corporation authorities. With the completion of these works chances 
of flooding of the Minto Road depression are remote. 

5.96 To a lesser extent the depression under the Hardinge Bridge is also subjected 
·to flooding in case of very heavy rainfall. Detailed investigations into the causes of 
flooding have not been carried out but the improvements will be similar to those carried 
out in the case of the Minto Road Bridge. 

5-97 Storm water Drainage of Quarters on Market Road.-Quarters on the Eastern side 
of Market Road get flooded very often. During the rains of July '58 it was reported 
that storm water stagnated to a depth of about 3' in this area. The drainage system of this 
area was therefore ~xamined to locate the causes of flooding. 

5.98 Existing system.-The area bounded by Market Road, Market Lane, Baird Roaa. 
and Baird Lane partly drains into the open surface pitched drain I' x2'-2" size which 
runs along the Eastern berm of Market Road as shown in plan. 

5-99 Major portion of the drain slopes from Gole Post Office side towards Gole 
Market side at grade of I in 131. In a length of 250 ft. it has a slope from 
Gole Market towards Gole Post Office. At the junction of these two slopes a small 
chamber is located. This chamber is connected by I8" diameter pipe across the road 
to a covered barrel of 36" d'a'lleter running on the Western berm of Market Road. 

s.roo . The 36" di~~ter b~rr~l has its origin at the junction of Peshwa Road 
and Readmg Roa~. It. J~ms 3? diameter barrel coming from Havelock Road as shown 
on plan 3 ·I. This dr~ts des1~ated as I(B). Its catchment area is n6 acres. It could 
take 27 ·78 cusecs while runnmg £th full. Thus the size of the barrel is slightly 
under-size to take i" discharge from its catchment. 

,5.I.oi Invert level ofth~ c;h~ber referred to above. is 700·75. The inven level of 
I8 diameter barrel where It JOinS 3?" di~eter b!rr7l is 700 · 86. This is indicated in 
plan No. . ... · .... Thus the . conneC?ng link of r8 diameter is not able to discharge 
freely ~hen dra~n No. r(B) IS r~ng i ?r £ full. Moreover the hydraulic gradient 
of Dra~n No. r_(B) ~oes not perrrut low lymg area on the Eastern side of Market 
Road to be drained Into the barrel . 

. 5.102. qaus~s of. Floodin~,.:_Uns~tisfactory interception of water from lawns and 
pitched dra~ns m ~h1s low lymg area IS one of the causes of stagnation of wate 0 h 
~uses of· ~ta~;I~atiOn are -The diameter pipe culverts across the service ;~ads t a~~ 
madequate In SIZe and lawns are not graded to drain water towards. peripherial drains. 

. 5.1~3 Maj?r cause of flooding is the flow of storm water from other high areas 
Into this low lymg ground. Average grqund level of Market Road area is 704.

27 
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average ground level efthe. Market Road crown is 706·70. Market Road i~lf i: 



sloping fro'? Gole Market towards Gole Post Office with a fall of 1 in. 1250. Storm 
~ater flowing along the kerb chaiUl:els of this R;oad finds its way through depressions 
In cycle track on the eastern berm Into the .service lanes behind the quarters. 

5.104 Proposed storm water "drainage system.-The following remedial measures 
are suggested :-All the. branch drains are to take !' run off while . the main open drain 
will cater fori" run off. from an area of 36 acres. ' 

5.105 Open surface drain.-It is proposed to regrade and resection the existing. 
main surface dr~n of 12• x 26• size to 3' x 2'-10!• size, The proposed drain will have 
a bed slope of I m 1000 from Gole Market to Gole Post Office side. This would enable 
it to carry 20 cusecs of discharge more. The proposed drain would ultimately join 
45• dia. barrel running along Haveiock Road. 

5.106 Catchwater drain.-To prevent storm water from flowing into the low lying 
area from nearby elevated areas, it is proposed to· widen catchwater drain on Baird 
Lane from. 9" x 9• to is• x 9•. 

5.107 Raising the level of Cycle Track on East:nz Berm.-The longitudi31 section of 
the!" road kerb line and the cycle track on Eastern berm is plotted. It is seen that 
through the depressions in the track water from the Market Road (which itself has a 
longitudial slope towards Gole Post Office) must be rushing to the service lanes behind 
quarters. It is therefore proposed to elevate cycle track to a level higher than the Kerb 
channel level of · the Market Road. This would prevent out side water flooding this 
area. • 

5.ro8 Intercepting drain on Western Berm.-To intercept water from the Western 
berm and. bungalow compounds it is proposed to construct open surface drains 9• x 9• 
size in place of katcha drains existing at present. These drains . will be connected 
through gully gratings to existing 36" barrel i.e., drain I(B) on the Western berm 
at intervals. .The total area to be drained from Western berm is 9 acres. 

I 

5.109 Cost of the Scheme.-These measures could be put through without waiting 
for augmentation of other drains like I-C. The estimated cost of improvements sug
gested abov:e would be Rs. r8,750{-/- works-outlay. 

6. Sewerage Systems in Block I 

6.r One of the terms of reference of the Main Committee is to examine the ade
quacy of the existing sewerage system and to suggest necessary improvements. It has 
not so far peen possible to carry out the detail investigations. The deficiencies that have 
come to light as a result of preliminary survey are dealt with in the following para
graphs. 

6.2 The major portion of New Delhi excepting a few outlying colonies is served by 
a separate sewage system. An index plan showing the trunk sewers and the main sewer 
lines is attached . to this report. 

6.3 The sewered portion of New Delhi area is ~served by 2 trunk sewers. The 
first trunk sewer 'A' starts from Old Delhi and enters New Delhi near Hardinge Bridge. 

• It runs parallel to Mathura Road, than along Hardinge Avenue, cuts across India Gate, 
then goes on to Shahjehan Road and Prithviraj Road. It then bifurcates into two trunk 
sewers 'B' and 'C' which pass on through New Delhi to the Kilokri pumping station. 
Another trunk sewer &tarts from Vinay Nagar and ends again at the Kilokri pumping station. 
There is no evidence of any sewerage problems m the areas served by the Vmay Nagar 
Trunk sewer. There·Is however evidence of overloading in the trunk sewers A,Jj and C 
as also in some of the main sewers feeding them. A brief description of these trunk sewers 

·and the main sewers feeding them in the New Delhi area.is given in the following para-
graphs. 

6.4 Trunk sewer A is 75• diameter where it enters New Delhi area and its size in
creases to 84• at Prithvi Raj Roa<;l. Trunk sewers B1and C are both 66" diameter through
out their length upto Kilokri. At present this system is over loaded and is provided with 
an overflow into the Storm water drainage system at Q point. Trunk sewers Band C 
are syphoned under the na!la coming from the Wireless Station behind Lodi Colony. 
Due to over load these sewers have burst at some points in the syphon and sewage flows 
out mto the nalla which ultimately goes into the Sunehripul NaJa. The Delhi Municipal 
Corporatipn are laying a new trunk sewer from Delhi Gate :to OJ:hla which w:hen com
pleted i~ expected to relieve the trunk sewers A, B & C of a considerabl~ portiOJ?- of tht. 
sewage and storm water of" Old Delhi area and obviate the necessity of overflow mto the 
·storm water drainage system. Till such time as this new trunk sewer is completed no 
relief to this system is possible. 



' . . ' . . . 
. 6.5 There. are eleY;en main se~ers in New Delhi area feeding .the ~unk sewers ·A, 

R.and C. The problems concerrung them as far as known are descnbed !fl. the following 
paragraphs. · ' 

. ·. 6.6 ·Main sewer N~. I ~tarts. from Paharganj; runs al6ng Chelmsford Road, through 
· Connaught Circus, then along Curzon Road and ·jGins the trunk. sew7r "~"at: India Gate. 
Its size varies from 27" to 39". There is no report of overlo!!Ptng In this sewer. 

. 6.7 Main sewer No.2 runs_along Panchquin Road and joins the main sewer No: I 
'at Connaught Circus. Its ·size vades from 9" to 21". This, sewer is at present ov.erloaded 
and over flows through a manhole in its head reach. This overflow has been temporarily 
checked by. raising the level of the 'manhole. The position, however, wo~sens in the. mon
soons.. It is therefore necessary to provide a ~lief sewer along Panchquin Road. 

. 6.8 Main sewer Nos. 3 and 4 start from Gole Post Qffice run along Ashoka Road, 
Man Singh Road and discharge into the trunk sewer at Q point. Though this .sewer docs 
not appear to have overflowed so far, it is reported to be running full. The load on th~sc 
sewers has increaSed considerab,Iy as a result of the New Multistoreyed Buildings that have 
come up at the junction of Ashoka Road and Parliament Street. It will therefore be 
necessary to lay a relief sewer to reduce the load on: these sewers. 

· '- 6.9 Main sewer No. 5 starts from North Block runs between Queen Vicroria Road 
and Raisina Road and joins the main sewer No. 3 at the junction of Mansingh Road and 
Ashoka•Road. It is I2" diameter throughout. This sewer is also reported to be over-

. loaded and either its size shall have to be increased' or a relief sewer provided. · 
• 

· 6_,Io Main/sewer No.6 starts from the junction of South Avenue and.Roberts Road, 
runs along Roberts Road and theri roug ly parallel to Akbar Road and Tees .January Marg, 
cuts across Aurangzeb Road and joins the trunk sewer at Prithvi Raj Road. This sewer has 
adequate capacity. Its size varies from I2" to 30". 

6,II ~n sewer No.7 starts from South Bl~ck runs along York Road, King Edward 
~oad an~ JO!ns the tr_unk sev~·er at India Gate. Its size varies from 12" to IS~· This sewer 
·1s functton~ng · sattsfactonly. 

6.I2 Main sewer No. 8 starts from Sunefiribagh, runs along York Road and meets 
the trun~ s.ewer at Q point;/'It-s---size varies from IS" to 21". There are no complaints 
about this sewer. · 

6.13 M_ai?- sewer No.9 starts fro~ ~lub ;Road runs along Aurangzeb Road and Akbar 
Road and JOins the trunk sewerat.Pnthvt RaJ Road. Its size vari'e5 from 9" to xs• and 't 
does not appear to be overloaded. · 1 

d6:I~ M~n sewek No. xo start~ fr?m .~ughlak Crescent runs along Prithvi Raj Road 
an JOins t e trun sewer at Pnthvt RaJ Road. There are no complaints about this 
sewer. · 

Ave~~~ ~t~ec~fo~;~~~ }~~fs~!;~~ !~~B~h runs along .Jor Bagh Road, and Third 
near the :r\ushak Nalla. Its size varies from l att tte s~:ir~ ~! 2~~~~~ ve?~e 11f· Lodi Colony 
.From this sump the sewage is pumped u thro h • . . _re .tt a s mto the sump. 
at a point near Jangpura. Main. sewer :&o 1 1ug a 24. ~tsmg mal? mto the tr-unk sewer 
Lodi Colony and Aliganj. But now Jor B~gh .w~ ong~nally destgned only. to cater for 
it is overloaded. Further. the pum in arra IS a so connected ~o this sewer and hence 
now inadequate due to the additionaf se;ages ft~~~fr~~ r the tat!. end of this sewer a~e 
sewer No. I I overflows through some of the manhole . or /!ag_h. Consequ~ntly mam 
from the manholes as been temporaril sto e .s m . ~d1 Colony. · Thts overflow 
sewage into the storm water drainage sfstem P~ dl by provtd~ng a by pass for the excess 

.necessary to augment the pumpingarra · s ong term measures. however it will- be 
A scheme for augmenting the pumpt' ngemen~s and perhaps also to provide relief se\\•ers 

· · ng capacttY. at a f b · · · under the consideration of the Delh' M . . at'. C cost ? a out Rs. I lakh is already 
· . 1 umctp orporauon. 

6.16 As detailed investigations have not been ca . · . . · 
the c'!st of the improvements necessary to th . rned out, It IS J?-Ot possible to estimate 
to cost roughly Rs. 7lakhs. -.This,· ; ma~n sewers. These are however ·ex ected 
Barakhamba ~oad which it is und~~~~~\sln~~~dge :: cost of laying a new sewef' along 

. . . en, up shortly- by the N.D·.M.C. 
. . 6.17 The outlying private colonies like Gree 
~olony are _not at present sewered and the n Pa.rk,_ Hauz. Khas, Kailash and Friend's 
Ng s_ewers m these areas in their project e t~orpovaton. have tncluded the cost of proviii
K~f:;J:i~~dseMwelr~geNsystem exc~pting in s~~~:il· p~:3~:ehaTbhilitatihon colonies, Lajpat 

a vta agar.are be~ng . 'd d. · · · e ot er colonie · 

.. ~o~~~;a~~~h~~:~~~~tf~~~~v:~~~;~a71 s~~:~;~~~r~~~s~e7~~s ~01~i~;"}!~s~r;ofvr.~ 
therefore been included in the . lntst~y of Rehabilitation. These schem eiJ!lhg ta en 

proJect. estimate for Block I. es ave J:~Ot 

I 



SUMMARY 

. The improvement~ 'neces~ary to the existing dr~age syst~m iii Block I can rtow be 
bnefly stated as follows :..-. · 

· I. The drainage system in pre-1939 New Delhi is at present capable of taking only a run 
off of r /4" per hour. This will have to be augmented to take the run off due to a rainfall of 
intensicyofr ·65" per hour which willrneanarunoffofabout 3{4" in the case of branch drains 
and I/2" in the case of main drain. The improvements will take the shape of enlarging open 
·branch drains, laying additional branch drain at}d duplicating the main barrels. Side by side 
the interception arrangements will also have to be improved by providing more gillly gratings, 
and·adopting improved methods of interception. 

2. In the case of new colonies built after 1939, flooding IS due to either unfavourable 
conditions as in the case of Golf Link Colony and Jor Bagh or due to the high level of water 
in the outfall nallas in the case of Nizamuddin. In the former case, outfall conditions will 
have to be improved and in the latter case, pumping arrangements will have to be provided 
as a standby. · 

3· The capacity of outfall channel No. 3 should be augmented firstly to take the full · 
·~discharge under existing condition of run off and secondly to take the imiJroved discharge 
when the entire drainage system is remodelled. · , . . · , 

. 4· The nallas will have to be desilted first and secondly remodeJ.!ed to take the 
. improved run off. · · . • · . 

5. Bridges and culverts across drains and nallas will have to be remodelled whenever 
necessary to take the improved discharge without causing undue afflux. 

As regards sewerage prelirnin:1ry in vestigatlons indicate that there is over loading in the 
Trunk Sewer which starts from Old Delhi passes through New Delhi and goes on to Kilokri 
Pumping Station. The Delhi Municipal Corporation are laying a new Trunk Sewer from 
Delhi Gate to Okhla which when completed will relieve this over loading. Apart from this 
there is evidence of over loading of the Main Sewers serving Panchqitin Road, Asoka Road 

: and Lodi Colony. Detailed investigations have not been completed but it appears necessary . 
to either enlarge the overloaded Main Sewers or to provide relief sewer. In the case of . 
the Mairi Sewer serving Lodi Colony, it is also necessary to augment the pumping capacity 
at its tail end. The probable cost of improvements to these Main Sewers will be approxi
mately Rs. 7 lakhs. The project estimate prepared is on the basis of the sample survey 
conducted within a brief period of 2 months. It is pointed out .that the. cost of remodelling 
railway bridges is not included in this estimate and this will mainly be the responsibility 
ofthe railways. Considerable amount of detailed investigations are yet to be carried out 
before all the necessary schemes can be formulated. The project estimate can at best 
therefore be considered as a rough guide to the total likely expenditure involved.· 

It will not be practicable to hold up the schemes formulated from time to time ill!. the 
entire investigations are completed. Hence investigations will be made in order of priority, 
schemes considered neces~y to be implemented before the next monsoon being given the 
first place. The remaining schemes will be 'taken up in phases in the order of urgency and 
practicability. These schemes will be submitted to the Government for sanction as and when 
they are ready. With the present sanction of staff, it is anticipated that the entire investiga
tion will be completed by end of April, 1959• 

Ultimately efficiency of any drainage system depends to a large extent on the standard 
of maintenance. Choking of outlet pipes and silting the channels and nalas should be 
cleared up well in time before the monsoon. The existing standard of maintenance leaves much 
to be desired and in order to reap the full benefit of the proposed improvements, it is neces• 

' sacy to improve the standard of maintenance also. This aspect of the problem will have 
to be examined by the N.D.M.C. and the Corporation and suitable steps taken. 

C~sts'& Phasing 

· The total estimated cost of remodelling the drainage system of Block No. I works out to 
Rs. 2 • 37 crores. Improvement to Sewerage will cost another Rs. 7lacs ( fJide Anriexure VIII). 
This cost does not include the cost of raising oflawns, improvement to drainage by the. ad hoc 
7DIJ:lmittee on Sub-soil \Vater of open areas already recommended for execution. While 

· It !s desirable to carry out all improvements suggested above immediately the completion of 
· this project is bound to take considerable time. Therefore, the work required to be done has 

been sub-divided into :- . 
\ 

(a) Emergent works, i.e., works that should be completed before the next monsoon.· 
(b) Works of an urgent nature that should be taken up for execution as soon as the final 

investigations are completed. 
(c) Remaining works envisaged in the project. 
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Phase 1-Emergent Works 

(i) Desiltlng and sectioning of the nalas as per designs. 
(il) Relief drain behind the Fire Brigade Lane. 

(iit') Remodelling of the Kerbala drain to prevent flooding Jor Bagh area. 
(iv) Providing an independent outfall for CJ:olf Link Colony • 

. (v) Improvement to the drainage ofthe Market area. 
(m) Improvement to the drainage of Minto Road Quarters. 
(vii} Regrading of the Kushak Nala in its upper reaches. 
( vii1) Improvements to drainage and provision of pumps under Minto Road Brid~:e. 
· (ix) Improvements to main Sewers at Punchkuin Road, Ashoka Road and Lodi' 

Colony (Rs. 7. lacs). -
TOTAL Cost-I8,35,000J· 

Phase U-Urgent Works 

1. Improvement to the interception arrangement along the road and round abouts. 
2. Providing open surface drains where they do not exist. 
3· Augmenting the capacity of the outfall channel No.3 from Q point to Sunehripul 

Nala. 
4. Providing additional drains along Punchkuin Road, Barakhamba Road, Aurangzeb 

• · Road, York Road, Akbar Road, ·Prithvi Raj Road, Kushak Road, Chelmsford 
, .•. Road and Ashoka Road. 

~ 5· RemodellingoftheMathuraRoadBridgeandthe BarapulaBridgeto give relief to 
' . the heading- up of water in Sunehripul Na!a, Lajpat Nagar Nala and outfall 

channel No. 3· 
6. Remodelling of Lajpat Nagar Nala, 

' . 
Phase m 

The remaining works of the project not covered by phase I & II. 

Time.-The completiQn of this scheme is bound to take considerable rime. There
modelling or duplicating the existing drainage system through built-up areas will present lot 
of difficulties. Neither would it be practicable nor would it be wise to start construction of 
additional underground barrels all along the existing roads simultaneously. It would be 
dCiirable to complete remodelling of one complete drainage channel and then take up the 
ne~. Further the progress on the work will be considerably hampered due to the high 
subsoil water in the New Delhi area. It is roughly estimated that the completion of all the 
schemes now proposed would take between 5 to 6 years. · 

TABLE NO. I 

HYDRAULIC PARTICULARS DRAIN 1-C & DUPLICATE LINES 

Reach Catch- Total Existing Bed Capacity Dia. of Bed Capa- Total 
of mont run off Dia. slope at the sl~pe city of Capa- Remarks 

Drnin area froni . I in. t• dupli- Im. dupli- city I.e. Acres . catch- full cate line cate after 
ment cusecs required line t• aug-

on! full menta-
run off cusecs tion 

basis cusecs 

I 2 3 4 s 6 7 8 9 IO II 

inches inches 
I 62'2I 3I'Il 24 250 I3'20 27 250 I9:38 32"58 Starting point OD 

2 84'25 42'I3 33 300 28•44 I7•69 46•I3 
Reading Road. 

27 300 

3 I20·o6 6o·03 33 300 28•44 36 300 38·69 66·s3 
4. I30"39 6s·zo 36 400 3I'09 39 400 40'84 7I"93 
s 238•32 II9'I6 45 325 62·65 45 325 66•47 I29'I2 
6 292"54 146"27 54 400 9I'89 45 400 59·81 151'70 45' Dia, Duplicate 

&63 section for 810' 

.t 
length, . 63• dia. 
for remodelled 
section 600' 
Length, 

7 -393'29 196·6s 54 400 91•89 57 400 II~ •36 204'25 
8 434'45 217'23 6o soo 108•71 6o soo 115'23 223'94 

9 512•36 256•18 66 6oo 135'04 66 '6oo 135•63 270•67 

10 6o4•39 302'20 84 900 197'27 69 900 124'69 321•1)6 • R • point. 
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ANNEXURE I 

Rough :&nmate of Cost (Augmentation) 

(a) Total length of drain No. 1-C from Reading Road to 'Q' point is IS695.ft. Cost of 
improving the interception arrangement all along this drain has been estimated at 
Rs.2,74,000 that is Rs. I7'50 per Rft. of the main drain. 

The estimate covers:-

(I) Regrading of road berms. 

(2) Provision of road side _drains where such dra).ns do not exist. 

(3) Provision of gully gratings and 6' dia. R,C.C.link pipes. 

(4) Improvement to drainage of road islands. 

(b) Total length of drain No. 1-C from Reading Road to 'R' point is Io895 ft. Cost of 
remodelling or duplicating the drainage system as discussed above is estimated to· be 
Rs. 9,77,ooo; this gives a figure ofRs. 90·oo as cost of augmenting the capacities of the 
covered barrels per Rft. 

(c) Cost of duplicating lines from 'R' point to 'Q' point is estimated to be Rs. 2I,84,ooo 
or Rs. 455 per Rft. - · 

. (d) Taking these as unit rates for working out the cost of remodelling entire drainage 
system of New Delhi to take I /2" run off from their catchments upto 'Q' point. would be as 
follows:-

- ~- :-: ,' "! 

'· ~. ~t·' 

I. Improvement to interception along drains : 

I, m, I-C, 1-B, I-D, No.2, 3, 3B, 3C, 3D, 4 and S 
I, I4, 6oo Rft. @ Rs. 17 · s per Rft, • 

~ 

2. Duplicating or remodelling the existing drainsge system of the above drains: 

x,os,ooo Rft.@ Rs. 9o·oo per Rft. 

3· Duplicate line for drains I-C, IE and I from 'R ' point to ' Q' point: 

9,6oo Rft. @ Rs. 455 per Rft. 

TOIAL 

ANNEXURE II 

. 

.. 

Estimat• for augm•nti~g tM cap~ciiJI of out/all channel No. 3/rom 'Q' poi11t to Sonehrlpul 

Phase I:-Providhlg Relief Chsnnel between 'Q' point and Khan Market along Humayun 
·Road and Cornwallis Road: 

I, Covered conduit from 'Q' point to Khan Market including cost of makins 
connections (capacity 972 cusecs) 2710 Rft.@ Rs. 595 per Rft. • 

2. Construction of chamber near Khan Market Cubic capacity 25,600 Cft. 
@ Rs. 8 per Cft. • 

3· .. .. .. • .. .. .. • .. .. 3% Contingencies 

Phase II;-ProvidingReliefChsnnol betweenK.hanMarketand Sonehripul: 

I. Covered conduit 3280, Rft., @ 240 per Rft, (Capacity s67 cusecs) 

2. Remodelling at Sonehripul Bridge L.S ••. 

3· Add 3% contingencies • . . • 

Total cost of improvements to outfall chsnnel No. 3 : : I8,71,768 plus 8,36,56~ 1 
Ra. 27,08,334· 

Total oos1 

.Rs. 
20,05,500 

94,so,ooo 

43,68,000 

I,58,23,500 

x~6oiJ(),ooo 

Rs. 
I6,12.450 

2,Q4,800 

.. Say Rtr 27,10,000 

• 
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ANNEXURE m 
Estimate of cr.st for impr:Wement, of drainage of :Jor Bagh 

t. Deepening and repitching the Kerbala drain 
4800 rft. @ Rs. I 8 per rft. • . 

2. Reconstruction of culverts on Kerbala drain 
s Nos. @ Rs. 7,500 each 

§. Constructing drap wall 
4• Regrading J or Bagb drains 

•. 

~ . 

s. Remodelling approach culverts on Lodi Road drain and Jor Bagh drain. 
25 Nos. @ Rs. 400 each . . . . . . • 

6. Providing intercepting drain from Safdarjang Madarsa to Kerbala drain 
1· Providing new covered barrel across Jor Bagh Road 
8. R;C.C. pipe across Qutab Road 

Add 3% contingencies 

Say 

• ANNEXURE IV 
Estimate of cost of ImprOfJement to Golf Link Colony Drainage System 

I. Regrading Existing drllfu. ABC. I200 rft. @ Rs. 105 per rft. 
2. Providii>g new, cross barrel to Sonehripul Nala across Lodi Road I20 rft:@ &. I04 

per tik · ., 
. a• .Stone pitc:l,ring at downstream end of b~l. I230 sft. @ Rs. 40 per % sft. 

Miscellaneous items . 

Add 3% contingencies 

{ ,o.l ·: 
Say . 

-.~11 'JJl:! 

ANNEXURE V 
, .en: . 

"1. "':Oi.. 
Estimate of cost of desilting and widening Sonehripul Nala in the Upper reaches 

• .tHI v I. Earth work in Excavation (lift upto 5'-o") 2500,000 eft.@ Rs. 24 per I,ooo eft. 
2. Extra for lift. 15,oo,ooo eft @ Rs. 2 per I,ooo eft. 
3· .Removal of silt ftom cunnette. 26,400 eft. @ Rs. 36 per I,ooo eft. 
4· Repairs to pitching, cunnettee etc. and providing new pitching at junctions 30,000 sft. 

@ Rs. 40 per % sft. . . . . • ,. . .. • 

Add 3% contingencies 

Say • 

ANNEXURE VI 
Estimate of cost for desilting Kushak nala and Barapula nala 

I. Total length of nalas considered . 
2. Details of cost : -

(a) Earth work in excavation. (lift upto 5') 54,00,000 Cft. @ Rs. 24 per x,ooo sft. 
(b) Extra for additional 'lifts 50,76.500 eft@ Rs. 4/- per r,ooo eft •. 
(c) Excavation in saturated soil (lift upto 5) r,r9,000 eft. @ Rs. 74 per r,ooo eft. 
(d) Extra for additional lifts, for saturated soil, I,r9,ooo eft. @ Rs. 3 per r,ooo eft. 
(e) exira for lead :- · 

.(•) 4 chains. I6,ooo eft @ Rs. 8 per r,ooo eft. 
(u) II chains. 7s,ooo eft. @ 22 per r,ooo eft. 
(ii•) 6 chains. 2,Io,ooo. eft. @ x2 per x,ooo eft. 
,iv) s chains. 21,600 eft. @ ro per r,<ioo eft. 
(v) Upto 3.miles: 7>43,000 eft.@ 8S per r;ooo eft. 

. (f) Repairs to pitching where these are in d.imaged conditions :
. -(i) Stone pitching. ro,ooo sft. @ 34-12-o .per % sft; 
; (u) Brick pitching. zo,cioo sft. @ 25-12-o per % sft. 
(i) Dressing and levelling involving cutting and filling upto 6'. 
. 21,33,300 sft. @ s per % sft. · . . · . . · . • 

Add 3% contingencies 

Cost of desiiting p~ hundred running feet of nalla : -
2•53•4II.. I 

---- : ~ 770/-
330 

.. 
Rs. 

· Rs. 
86>400 

37,500 
800 

4•500 

10,000 

2,000 
5,000 

.5>000 

------
1>55.736 
t,s6,ooo 

Rs. 
6,000 

. 12,480 

492 
soo 

19>472 
S85 

20,057 
20,000 

Rs. 
6o,ooo 

3,000 
'950 

12,000 

~--

32950 

75.950 
2,279 

Rft. 

Rs. 
1,29,600 

20,306 
8,806 

357 

I28 
x,65o 
2,520 

216 
63,155 

3,475 
s.rso 

xo,667 

2,46,080 
738 

2,5g,4n 
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ANNEX~E VII' 

Estimate of cost for providing pumpin'g statiiin for Nizatnuddili .ind subsidiary S.W. drain· for high level 
areas:-

r. Providing pumping station for Nizamud~n :-

.(a) Construction.ofnel" main drain to tbe'pumping.house 

3<>" dia. 936 .rft. @ 33/-. per rfr. • . · ~ . 
36' dia. 689 rft.' @ 39:40 per rft, '. 
45' dia·. 34o ift. @ 56 • oo per rft. . 
sr• dili, 335 i.ft, @ 68/- per rfr. 
54' dia. 436-rft. @ 73/- per rfr. . . 
66' dia, $64 f{r. @ r2oj~ per J;fr. . . 
72' dia, 7oo_rft, @ II9/SO per rft. 

.. 

(b) Construction of sump w.ell and pump bouse :-

:-(4000 Rft.). 

•. 

.. 

TOTAL 

(•) Sump w.ell. r,o2,69o eft@ Rs. 2'00 per eft. .• 
(i•) Pump House 594 sft. @ 12 per sft. . . • . 

(c) Purcha~e and installatio~ of p~mps ~nd ~eters. • 3 s~ts of 7o B.H.P each @ 26,000 
each • · • . . . . . . • . . . . 

· (d) Provision of non return flat for existing drains discharging into Barapulla nala 
(e) Prqvision of regulator on tM proposed draip to the sump 

Add 3% contingencies 

2. ProvidingS.w. drain for the tomb area ; - · 
30' dia. R.C.C. pipe Sso ft. @ Rs. 33 per rft. 
36' dia. R.C.C. pipe 400 rft. @ Rs. 39/40 per rft, 
45' dis. R.C.C. pipe 1300 rft. @ Rs. s6joo per rft. 

Ad!i 3% conti11gencies 

Total Cost : -6,oo,roo+ r,2o,ro8 : . •. 7,20,2o8 
Say 7 ,2o,ooo 

ANNEXURE VIII 

·. 
.. 

.. 

P.ROJBcr ESTIMATE FOR IMPROVEMENT OF DRAINAGB IN BLOCK No. I* 

:. Improvement to interception·arrangement in pre-1939 New. Delhi area vide annexure 
I para (d)r • • . . • . • · . . • . • 

2.. (a) Augmenting the cspacity of main drains in pre-1939 New. Delhi area vide annex-
ure I para (d) 2 . • • . · . • . . • , • • 

(b) Duplicste lines for drains I-C, I-E and I from 1.<. to Q point vide annexure I para (d)3 
3. Improvement of drainage of Golf Link Colony (vide annexure IV) · 
4· Improvement of drainage of Jor Bagb lvide annexure III) 
S· Providing pumping station for Nizamuddin (viae annexure VII) 
6. Augme~~tation of outfall channel No.3 (vide annexure II) . 
i. Desilting ofnalas. 70,000 .Kft. @ Rs. 770 per% rft. (for unitrate refer annexure VI) 
8. Widening an resectioning of Sonebripul nala vide annexure V 
9 • .Remodelling Lajpat Nagar NaJa for increased cspacity (based on rough details) . 

ro. Remodelling of Friends Colony nala for increase cspacity ro,ooo Rft. @ Rs. IS per 
Rft. (based on rough details) 

n. Regmding ofKusbak NaJa in its upper reaches. (Estimate already submitted to Govt.) 
12. Providing Bunds for Barapula NaJa in the reach betw.een Barapula Bridge and Ring 

Road Bridge. (Based on rough details ) . 
13. Remodelling of Barapula Bridge and Mutbra Road Bridge over the Barapula NaJa. 
' (Lumpsum) •. 
14. Provision of a syphon under railw.ay Bridge over Barapula NaJa 
rs. Probable cost of remodelling road Bridge w.berever necessary (Lumpsum) 
16. Fire-Brig•de relief drain (estimate already submitted to Govt.) 
I7. Improvements of drainage near Market Road Square (Lcimpsum) 
r8. Improvements of drainage in Minto Road Area (Luinpsum) ·• 
19. Providing pump under Minto Road Bridge (estimate already submitted) 

.. 

20. Providing pump under Hardinge Bridge (probable costs on the basis of Minto Road 
Bridge) . . /, . · ·' 

21. Improvements to Sew.erage 

TOTAL 

~o,SS8 

.27,147 
19,040 
22,780 

"31,828 
-67~680 
_83,650 

78,ooo 
I,IOO 

S,ooo 

s,S2,62I 
I7>479 

6,oo,roo 

. ·. 28,cso 

'rs,?60 
72,800 

94>50,000 
. 43,68,000 

20,000 

z,s6,ooo 
7,20,000 \ 

27,10,000 

s,3g,ooo. 
78,ooo 

x,6s,ooo 

x,so,ooo 
x,86,ooo 

x,so,ooo 

xz,oo,ooo 
6,co,ooo 

Io,oo,ooo 
67,000 
xg,ooo 
20,000 

so,ooo 
~'\-

so,ooo 
7/JO,OOO 

"NoTE.-The above estimate is based on sample survey and thefi!lal oost <:""be worked out only after all 
the detaileci investigations are completed. The amount w.orked out IS exclus1ve of Departmental charges on 
account of tools and plant, establishment and supervisioa. 



ANNEXURE IX 

Phase !-Emergent W ol'ks 

r. nesilting and seetionk~ ot Nalas as per design • 

2. Relief drain behind Fire Brigade area 

3. Remodelling of Karbala Drain to prevent flooding Jorbagb area 
4· Providing an independent outfall for Golf Link Colony 

S· Improvement to tbe drainage in Market Area 

6. Improvement to drainage in Minto Road Quarters 

7. Regrading of Kushak Nala in Upper reaches 

8. Improvement to drainage & provisjon of pumps for Minto :Road Bridge 

9· Desilring and sectioning of Sonehripul Nola 
1 

10. Improvements to Sewerage 

Phasell-Urgent Works 

.TOTAL 

I. Improvement to tbe interception arrangements along road and round abouts and pro-
viding open surface draina where they do not exist . • • • • • 

2. Augmenring capacity of outfall· channei 3 between Q point and Sonehripul Nala , 

3. Providing additional drQins along Panchkuin R.oad, Barakhamba Road, Aurangzab 
Road York Road, Akbar Road, Prithvi Raj Road, Kushak Road, Chelmsford Road 
and Ashoka Road (19,280 Rft.) 

4- Remodelling Mutbta Road Bridge and Barapulla Bridge to give relief to heading up 
of water in Sonehripul Nalla,Lajpat Nagar Nalla and outfall channel No. 3 • 

s. Remodelling of Lajpat Nagar Nalla . 

TOTAL 

5.39,000 

67,000 

r,s6,ooo 
20,000 

19,000 

20,000 

4,86,ooo 

so,ooo 
78,ooo 

II,3S,OOO 
7,00,000 

~~· 

Estimated 
cost 
Rs. 

12,00,000 

r,6s,ooo 



APP~NDIX IV 

PRELIMINARY REPORT ON DRAINAGE OF NAJAFGARH 
AREA (DELHI STATE) · 

INTRODUCTION 

This preliminary report on the improvement of the Najafgarh Drainage area has been 
prepared after an office study of Survey of India topo-sheets without any field surveys. Very 
scanty field survey data for the Najafgarh drain only are available, and as such the proposals 

· ptit forth give a rough idea of cost involved. The report envisages the following :-· · 

(t) An immediate interim relief for regrading the Najafgarh drain above the reach 
which has been regraded last year. This will even up the existing river bed slope 
and local humps, between Kakraula bridge (situated about 18 miles above the 
outfall of the Najafgarh drain into the Yamuna) and the Basaidarapur village road 
bridge (about 8 miles above the outfall of the Najafgarh drain into the Yamuna) and 
relieve about 2900 acres for rabi cultivation earlier than before. 

(it) A substantial intermediate schetl).e to ensure an area of about 6300 acres for rabi 
cultivation. This envisages widening the Najafgarh drain to 6o' width and 
steepening the present flat-bed slope within a reacli of about 13 miles below the 
Kakraula bridge. 

· (iit) A long term plan to afford completely relief and relieve all the inundated areas for 
rabi and/or kharif cultivation. This will also protecr the villages which get marooned 
during floods. 

77 
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PRELIMINARY-REPORT ON DRAINAGE.OF NAJAFGARH AREA (DELHI STATE) .. ·,· 

1. Main drainage of Najafgarh block and Alip~re block (in D_elhi State) drains partly 
into Najafgarh Jheel and partly into Najafgarh dram. The ~ea ~ lo_cated_(z) ~ound the 
Najafgarh Jheel and (iz) Part basins of Mungeshpur and Nangl01 drams m therr tail reaches. 

2. Main features 

2 • I Na}afgarhJheel.-The Jheel proper is a na~al, saurcershape~ depr~ion situated· 
approximately at Latitude 28°-30' and Longitude 76 -56., near the NaJafgarh yillage, ~bout 
20 miles southwest of Delhi City. The jheel is filled durmg the !llonsoons. .by 1ts ~wn m~e
pendent catchment of about 2I9 sq. miles. lying_partly ~Delhi :State and J?~Y m ~Jab 
State. Out of this 2I9· sq. miles, about 75 sq. miles conslSt of hillY; or senu-hilly reg~~n of 
Gurgaon district From the available contour urvey plans of the )heel, Area-CapaCity
area submerged, ·curve has been prepared vide exhibit I. Various values are tabulated as 
under: · 

'. 

Water Area submerged tn acres Capacity in 
level Acre ft. 

·Delhi Punjab Total 

693 9700 6400 I6I00 57500 

692 7680 5320 I3ooo 43200 

691 5480 4520 IOOOO 33400 

690 3850 3650 7500 22500 

689 3100 2700 58oo I 57 SO 

688 2300 2300 4600 IOSOO 

6S6 1450 I050 2500 3250 

684 ISO 200 350 

Within this catchment there are some existing irrigation reservoirs, which h<;>ld up water 
during monsoon for irrigation purposes and incidentally may moderate the flood runoff into 
the jheel. These are (z) an earthen storage dam at Ghata Kangarpur, (iz) Jharsa-Medwas 
and (iiz) Wazirabad detention bunds. During the rains, after the above irrigation reser
voirs are-filled; surplus water flows towards Najafgarh Jheel. Just before the rabi season 
starts, the balance w~er, if any, left over in these reservoirs, is also allowed to escape and 
find its way into the Jheel. The jheel has only one outlet, viz., the Najafgarh drain, which 
<iutfalls into the Yamuna just below Wazirabad pumping station, north of Delhi City. 

2· I. I Rainfall pattern .-The mean annual rainfall in the catchment works out to 
16·68 inches during the 4 monsoon months of June-October. This is bj!Sed on the rainfall 
records for the period from 1940 to 1955· For the last 3 years or so the average rainfall has 
indicated an increase maximum being about 37·4" during the period June to September 
in 1958. Details of annual rainfall are shown at Appendix I. It is, however relevent 
to point out that there have been occasions in the past when the rainfall has been very scanty, 
resulting in serious droughts. 

2· I ·2 Crop Practice .-Areas surrounding the lake are cultivated for rabi crops. Par
tial irrigation is being done by a number of open wells, whose depths vary from 5 to I 5 ft. 
During th7 years when rainfall is scantY:, ~oughts conditions have been reported. Most of 
the lands m the ·area appears fit for cultlvanon. However, there are some isolated patches 
of. land where some sort of reclamation is necessary. By local enquiries it has been ascer
tained that the maximum water level within the jheel in the recent past (except for the 1958 
season) has arise~ to about R. L. 690 submer~g an area of about 7500 acres. Similarly in a 
year of average ramfall the area usually flooded 1s about 5800 acres, corresponding to a level . 
of 689 ·o.. By about the time of rabi sowing (November) the jheel water level falls to about 
R. L. 688 ·oo exposing an area of about ~900 . acr75 for rabi crop. (Whea~ and Gram, etc.). 
Areas below R.L. 688 ·oo are lost to.rab! cult1vat1on. From November till next monsoon 
drop in water level is entirely through evaporation and absorption losses, as the Najafgarh 
drain did not formerly function when the Jheel is below R. L. 688 ·oo. An area of about. 
2000 acres between R. L. 688 and R. L. 686 exposed by end of February was being 
used for sugarcane cultivation. During the following monsoon seasons this crop had to stand 
a depth of 3 to 4 ft. of water, when the water level in the tank rose to R. L. 689 or R. L. 
690. Output of this crop depends upon the depth and duration of flooding. However 
before the last monsoon Najafgarh drain has been desilted in certain reacheS, This ~ 
expected to reduce jheel levels further from R. L. 688 to R. L. 686 earlier th'm \?~Qre, 

I 
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2·2 Najafgarh Drain· 

. · 2.2.1 The Najafgarh · drain after flowing for about. 31 miles in a setpentine course 
flows in its tail reach through Delhi Utiban are.as and outfalls into the Yamuna ·just below the 
Wazirabad pumping Station. The drain is joined on the left by Mangeshpur and Nangloi 
drains and on _the right by the Hill streams of DelHi and Punjab States ville ·exhibit ::r. 
In its reach within Delhi City area, the drain also acts as. the main drainage outlet for the 
Daryala Nala and other City storm water drains, which carry City sewage as well. · · 

2.2.2. The drain takes ·a regular section at a small distance upstream ofthe Chhawala , 
. bridge (R.1D. -18250).- Bed width of the drain varies from 55 ft. to 70 ft. between the · 
Chhawala bridge (R.D.'. 18250) and Kakraula bridge (R.D. 65000). In: some portions 
broken banks exiSt on both sides. Below Kakraula bridge, a well-defined channel·exists with 
banks on •either· sides. BetWeen Kakraula bridge and the Basaidrapur ·bridge (.a distance 

· of about 13 miles)•bed width varies from 70 to 40ft. Below this, ·bed width ·varies from 
30 to 4o·ft. In some isolated reaches it is even 20ft. wide. • 

2.2.3. A study of bed levels of the drain has revealed that from the Jheel right upto Ba
saidarapur .village road bridge ( a distance of about 22 miles) bed of the drain is practically 
level. There is rather a gradual reverse slope t()wards the jheel, the level of the jheel being 
R. L. 683 that of Kakraula bridge R. L. 684, ar.d that of.Basaldrapur . bridge, R. L. 685. 
Below Basaidrapur bridge the bed has a slope -of I in 8ooo upto R. D. 133000. 
In. the lower reach below R. D. 133000 -right upto the outfall, the drain has a . 
very good bed slope ·of I in -1250 ft. -Above the conihtence . with the Mangeshpur 
drain, at R. D. 67roo regulating arra ·gements -have been provided to . the Kakraula · 
road. bridge (R.D .. 6sooo) ·with a view to check the back ,flow from the Mar.geshpur 
drain into the jheel (whenever the water level in the jheelis low). 

2.3· Mangeshpur Drain 

This originates in Punjab territory near village Mangeshpur and generally flows south. 
Near the village of Lad pur and Kanjhawala(Delhi State) iti~ joined by BaZidpur-and Bawana 
drains. Below this it continues to flow south and near Bahadargarhitisjoined by West
jua drain whose catchment lies entirely in the Punjab. Below Jharoda Kalan, the drain talces 
an easterly turn and is joined by Madanpur drain. Finally it flows in a south eastern direc
tion and joins Najafgarh drain at R. D. 67100, about.! mile downstr-eam of.Kakraula bridge. 
Its entire. catchment including that of tributary drains right upto its outfall into Najafgarh' 
drain, is about 203. sq. miles, 

2·4 Nangloi Drain . 
This originates at Puthkhurd and its entire catchmerit area of 32 sq~ miles lies in Delhi 

State. After passing Shahibabad-Dotilatpur, it changes its course and flows south, near 
Sultanpur and Nangloijat. It joins Najafgarh drain-at R. D. 9725o·near Nangloi Saiyidan. 
Total· length of the drain is about 12 miles.. . · · 

2. 5 Hill stream of Pwzjab · 
These drains originate at northeast of Gurgaon (Punjab). The area'is alniost rocky 

having gentle slopes. A storage re.Servoir and detention bunds, as·~;eferred-to in para 2· r., 
above, are situated within this catchment. The total area of ·catchment upto Jharsa
Medwas bund is so sq. miles and is included within the total catchment oftheJhe.el. 

2. 6 Other Hill stream of Delhi State 
These originate on the south of Delhi City and have a total catchment area of about 75 

Sq. miles. During monsoons, water of these streams flow into .• jheel through Najafgarl!-. 
drain. Most of the area is rocky. Palam drain which forms part of the catchment has a 
sub-catchment of 4 ·8 sq. miles of built-up area and joins the Najafgarh drain at R. D. 
22000. . . 

2,7_ Daryala Nallah , 
This drains Delhi City in an area of about 4 ·6 sq. mi\es. Its present dischargi capacity 

is reported to. be insufficient due to which there is flooding during times -of heavy rainfall. 
This nala joins Najafgarh drain just above Subzimandi-Wazirabad road bridge at R. D. 
134000. ' ' 

i. 8 Other City Draz'nages 

The catchment area works out to about 3 ·8 sq. miles of built-up area. 

3. The Problem 
3 .. 1. The Najafgarh Jhee; which acts as~ natural drainage reservoi~ forth~ surround

ing lands permits cultivation of areas on its fringes._during· the years when rainfall is not 
heavy. During heavy rainfall, the lake is not able to dis'charge its flood waters unless the 
Jheel level rises above R. L. 685. . · . · 

3.2. Even when the Jheel level rises above R L. 686, the maximum flood flow into the 
jheel ·is not. expeditiously drained by the Najafgarh drain, because of its very limited dis-
charging capacity. _ I . . · 

~ , . . . . . 
. 3·3· Because of the existing reverse slope of the Najafgarh drain upto Basaidrapur 

VIllage road bridge, as referred to in para 2·2·3 whenever the Mangeshpur, Palam and other 
~ill streams of Delhi and Punjab area are in floods, their watez:s are carried towards the Jheel 
mstead of towards the outfall-into the Yamun!l, thus aggravating the dramage -problem fur
ther. 
154 WH~-n 
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3 '4 In addition, there is inundation in the basins. of the l1~gesh~ur and: Nangloi 

Drains lying within the State of Delhi part!y; due.to thetr,o:-vn hmtte~ dtschargmg capa·· 
cities arid partly. by their poor outfall conditiOns m th'e NaJafgarh dram. 

4• Effect of the Heavy Rainfall of 1958 on the Drainage areas 
·.· '. 

During the last monsoons, Delhi area has experienced an unprecedented r~fall .which 
was about 37'4 inches during the monsoon months. The water levels attamed m the 
Jheel from 26th July 195S were observed and are enclosed in the graph fJide exhi~it 3· 
From the graph it is seen that water level of the jheel after 23rd August 195S was htgher 
than that of water level under Chhawla and Kakraula bridges. Also water level _of the 
Chhawala bridge during this period was higher than that under Kakraula bridge. It is, 
therefore, apparent that there was no back :ovater contribution from the Naj~gar~ Jheel, 
and that the rise in Najafgarh jheel was enttrely due to other catchments drammg mto the 
jheel above the Chhawala bridge. During the period from 29th September and rst Oc
tober, i.e., a period of 2 days, the water level in the Jheel rose from R.L. 690 · 3 to R.L. 
69r :s, i.e., a rise of r ·5 ft. which corresponds to a gross inflow of about 14,600 acre 
ft. The maxintum level of the jheel attained on 9-ro-sS was 692.4 submerging an area 
of about. 14,400 acres. This has been reported to be the maxintu~ rise for many years. 
Local enquiries in Gurgaon districts have revealed tliat this sudden mflow of flood waters 
in the lake was due to a breach in the Jharsa-Medwas bund on 29th night. Had this 
bund not breached, it is possible that such high levels might. not have been attained. 
After this, the maximum level of the jheel water has been falling- and was reported to be 
at R.L. 691 · 5 on rst November 195S. During this period av~rage discharge of the Najaf
garh drain has been estimated to be of the order of about r So cusecs, which is not 
adequate. On account of the above, it has not been possible to cultivate the· land for rabi 
cultivation during the current year. The previous sugarcane crop continues to be submer
ged in about 3 to 5 ft. of water, and has, therefore, suffered quantitatively and qualita

·tively. It is expected that the present water level in the jheel will fall further partly due to 
discharge of the Najafgarli drain and partly through absorption and evaporation losses and 
that about 3000 to 4000 acres will appear for next sugarcane cultivation by February
March. 

5· History and measures taken in the past 

As far as it is known, most of the drains joining Najafgarh drain on the left which 
add to the drainage problem of the Najafgarh area, were constructed by the Punjab Irri
gation Deparrment as part of their canal system to prevent water logging dtie to the canals. 
Najafgarh drain itself is known to 'have been handed over by Punjab Government to 
Delhi Administration sometimes·towards the end of the last century, and since then no 
maintenance or desilting works appear to have been undertaken till !957· Some field 
surveys of the Najafgarh drain were carried out by Central Water and Power Commission 
in I\15~· These surveys revealed that the width of the nala had considerably reduced due 
to siltmg and humps had been formed in the reach upstream of R.D. r,23,000, which 
prevented to a great extent, efficient drainage of Jheel waters. A scheme amounting to 
Rs. 4 ~s for regrading the Najafgarh drain within the above reach was prepared 
and submitted ~y the Ce~tral Wat.er and Power Commission sometime i~ early I957· 
The scheme enviSaged drainage relief to about r,6oo acres of land for rabi cultivation. by 
abou~ end of November. Work on this scheme was started by C.P.W.D. in r957-5S, 
and 1S reported to be completed, except for some stone .pitching work. 

6. Available Survey Data ' 

Following data is available :-

{•) Longitudinal Sections and some cross-sections of Najafgarh drain for entire 
length taken during 1956. 

(it) Fresh surveys of Najafgarh drain completed in 195S for a reach of 2 miles above 
. the outfall. · 

(iit) ~ • to .i l1ile contour surveys at r foot interval prepared in connection with 
mv~sttgauons for Bakra Project, Punjab, which covers a part catchment of the 
Na)afgarh Jheel. 

(iv) Longitudinal sections of Mangeshpur and Nangloi drains. 

No fi:lrther. hydrologic or h~draulic c!ata f'or the Najafgarh jheel and vari~us inflow 
stre!J?IS IS av~la~le.,. Information on areas inundated annually together with fi res 
of direct and mdirect annual. damage are also not available. · gu 

7• Lines suggested for·~~lution of the drainage problem 

11 1 sat;sfactory so~t~on If the dra.inab ge problem would obviously be to get rid of the 
f1 oo b-itd:'s lf expe 1t1o~ y as posst le so as to mak7 available maximum possible areas 
\~fi:ga 1 Th br J?erenn_I cr:ops, rd. thereby ~SO g1v7 CO~plete. relief tO the marooned 
1 .es. d' he as1c en~neennf gh soNu!afiion tho ~ch.teve thiS obJect ·will appear to lie in in

creasmg 1sc ru:ge c~p~c1ty o ~ e aJ. ~ar ilram as much as possible, within the h si
ca! and e~onom1cal hmJts. Przmfl ff!cre It app:ars that the availability of th~ land ~iihi 
the Delht urban areas for resect10mng the NaJafgarh drain will decide the d g f n 
lief that can ultimately be achieved. e ree 0 re-
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7. 2 The present report has been formed on the basis of a. very scanty field data, and 
firm estimates and conclusions can "Only be arrived at after detailed field surveys are made. 
After an office study of topo-sheets and other old surveys, followingl3 proposals are put 
forth. . 

(t) An immediate interim relief by regrading the Najafgarh drain above the reach 
which has been improved during the last year ... 

This will even up the existing reverse bed slope and local humps between 
• Kakraula bridge and the Basaidrapur village road bridge and relieve -about 2,900 

acres }or rabi cultivation, earlier than before. · 
(ii) A substantial-intermediate scheme to ensure an area of about 6,300 acres for 

rabi cultivation. · 
(iit) A long term plan to afford complete relief, and relieve all the inundated areas 

for mbi and/or kharif cultivation. This will also protect any villages which 
get mar<?oned during floods. . 

These proposals are detailed in the subsequent paragraphs. 

7. 2. I The immediate measure proposed is recommended to be completed before 
the next monsoons, so as to relieve about 2,900 acres for rabi cultivation earlier than 
before below the jheellevel of R.L. 690. This envisages removal of humps, and regrading 
bed of the Najafgarh drain within a reach of about IO miles from Kakraula bridge (situated 
about I8 miles above the· outfall into Yamuna) to about 2000 ft. below the Basaidrapur 
road bridge (about 8 miles from the Yamunaoutfalls) and desilting etc. of the Mangesh
pur and Nangloi drains vide exhibit 5· Existing masonry structure within this reach will 
not require to be replaced. Below this reach; as already stated, regrading work has already· 
been done during the preceding year. The estimated cost of this proposal is about 
Rs.,2·7 !akhs. 

. 7. 2. 2 Substantial relief can be given by increasing the discharging capacity of the 
Najafgarh drain so as to relieve about 6,300 acres in the Jheel below R.L. 690 and ensure 
rabi cultivation thereof. This· envisages resectioning of the Najafgarh drain from R. D. 
65,000 (Kakraula bridge) to R.D. I,38,ooo vide exhibit 6. It is proposed to widen the 
drain to a bed width of 6o ft. and steepen the bed gradient to I in ·. Io,ooo. In this case 
it will however be necessary to lower the bed by about 4 ft. under the existing masonry 
structures. Railway authorities have since informed that it will not be possible to permit 
lowering of tne existing nallah bed under the railway bridges without reconstructing 
them. Similar information. on the remaining intervening structures is not forthcoming, 
but it may be presumed that these will also require replacement. Accordingly, ·the cost 
of the proposal is woci<:ed out to approximately Rs. 25 · 93 lakhs which includes cost of 
replacement of the masonry structures. The immediate measure proposed in para 7. 2. I 
above Will be dovetailed in the present proposals. . 

7·2·3 As regards a complete long term plan, a tentative scheme has been worked 
out after an office study of topo-sheets. ·This will relieve an area of about I4,800 . acres 
around the Jheel and other inundated areas from Io,ooo to 15,000 acres within the basin 
of other inflow drains during abnormal rainfall season like that of I958. During the years 
of normal heavy rainfall the area protected will be about 7,500 acres.· The area thus 
protected can be used for kharif and/or rabi cultivation. The proposals, as worked out, 
envisage the following :- - · 

(t) Providing a catch water drain around the jheel between contours 694-690 
so as to intercept a catchment of about r8o sq. miles out of a total of 219 sq. 
miles. 

(it) Providing a suitable detention basin on the Palam drain so as to regulate its 
calculated maximum flow of 2,o8o cusecs to about 250 cusecs. The tail reach 
of this drain is proposed to be diverted to join the Najafgarh drain below its 
existing confluence .. 

(iit) Regrading and/or diversion of :
(a) Mangeshpur drain.· 
(b) Nangloi drain 
(c) West Jua drain 
to carry design discharge, 

( iv) Diversion and draining of various hill streams within Delhi and Punjab, States 
directly into Najafgarh drain below Kakraula bridge. -

(v) Regrading Najafgarh drain from R.D. 65,000 (Kakraula bridge) till its out
fall into the Yamuna to cater for increased discharges from the Mangeshpur, 
West Jua, Nangloi drains, hillstreams, Palam drain and other city drain-
ages. · 

In case it is not possible to moderate maximum discharge of the Palam drain envisag'ed 
in sub-para 7.2. 3(ii) above, it will not be possible to drain its regulated discharge through 
Najafgarh drain without increasing the latter's capacity further. 

There are various alternatives to drain the l;torm waters. Works under item 7. 2. 3 
(i) 1111d (ii) above are necessary components in all the alternatives. The various 
alternatives will be :-

(a) (t) Regrading and diversion of Mangeshpur and Nang!oi joining Najafgarh drain 
below the Delhi Distributary at R.L. I,33,ooo. 

(it) Diversion of hillstream to join. Najafgarh drain below Basaidrapur bridges 



' 
(b) (£) Regrading of Mangeshpur and Nangloi as at (a) (fJ above. 

(it) Diversion of hillstream as at (b) (ifJ above. 

(c) (i) Regrading arid div~rsion as ~entioned ab~ve (b) (i) • 
• · (i1) Drainage of hillstream as at (a) (it) above. · 

'The cost of the proposals under the above alternativ~s appr9ximately more or less 
to Rs. ISO lakhs. A very rough general abstract ofthe cost for .alternative (a) is indicated 
in· Appendix 3 and details of plan are show? vide· exhibit N:o; 2. Inter se s_upet'!ority of 
various alternatives and exact benefit cost ratio can only be decided after detailed field sur-
veys. , 
8. Phasing of works under .various proposals 

8. I Detailed field surveys· for preparation of firm estimates· for the immediate relief 
as envisaged in para 3. 2 above may be undertaken forthwith and the work of regrading 
started by March I959 and· completed. within the next three to four months. 

8.2 During the _present season investigations and, preparation of' firm estimates (or 
interim relief as envisaged in para 3 · 3 above, may also. be und2rtaken and completed. 
Eroceedings for acquhjng necessary ·land widths and other formalities regarding construc
tion of .the exist,ing masonry structures may be complete~ during the present working 
seaspn. During the I959-6o working· season· reconstruction of masonry works may be 
·completed; possession· of land taken, and some work in rezrading of Najafgarh drain may 
also. be commenced. Remaining earth work in the drain may be completed within the work
ing season of I96o-6r. 

8. 3 Field investigations for preparation of detailed estimates for the complete Telief 
as envisaged inpara7,2 .. 3 above, may also. be started and completed during the current 
working season. _ 

9• Hydrology 

9· I Maximum flood, discharge from. various catchments has been worked out for the 
purpose of design and shown at Appendix . U. In case where information on. catchment 
_area is not available, the same has been roughly worked out from the topo•sheets .. · A note 
on. the runoff calculations is given at Appendix VI. 

· 9 · 2 The. ar~a enclosed within the proposed catch water drain as envisaged in the 
complete plan f1ide para 7·2·3 above is about so sq. miles. The average run off during the 
months of June-Q~ober has b_een worked out on the basis. of S.trange's Method for an 
ave~e catc~ent vzde AppendiX IV. The water level attwned m the jheel are worked 
out m}\p~diX ~· By t~e end of November, about 500 Acre· fr. of water are expected 
te- remam m· the J heel w~Ich can be utilised for irrigation purposes. . . 



Year 

1940. 

1941 

1942 

1943 

. 19.44 

1945 

-1946 

1!148 

1950 

1951 

1952 

- 1953 

1954 

. 195;5; 

· · APFlOO:>~ 1 
RAINFALL IN NAJAFGARH JHIL CATCHMEN1' . 

.. 

I '· . •''' • · • i ~· 

... OtUciltne11~ Ar.11a z.rg,. S..q.uMiluJ: . . 

• 
. ,• .. ., .. 

Total of 14 Years 
• Average of I,4 Years 

: -,· 

'j..' 

• !J 

i·.t. 

Rainfall 
in 

inches 

15"70 

12"42 

.25"32 

18·36 

17"97 . 

19•46 

15•81 

14•38 

18•57 

7"02 

•:3"'72 

16'87 

'i7-84 

20·.15 

233"59 

16·6.8. 

•f ~ 

' ., 



·APPENDIX II 

DESIGN DATA FOR VARIOUS INFLOW STRBAMS/CATCHMBNT AlmAs DRAINING 
INTO THB ·NAJAFGARH DRAIN OR INTO THB }HBBL 

Sl •. 
No. 

Name of the drain 

I. Hill Streaqls of Punjab 1 
:>.. Hill Streams of Delhi J 

3· Catchment of Jheel within 
catch drain and ring 
bunci. 

4· Other catchment of the 
jheel. 

S· Palam drain 

. 6, Mangeshpur drain 

7· West Jua drain • 

8. Nangloi drain 

9· Dacyala Nalla 

10. Other City drainages. 

• 

Catchment 
area as 

measured 
from the 

maps or inti
mared by 

other 
departments . 

Sq. Miles 

. so 
so 

so 

100 

102. 

IOI 

.Existing Designed 
discharg-

ing Discharge 
capacity per Sq. 
(Cusecs) Mile 

NA 

NA 

NA 

NA 

· 'Ioo 

2.34 

44 

.. 

(Cusecs) 

IO 

s 

IO 

S* 

JO 

Discbarge 

Total 
Discbarge 
(Cusecs) 

ISOO 

Remarks 

+The catchment area is 
partly gontle sloping 
hilly and ,partly plain 
area. The runoff in 
the gentle sloping hilly 
traCt is taken as 20 
cusecs per sq. mile and 
that of plain area as 10 
cusecs per sq. mile. 
Out of uo Sq. miles 
40 Sq. miles is hilly and 
70 plain. Runoff IO X 2.0 
+70 X IO =ISOO, 

This will flow in the 
Najafgarh drain. • 

soo The catchinent is sandy. 

· 2.080 The discbarge is worked 

1020 

sos 

320 

out at i • per hour 
nett run off. 

*Verbally informed ' by 
S.E., Western Jamuna 
Canal (East) Circle. 

2.834 Figures given by Drainage 
Dn. C.P.W.D. 

2.800 Worked out on the basis 
of 9 above. 



APPENDIX III. 

AliSTRAcr OP OOST OP· DRAINAGB SYSTBM OP NAJAPGABH- . 

Details 

I. Diversion of Hill-stream 

2. Diversion of Mungeshpur drain 

3· Regrading of Mungeshpur drsin 

4· Regrading of Nangloi drsins 

5• Regrading of Najafgarh drain 

Cost in lakhs 

.. 

.• 

._ 

6. Providing catch drsin and ring bund around the Najafgarh }heel and drsin 

I2•07 

. 2·6z 

46•00 

·7•00 

7. Construction of Bijwason Bund 

8. Constructing link flood channel between Jhirsa and Bijasen bund~ 

9.-Providing link channels (5 Nos. at Rs. 20,000 each) • 

IO. Strengthening of }harsa Midwas Bund 

II. Detention bund on the Palam drsin • 

I2. Najafgarh drain new cut near Shah Alam bridge 

I3. Q. Special Tools & Plant 

QI. Resale of Special Tools & Plants 

TOTAL • . . 
New supply of Tools & Plant I% of total under B-Land 

TOTAL 

Estsblishment charge at 8 I/3% 

TOTAL 

5"97 

2"50 

I•OO 

' . I·oo 

s·oo 

22•00 

• '(-)I4"00 

II·S 

I49"32 

Say Rs. ISO lakhs -·· .. -······ _., ____ ,. _______________________ ---

85 



. APi>:ENDtt lV 

RUNoFF F!WM -NAIJ'AFGmm ~HBEL BGUND ·BY THE rCATCH' WATER DRAIN 

Area ·so sq. miles 
Average Catchment. 

Year June Ju~ August September October 
Acf • Acfft. Acfft. Ac/ft. · 

J 
1940 ' 

0 0 537 2660 ' .. 
1941 266 107 266 

1942 . ' .. 1470 I2o' so so 

1943 • 800 37:i.o 

1944 1070 .. 1070 1610 810 

1945 535 4800 

1946 . - 480 2190 535 

1948 1330 800 266 

!950 . \ '1610 3200 

1951 ... 
1952 

' 2<130 

1953 610 186o 266 266 

1954 ~ 266 239 670 

1955 1610 2930 1330 
-~ -------

0 TOT.\L 4433 20420 ~3688 3473 
Average of 14 years -------~-----------------316 AfFt. 1458 A/Ft. 1692 ·o A/Ft. 248A/Ft. 



APPENDIX v 
-

STATEMENT SHOWING LBVELS WITHIN THE AREA ENCLOSED BY 
CATCH DRAIN 

Water in Run-off Total water Water Absorption Water Water At 
'~~!~~1 from so.' in Jhil level evaporation level at the end 

S. No. Month sq. miles during the attained losses the end of the 
beginning during month during the during the of the month 

of the the month (Acre ft.) month month. month (Acre ft.) 
month (Acre ft.) (Acre ft.) (in ft.) 

(Acre ft.) 

I z 3 4 s 6 7 8 ' !I 

I. July . • Nil 316 316 684•3 0'33 684•0 Nil 

z. August Nil 1458 1451 68s·z o·zs 684'!15 750 

3. September . ' 800 1692 24!12 68s·1o ·0"33 68s·37 185 

4· October 1850 248 20!18 68s·s o·s 685 ' 1000 

s. November 1600 100 6ss 0'42 684·sa soo 

• 
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APPENDIX , VI 

NOTE ON THB BASIS OF R~OFF ~OR DRAINING RURA{ ARE~s OF DELHI· 

Rainfall 

As Palam rainf;us are readily available, fues~ were tak~ to represent the rainfalls of 
rural areas of Delhi. Frequency studies were carried out by the method of partial duration· 
series to find out the maximum 3 days' rainfall for a return period of 5 years and IO years 
respectively. The maximum 3 days' rainfall occurring once in 5 years_is 8 ·2.inches and once 
in 10 years is 9 · 6 inches. 

The existing Jharsa Medwas Bund near Gurgaon intercepts all the drainage of the partly 
hilly and partly plain country to the east of the Gurgaon Badshahpur Road. The contour 
map of the depression, as well as, the sufficient water levels at these bunds were available 
for 1958 to estiniatethe runoff from this area during August and September, 1958. Correla
ting runoff with the corresponding rainfall it is found that runoff factor for this area of the 
order of3o%. The same co-efficient ofrunoffwasassumedfor similar hilly area drain
ing into the Najafgarh. ]heel. 

The factor for plain area may be taken. as so% of this which gives 15% runoff. This 
also is well within the range recommended. by the Technical Committee for open spaces. 

It is considered advisable to design the drainage so as noi to allow water to stand in this 
area for more than 3 days; hence the 3 days' runoff has to be drained within that same period. 
To design for·the worst condition occurring once in 5 years the runoff per sq. mile from 
the fiat c'ountry round the ]heel will be equal to •·• x 6

•
0 x.!! =I0·8 cusecs, say 10 cusecs 

. I 2 . 2X3 IOO • 

S.E., Western Yamuna Canal, had carried out actual discharge observations of the· vari
.ous drains in this area during this year's rains. The table below gives the observed date. 
Discharge per sq. mile is given in the last column No. 6. It will be seen therefore that this 
figure varies. from 2 to 9·8 cusecs per sq. mile. Hence the assumption of 10 cusecs runoff 
per sq. mile for tlie plain area appears reasonable. 

Statement showing the obseroed data of drains in Delhi Sub-Di'Oision of Delhi Division 
· during the flood season I958. · 

S.No. Name of Drain 

t. Nangioi drain 

z. Mangeshpur drain , 

3. Madanpur drain 

' 4- Bawana drain 

s. Bazidpur drain 

6. West Jua drain 

1· Khanda drain 

B. Bhudana drain 

9. East Jua drain 

IO. Drain No. 6 

u. Mahra drain 

Designed 
.discharge 

« cs. 

IOO 

20 

I7 

234 

IS 

' 65 

191 

Actual 
discharge 

94 

61 

4S 

221 

ns 

78 

Catchment Discharge 
area per sq. mile 

32 sq. 
li!ile 

82 

20 

IO 

20 

IOI 

3S 

II 

3S 

130 

19 

4•6 cs. per 
sq. mile 

s·1 

s·1 

•88 

4"1 

· It has to be rem~bered that the design f th dr · · will d- -
that is desired to be given to the distr 0 e am . epen? ?n the degree of relief 
visable to limit the relief to less than ~~:~ :eab In this lo<f!ty lt 1s not considered ad
over, the cultivated area under consideration: lik~f; t~u~~~~~ m th~Jbove note. ~ore
rapid rate than cultivated areas in other localities This would ~s~r~ thy 1lt ~ comp9;I'at1vely . 
ing the runoffs in future Under the cir · . . ave e euect of mcreas
will not be desirable. · cumstances, a reductlon m the co-efficient suggested 

i8 



EXHIBITS 

I. Site Plan ofNajafgarh Drainage system r• =4 mile's. 

z. Map of Deihl State r"=I mile. 

3· Water observations of Najafgarh drain and Jheel. 

4· Area capacity curve. 

5· L-Section of Najafgarh Drain-Immediate Interim relief. 

6. L-Section of Najafgarh Drain-Substential Interim Scheme • 
• 

7· L-Section of Najafgarh Drain-Complete relief. 

8. L-Section of Bund No. I. 

9· L-Section of Bund No. z. 

ro. L-Section of Mangeshpur Drain upto new: cut. 

II. L-c-Section of Mangeshpur Drain-Proposed new cut. 

rz. L-Sect!on of Mangeshpur Drain below proposed new cut. 

130 L....:...Section of Hill-Stream drain. 



' APPENDlX v 
MUNICIPAL CORPORATION OF DELHI 

• 
REPORT ON STORMWATER DRAINAGE OF BLOCKS Ill & lV 

Plan for Sewerage and Drainage of Delhi 1 

Scope of _the present plan.-:-~h~ !?reparation of a plan _for pramage and S~werage for 
the area falling l nder the JuriSdiction of the Corporation 1s a stupendous task ~d 
will require much tune and effort. What is ~ed at n~w is to present a ~ough outJ.!.ne 
of such works for the city proper and outlymg . co~rues . S?ch as LaJpat Nagar, 
Kalkaji, Hauzkhas, Greenpark, New Delhi South hxtens10n, ~m1rapole, Okhla etc. Co
·nsideration has also to be given to the area on the left ot nver, such . as Shahdara, 
Gandhi. Nagar, Geeta Cotony etc.' The scope of the present plan 1s,. the~efore, 
restricted to these areas only and does not take account of the numerous outlymg VIllages, 
which will be indepencently dealt with under the rural Sanitation and Water Supply Sche
mes, 

City area I; nade(}UaCy of the existing sewerage system.-The sewe~age system of the 
city was designed about two decades back for the then pcpulatlon and water supply. 
Since then both the population and water supply have under gor.e a phenomenal 
increase particularly after the partition of the Coumzy and the subsequent r~fugc:e 
population added to the City after 1947. The figures below sho~ the nse m 
population and water supply during the last t\\enty five years. 

Year Population W 1ter Supply 
Lacs. m.g.d. 

1931 3"4 9"00 

1941 6·8 16·50 

1951 14"50 40'00 

1958 19"00 s&·oo 

Due to the increase in the population and wat~r supply the basis on which the sewerage system 
was designed has undergone a material change. The sewers are vezy much overloaded as 
they have to carzy a much bigger load than the capacity for which they were originally ilesigned. 
A number of overflow connections from sewers into storm water drains to relieve the load 
on the former had to be constructed. Through these overflow cor nections, sewage without 
any treatment is being discharged ipto the river, for the last many years, constitutrr g a subs
tantial source of positive contamination to the river Jarnuna which is at present the only 
source of drinking-water for the City. The points at which sewage is allowed to disc barge 
into the river are shown in para 6 page 7· The discharge of crude sewage into the river 
takes place between the two intakes oi drinking water, one at Wazirabad and the ott.er at 
Okhla. It is estimated that about 30 to 40 million gallons of sewage finds its way into the 
river per day. The danger of pollution is aggravated during the hot months of May and] une 
when the flew in the river drops down to about 200 cusecs. The situation got out of control 
~ 1955, when a severe epidemic of Jaundice broke out taking a heavy toll of human life 
and causing sufferings to hundreds of inhabitants of the city. · 

G~ty divided in zones on the ~asis of topograph:J!.-From the study of the topography of 
the {;lty, the presence of two ndge !me-North :South and East West and the river Jarnuna 
on the East, the city area can be divided into four independent zones for the purpose of 
"Drainage and Sewerage." These Zones are : 

I North Zone: 

II South East Zone. 

III West Zone. 

IV Shahdara Zone. (including Ghandi Nagar, Geeta Colony etc.). 

Miscellaneous problems.-There ar~ other problems. closely connected with the drainage 
of the Zo~es mentioned above. T~e chief among these 1s the existence of a mumber of open 
storm dr~ms, some of these carzymg ~ew~ge and sullage in addition to storm water. The 
seggreg~uon of sewage fr_orn these. dram_s 1s a far reaching problem depending mainly on the 
conclusiOn ofw~r!<s outlmed _under this pian. Some of the drains passing through the 
developed localiues of the City should be covered as they are unsightly and some times 
dangerous. · 

This is discussed under 'V' co~ering of Open drains in the city. 

The figures _of cost mentione~ in this note are based on block estimates and are liable· to 
vary when detailed plans and estimates are prepared on 'the basis of an extensive survey al
ready undertaken, 

They are also likely to vary with the rise or fall in the cost, of labour and materials as 
. compared to the present marJ.-et rates on which the estimates are based. 
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I-NORTH. ZONE 
i. topography of tM area.-This coniprisell Of an area of about 14,000 acres, with a 

central valley line along the· Najafgarh drain falling towards the river, The area 
on the right of this valley line sharply rises towards the North-South ridge line, 
while that on the left . is mostly plain, gently sloping towards the Najafgarh 
drain. This zone inter alia includes Model Town, Azadpur Colony, Kingsway Camp, 
University area, Subzimandi, Karol Bagh and part of Rajinder Nagar. A large area 
towards the Coronation Pillar measuring about 3500 acres is saucer shaped and remains 
water logged for a major part of the year. 

2. Sewerage.-The area on the right of valley line f!iz. Shakti Nagar, University area 
. ' etc., is mostly sewered except for some portion abutting the Mall Road, while the area on the 

left has no integrated sewerage system, though some of the colonies such as Rana Pratap 
Bagh, Model Town, Rehabilitation colony etc. have individual sewerage system for their 
own colonies. Sewage from these areas is disposed of in septic tanks and Soakage pits or 
discharged into the Najafgarh Drain without any treatment. The sewered area (on the right 
of the Najafgarh Drain) is served by 3 Pumping Stations. 

' . 3· Pumpzng Stations. 
I. Andba Mogal Pumping Station 
2. Subzimandi Pumping Station 
3· University Pumping Station 

These collect sewage from their individ)lal areas and pump it across the ridge line about 70 
feet htgh into the main sewers of the South-East Zone and is ultimately carried for treatment 
to Okhla Sewage Treatment Plan about I2 miles away. A new Pumping Station on the other 
side of the drain at its tail end near the river has been constructed in the year I957· It picks 
up sewage from Najafgarh drain and pumps it through a two miles length of C.I. rising 
main into the North side Plant, which has been recently constructed and put into operation 
in I957· Along with sewage a considerable quantity of storm water is also pumped. 

4· Purijicatzon Plant.-The plant deals with a fiow of sewage of 20 million gallons per 
day. Additions to the plant are also in progress. These essentially consist of units for Se
condary Treatment on Biofiltration System for·IO million gallons a day only. Works for the 
remining IO million gallons may have to be carried out in future as the effiuent after being 
used for irrigation is discharged near the water int~ at Wazirabad. 

5· Main Sewer.-The main sewer for this Zone is under construction. This sewer will 
start from the Kalka Ambala Railw_ay, follow the alignment of the Najafgarh Drain and will 
empty its contents into the new Pumping Station mentioned in para 3 page 3 above. The 
sewer will pick up sewage here before discharging into the Najafgarh Drain. On its completion 
the three pumping stations viz. Andba Mogal, Subzjmandi and University will be rendered 
unnecessary as the fiow draining to them will be diverted to the main sewer by gravity'. 
The scope of this sewer will have however to be extended from Kalka· Ambala Railway 
towards the west upto Old Rohtak Road, a length of about IO,ooo ft. 

6. Branch Sewers.-A large number of branch sewers have to be laid in the area comman
ded by this sewer. This area admeasures about I,soo acres and inCludes Radio Colony, T.B. 
Hospital, Harijan Colony, Parade Road, Kingsway Camp, Vijay Nagar, Rehabilitation Co
lonies, Ranapratap Bagh etc., on the left and an area adjacent to Mall'Road admeasuring 
about 300 acres on the right. In selecting the areas for laying branch sewers, the main consi
deration is to provide sewerage facilities to colonies private or Government, and to such 
of the areas which are earmarked under the development programme during the next five 
years for development (vide A~pendix. 'B'). · · · 

1· Storm Water Drainage.-A subsidiary Storm Water Drain has been recently cons
tructed to serve the saucer shape area of 3500 acres mentioned in para (I) page 3 from the 
Model Town upto the Najafgarh Drain. · This does not function when the river rises iri 
spate and the water level in the Najafgarh Drain high. In order to keep this area. dry, it will 
necessary to provide a battery of high capacity low head pumps and flood gates near Shah 
Alam Bridge or upstream near the Dhaka Village on Kingsway Road and pump out the water 
down stream' the channel to prevent water" logging in the area in upper reaches. 

8. Cost of works in progress or completed.-Cost of works in progress or completed during 
the last two years of the Second Plan period is I2o·sb lacs as shown in the Appendix 'A'. 

9· Works to be.carried aut in nextfaur year.-
SEWERAGE: · . 

· . Rs. (Lacs.) 
r. Extension of sewer from "the Kalka Ambala Railway upto Old Rohtak Road along · 

Najafgarh Drain L= 10,000 Ft. . . · . . . . . ro·oo 
z. Branch and tributary sewers draining into the Main sewer in (para 5) area 1500 

acres. (page 4) • . 
3· Gas Utilization Works : · 

(a) Gas holder ; . . . . • 
(b) Distribution piping . . . . · . . 

4• Additional Units for Secondary Treatment of 10 m.g.d. 

DRAINAGE: 
t. Storm water pumps and pump-house 
2., Flood gates • . . . 
3· Improvement of Storm Water Drains 

TOTAL 

TOTAL 

TOTAL CoST 

.. 

.. 
35"00 

8r·oo 

6·oo 
3'00 
I'OO 

xo·oo 

91•00 
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II-SOUTH EAST zo'NE 

· • 1. Topography ofth~ ar~a.-This comprises of an area of about 30,000 acres 3;I1d inclu~es 
· O.vil Lines, Old Delhi Area, New Delhi-Transferred Areas and n.':lmb:r of outlymg colorues 
such Iii Hauz Khas, Kailash, Greater Kailash, Green Park, KalkaJI, LaJpat Nagar etc . 

. ! This zone is triangular in shape, sandwiched between North ~ou_th ridge-line on one 
side and the river J amuna on the other side. The natural topography md1cates that the whole 
area slopes towards the river;. · 

2. Sewerage.-Main Sewers: Two main se~ers, r~ing N<?rth-Sou~h se~ving alm?st 
the whole area exist and are connected to the'mam pumpmg statiOn at Kilokri. The third 
main sewer, which is also connected to the Kilokri Pumping Statio.n, serves.the area atthe base 
of the triangle such as Vinay Nagar, Lajpat Nagar, Jangpura, Nizamuddin etc. 

3· Pump{ng Stations.-There are I2·pumping stations listed below: 

1. Lodi Road Pumping Station. 
2. Jangpura Pumping Station. 
3· Stadium Bumping Station. 
4· Aerodrome Pumping Station. 
5· Shan Nagar Pumping Station. 

· 6. Sunder Nagr ?umping Station. 
7· Aliganj Pumping Station . 
.8. Nigambodh Pumping Station (Newly constructed). 
9· Kilokri Pumping Station. 
ro: Ring Road Pumping-Station (Under ronstruction). 
II. Power House Pumping Station . 

• 12. Minto Bridge (storm water) Pumping Station. 

Pumping Stations (items r to 7) seems to have been constructed, because of existing shallow 
depth of the main sewers. Sewage has to be pumped twice once at these subsidiary pumping 

' stations and again at the main pumping station at Kilokri before it reaches purification works 
at Okhla. · 

4· Purification works.-Sewa'gefrom this Zone is drained to the Kilokri Pumping Station 
and pumped there from through a high level gravitation sewer to Okhla Purification -Works. 
This plant has been functioning since 1936 on activeted sludge process (surface aeration). 
Its capacity is 18 million gallons per day and has been continuously working since then. 
Its machinery is overdue for renewal. Another plant on Bio-filteration system has been re
cently constructed to deal with a flow of 6 million gallons of sewage per day. The purified 
eflluent from these two P'J.ants is allowed to flow into the river. The plant is surrounded by 
a large tracts of irrigable land and about 3,000 acres are being irrigated fetching an annual 
revenue of about a lakh of rupees, by partially purified sewage for "hich an additional 
sedimentation tank with a capacity of 12 mgd. has been recently added. The total capacity 
of the plant is 36 mgd. (24 mgd. complete treatment and partial treatment for I2 mgd.). 
Additional works for primary treatment and sludge digestion are being constructed to deal 
with a flow of 30 mgd. . ·, · · 

5. Main problems.-The main problems in this Zone are : 

I. Stopping of overflow connections from sewers into the river. 
2. Prevention of aerial and fly nuisance. 
3· Elimination of subsidiary pumping station. 
4· Preservation of fish life in the river. 
5· Segre~tion of storm water and sewage in the combined system ofse~erage in Old 
. Delhi. 

-6. Provision of sewerage facilities for outlying colonies. 

These problems and the solutions recommended are described below: 

6: Stoppitllf of overflow connection into the river.-There are I3 overflow connections 
carrymg crude sewage from ovc;rload~ sewers into the river. These are ~ 

1. Najafgarh Nala . . 8. Delhi Gate 
2. Sweepers' Colony near Chandrawal No:2., 9· Rajghat 
3· Khyber Pass Colony 10. Hardinge Bridge. 
4• Dhobighat Colony I 1. Princess Park 
5· South of Metcalf House I2• Purana lGla 

6 • Wall Street 13. Barapula Nalla (Nizamuddin) 
7· From Morigate Sew.e~ 

. · Two of these ~t Wall Street an_d Met~lfHous.e (Items 5 ~nd 6) have stopped functioning due to 
··the construction of the pumpmg station at Nigan:'bodh m I9S6. The overflow at Delhi Gate 

(Item 8) has also been stopped as a result of adjustments and manipulation. in the workinS 
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of the existing sewe;s, Numbers 2 co 4 are very small and sewage therefrom can be diverted 
in,to one or other of the nearby sewers or can be disposed of in septic tanks. The contaminatioQ. 
due to the Najafgarh Nalla (item I has been-substantially checked by the construction of the 
pumping station thereat and the North Plant, where the sewageiin the nalla is-pumped and 
purified at the plant. This source of contamination will be entirely eliminated on the comple: 
tion of the ll'orth Sewer now under construction. The remaining over-flows (items 7 and 9 
to I3) will stop on the completion of the following '?!orks: • · 

• 
I, Construction of Delhi Gate-Ring Road Sewer. 
2. Pumping Station at Ring Road. 
3· Rising Main from Ring Road to High Level Gravitation Duct. 
4· Construction of High Level Gravitation Duct. · 
s. Extension of the purification plant at Okhla. 
6. 'Extension of the Trunk Sewer from Delhi Gate upto the Red Fori:. 

Works under Items I, 2, 3 and 5 are in progress and are likely to be completed in about I2 
to ·I5 months while that under iteiD: 4 is completed. Work under item 6 will be taken in hand 
next year.· .. · 

7. Prevention of aerial and fly nuisance at Okhla.-A considerable aerial nuisance due 
to foul gases is being experienced at and in the surrounding area of the Okhla Purification 
Works. The nuisance is due to the digestion of crude sludge from sewage in Opet). earthen 
tanks known as lagoons. The putrefection of this sludge and the resultant omission of gases 
such as Hydrogen Sulphide and Carbon Monoxide permeates the atmosphere at and around 
the plant. Digestion of sludge in open lagoons does not permino use the methane gas (which 
is one of the bye-products of the d'igestion of sludge) for useful purposes. Fly nuisance is 
also rampant. Recently five digestion tanks have been constructed and put into operation. 
This has. considerably checked the nuisance due to foul·gases and also the fly nUisance as 
most of the sludge is now digested in covered digestion tanks instead of in the open lagoons. 
The gases are collected in Gas Holders and are being converted into electric energy by gene
rator sets coupled with gas engines. The entire needs of the Plant are satisfied by the electricity 
generated through gas engiries. · · 

Ad<.<itional digestion tanks as a part of the extension scheme are under construction and 
after its completion no drying of sludge in open lagoons_ will be permitted. 

8. Elimination of Subsidiary pumping station.-Pumping Stations under items I to 7 . 
(para 3) are only intended to deal with sewage from individual pockets not amenable to flow 
by gravity into the main sewers due to shallow depth ot the latter. Sewage from such pockets 
is collected and pumped into the main sewers draining to Kilokri where It IS agam pumped 
before it reaches the purification plant at Okhla. The double pumping entails considerable 
recurring expenditure. This state of thin~; can be consid::rable improved by connecting the 
low lying pockets to new main sewer now under construction (Delhi Gate-Ring: Road), 
as its level is deeper by"2o feet than the existing main sewers. A detailed investigation has 
been undertaken to ascertain the exact nature of works to be carried out and the expenditure 
to be incurred on this item can only be known after the necessary data is collected. 

9· Preservation of fish and acquatic-life.-Number of complaints have recently been re
ceived about the fish life in the river being destroyed. This is due to the discharge of excess 
sewage received at the Okhla Plant and also through the number of overflow co:o,nections 
discharged into the river. With the completion of the measures outlined in para 6 page 7 the 
discharge of crude sewage will be totally stopped. Addition ot units tor secondry treatment 
to the extension plant now in progress is also considered necessary. Plan and estimates are 
being prepared and a token provision made in the next year's budget. 

10. Segr~gatfon of sewers and storm water.-The -Old Delhi area admeasuring about 5 
sq. miles with a population of about ten lacs is highly congested. It is served on combined 
drainage system i.e. sewage and storm water flowing through common conduits. Due to the ; 
very narrow lanes and byelan_es, a whole-sale int~oduction of a separate sewerage systc;n;t is 
not possible. At present most of the houses are on dry system and waste water from pnVI!"s, 
kitchens and bath rooms, as also the rain water is allowed to flow through narrow open drams 
in the gallies and ultimately joins the underground sewers at the end of the lanes. An im
provement can be made by-deepening the narrow open drains and covering them so that the 
waste water and sullage can flow through the covered drains and the rain water :Will flow 
along the open surface drains for being tapped into independent storm water drams to be 
newly constructed and connected to the river instead of being pumped to Okhl:! Plant. Be
forethissystemis adopted on whole scale, it will be tried in a small area and the results watched. 
The load on the existing sewerage system will be considerably reduced if meast:res_ for ~e 
segretation ofsewage from storm water succeed. It will be further reduced byth~ diver~IOn 
of the sewage now draining into the existing sewerage system by the ;1 pumpmg stauop.s 
(Andha Mogal, Subzimandi and University) to the North side plant 'lila ~orth Sewer. A 
substantial improvement is also expected when the work on cross connections between the 
existin~ main sewers and the new main sewer is completed, 

~I. Cost of works in progress or comjl/eted._-The CH~ of"':orks in progre~s •r completea 
durmg last two years is Rs. 266. s6 lakhs VIde AppendiX A • 
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12. Cost of w•rks t"• ~~~ c«rri~d out in n~xt four y~ars.-
• 

.. 
Ra. ill. lakhs. 

SJ>WERAGE: 
. ' 

I. Extension of Trunk Sewer from Delhi Gate to Red Fort 
2. Cross cmmection "t>etween Old and New Sewe~.: 

(i) Near Red Fort 
(ii) At Delhi Gate . 
(iii) At Supreme Court 
(iv) Along Barapula Nala 

3· Outfall sewer from Kalkaji 

' .": . 

4· Sewers ill. Kotla Mubarakpur and part of Lajpat Nagai 

s. Outfall sewer from Malvianagai 
6. Sewer along Mathura Road . 

.... 

7· Sewers ill. Civil Lines area . 
8. Duplication of rising mail>. from Ring Road Pumping Station to high level gravity 

duct . . . · · • · · 
9.· Rep!O.cement of the machinery of the Activated sludge plant at Okhla 

IO. Gas Utilisation in the Industrial Estate in Okhla Works 
11. Secondary Treatment at Okhla 
I2. Extension of Irrigation Channel · 
I3. Works for the elimination of some o! the Pumping Stations 

TOTAL 

STORM WATER DRAINAGE: 

I. Works for the separation of Sewage from S.W. drain 

TOTAL 

III-WEST ZONE 

l 
J 25"00 

s·oo 
4"00 

S·oo 
s·oo 
2"00 

IO•OO 

IS·OO 
Io·oo 
6o·oo 

3"00 
Io·oo 

"I64·00. 

30"00 

I94"00 

r. Topography of th~ land.-This co:oprises of ~ area of 19,000 acres wi!h a hilly 
land on the south sloping towards the NaJafgarh Dram. The area on the other Side of the 
drain steadily rises towards the East-West ridge line. A n~mber ?f co~onies haye sp~g 
up recently along the Najafgarh Road. A large !lumber of md~tri~s With co!orues for m
dustrial workers have also rec~tly been established. Rehabilitation Colorues have also 
been completed by the Ministry of Rehabilitation on very large scale. Refugee towns such 
as Patel Nagar (South, East and West), Tilak Nagar, Moti Nagar and many other private 
colonies such as Raja Park, Shivaji Park, Rajouri Garden have sprung up. 

2. Existing Sewerag~ system.-Excepting the Cantonment area which also falls in this 
zone and which is situated on the plateau of the hill and Patel Nagars, none ·of the areas in
cluded in this Zone have any integrated sewerage system. Many of the colonies are served 
on dry latrines while colonies such as Rajouri Garden and Rehabilitation Colonies have to 
depend on the septic tanks for the disposal of the sewage. Patel Nagar-East, West and 
South, National Physical Laboratory, Pusa Institute, C.T.O. have internal sewerage systems, 
but they mostly have to depend on septic tanks, soakage pits and land irrigation. Sewage 
from Patel Nagar is intended to be treated in septic tanks but a large quantity has to be 
bypassed into the Najafgarh drain, as the capacity of the septic tanks has been found to be 
far too inadequate due to the increase in the population. Besides a number of new colonies 
are fast coming up. A milk dairy sponsored by the Union Government is also being es
tablished in this Zone. The need for the installation of a co-ordinated sewerage system 
on a regional basis and works for the disposal of the human and industrial wastes is there
fore supreme and of immediate necessity. 

3· W m side Purification Plant.-8tudy of topography of this area reveals that it is 
possible to drain the whole area by gravity, that no subsidiary pumping stations are neces
sary and that only one plant for purifying the waste matter-both domestic and industrial 
is adequate for the whole area including Cantonment. The most suitable site for locating 
the plant was_ found to be near the Najafgarh drain behind the Tilak Nagar, where a large 
area of about 2000 acres of irrigable land is also available for cultivation. 

After locati!lg ~he site, steps were taken immediately towards the. conl!truction of the 
p~~ and a begmnmg was ma~e ear!y last year. The· plant is designed to deal with 12 
million gallons of sewage and mdustnal ~as.te per day to a h~gh degree of purity ·about 95 
p~r cent ~d the effl_uent used ~ostly for Irr_Igauon. In case It is not used for irrigation, it 
will be dischar!l"ed !nto the Na)afgarh l_);a~ after chlorination. Provision has also been 
made .f?r the digestion of sludge and utilisation of sludge gas by converting the same into 
electriCity by, gas generator sets. The works have been completed . 

. 4· Main collecting sewers.-There will· be thr~e'main collecting sewers, one in the 
NaJafgarh ~oad, the second _alon.~ the NaJ.afgarh dram and the third parallel to the Northern 
R~way .Lme. All the~ will discharge mto the main pumping station of the West Side 
purificatiOn Plant. It will a!~ be necessary to _lay sewers in road No. 34 to catch the llewage 
from Patel Na~ar and the dairy waste ofth: prol?osed milk colony. The 1ewa~e from the 
Cantonm~t can be «Gnnected to the sewer m Na1af1:3-rh Roacl near Tilak Naear now \li\cler 
constructlo•. 
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5· Br.anch Sewer.-Quite a few number of branch sewers will ha~e to be constructed 
for serving the colo!lies already constructed and also those likely to be constructed in the near 
tu;ure. An extensive survey has been recently undertaken'and detailed plans and estimates 
will be prepared. • · · · · . 

. 6.' C~1t of work in- progress or completed.-The cost of works either completed or ~der 
construction works out to Rs. II2 lakhs shown h). Appendix 'A'. · · 

. 7· Works to be earned out in next four years . ....:..l}n ~nensive programme of laying sewers 
will have to be tak~n m hand and spread oyer a penod of four to five years for placing this 
area on sound footing so far as sewerage IS' concerned. · 

SEWERAbE: 

I, Laying collecting sewer along Najafgarh Drain 
2. Laying ,collecting sewer along South .Of Najafgarh Road parallel to Rly. line 
3· Sewer in Road No. 34 • 
4· Branch Sewers • 
s. Irrigation Channels 

STORMWAT)>R DRAINAGE: 

·, .. 

Con 
Rs. 

32'00 lakho 
2.3•00 ,, 

s·oo " 
30'00 .. 

3•00' , 

93'00 , 

I. Drains from Hari Nagar and Mehrauli: -. ; Io·oo , 
IV-LOW LYING AREAS SUCH AS SHAHDARA, GITA COLONY, GANDHI 

NAGAR, KRISHNA NAGAR, ETC. . 

. I. Part of S~ahdara (South), Gandhi Nagar, Gita Colony and a dozen of other villages . 
havmg a population of about a lakh of souls !have become a matter of great concern during 
the last few years. The main difficulty in this area is the accuniulation of rain water 
for which no exit has been provided. . · -

. . 
z. Topography.-This area is about 3,000 acres sandwitched between the river Jamuna: 

and the river Hindan. The Hindan>Cut is on the south and a Northern Railway bund on 
the north side.· A marginal bund constructed ·on the banks of the river J amuna has effec-. 

' tively prevented the inrush of the river water when the river is in spate, but due to the non-
provision of regulators at any point in the bund it is not possible to discharge into the river, 
the water -accumulated on account of the rain~ from inside of the bund. 

3· Study of Hydrology of the river.-On a detailed study of the hydrology of the river 
it is found that it will be possible to drain away the water inside the bund from the developed 
area by gravity into the river only for 31 days in a yaar-15 days in July and 16 days in Sep
tember. Regulators if provided will therefore be useful for a short period only. For the 
rest of the period water will have either to be pumped out across the bund into the river or 
drained away by some other way. · · -

Pumping out ofwater apart from th!! availability of pumps entails a considerable re
curring expenditure and can only be considered if no' other solution is possible. Beaides 
pumps of high capacity are not available in this. countty. · • · · 

. 4· Possibility of storm water drainage liy gravity.-An _alternative solution will be to ex
ploit the advantages of the natural topography of the land, the major portio~ of which is 
favourable situated for drainage by gravity. • · 

Examining the various contours it appears that 30 per cent of the area lies below RL 
665 and 70 per cent at 665 and above. The developed areas are mostly situated on the high 
land except some parts like Gita Cofony, part of Gandhi Nagar, Krishna Nagar, etc. A. 
disused canal known as the diversion channel now completely silted, prevents the natural 
flow of water from the higher regions to the low lying area towards the $OUth. It is pro
posed to make the fullest use of the diversion channel which was once constructed, for feeding 
the. water from the Hindan River to the power house of the Delhi Electricity Undertaking 
for cooling purposes, by desilting it and using it as a main collecting channel to collect the 
storm water brought to it by the tributory channels to be constructed hereafter across the de
veloped areas. From this diversion channel main outlet channels will be const111cted upto 
the Hindan Cut. Outlets are already existing across the Hindan Cut, which is kept dry 
by pro_vision of shutters 9n both sides near the Hindan rive~ and J amuna. At present d~ing 
the rams the 'accuniulated water upstream crosses the Hmdan Cut through the openmgs 
provided for the purpose and flows downstream the Okhla weir, where the level of water is 
sufficiently low. · , · ·- · - , 

' -5· Main reasons for j/oodirr.g.-The flooding in the Shahdara area-south. is due to two . ' causes:- -, . 
1. Rain water dropping in this area and '· • 
2. Surface, water draining from the higher regions north of Northern Rly.line through 

some of the c11lverts under it. , 

The meas~res suggested abo~e ~ill deal with the rain -water falling in the area, ~~ile 
the water draining to it from the' Northern part (item z) can be prevented by providing 
catch water drains along G.T. Road and draining it partly to the river o_n the west through 
the regulators provided in the Shahdara bund and to the East. to th~ disused c;an,al. Tp.e 
storm. water from Dilshad Colony can also be conne~ed to thiS 4ram. Negouano~ With 
the Northern Railway for lowering the pipe culverts m front of Dilshad Colony ~e m pro-
gress. · 

IS4 WHS-I3 



Under this scheme.no p~ping of water will be necessary. Even under the worst: 
tlood conditions H. F. L. down stream Okhla Weir at no time exceeds R.L. 661·70. The 
past record shows that only in 1924 this .!eve! was .exceeded . 

. , .6. Lowl!J!ing pockets.-The low lying pockets in the developed areas which are not 
amenable to the gravity flow will have to b" filled in due course ~r water from thell!- pump
ed in into the tributocy channels. .Land may have to be acqmred for constructing the 
_channels. 

7. Cost.-The cost of the scheme works outto be ro lakhs. The ~t~ain items of works 
will be:-

(t) Desilting the diversion channel. 
(it) Excavating the tributaries and the main outlet channels. 

(iit) Provision of brick pitching, concrete bedding for channels' in (it). 
(iv) Cross drainage works wherever roads are crossed by channels. 
M Acquisition of land and · 

('VI) Enlari;ing the outlets across the Hindan Cut. 

8. Sewerage.-The whole of the area is served by dey latrine and the sullage tlows 
through the open drain into the soakpits or lowlying pockets. It will be a long time before 
an underground sewerage system is constructed. During the course of next few years 
it is proposed to construct two night soil dige.<tion tanks with accessories estimated to cost 
Rs. 7·6o lakhs. Their location and layouts will be so arranged that they will fit in with 
the future purification works and the underground sewerage system as and when they are 
constructed. 

The works suggested will remove the nuisance now experienced due to the ·dumping 
of crude night soil in a most insanitary fashion. . · 

, 

COVERING OF OPEN STORM WATER DRAINS IN THE CITY 

There are number !of open drains in the City II& listed below : 

· r. Sunehrapul outfall drain starting from Lodi Road to Barapulla Nalls. 
2. Drain No. I5, behind Sunder Nagar near th~ Zoo. 
3· Drain along · Mathura Road passillg through the Exhibition ground. 
4· Drain along Dr. Sen's Nursing Home from Mathura Road near Hardinge Bridge. 
5· Drain passing at the back of C. B. R. Building. · 
6. Drain starting from P. K. Road Cremation Grounds upto Sunehrapul. 
7· Drain from back of refugee market, Lodi Colony to its junction with Sunehrapul. 
8. Karbea outfall drain near Safdarjang Tomb. 
9· Kushak Nallah. 

ro. Barapula Nallah. 
rr. Dram from La:jpat Nagar to Jangpura. 
12. Dacyai Nalla. 
13. City Ditch. 
14. Najafgarh Drain. 

' Only three of t~ese items are proposed to be covered under this plan. 

r. Daryai Nallah-from Pusa Road upto Northern Railway near Rohtak Road 
2. Portion of Najafgarh Drain from Shakti Nagar to Mall Road. · . 
3· Drain from Lajpat Nagar. 

Cost of these works is estimated at Rs. 150 lakhs. 

· The total cost of all the works envi~aged to be carried out in next four years · t" d 
_ at Rs. 555 ·6o lakhs as shown below zone wise:- IS ea 1mate 

Sewerage. S. W. Total , 
Drainage 

Lakhs ·Lakhs Lakhs 
North Zone (p. 5) Br·oo IO•OO 9I·oo 
South East Zone (p. ro) 164•00 30•00 194"00 
Weat Zone (p. 12) 93•00 IO·oo 103'00 
.Shabdara (p. IS) 7•6o IO•OO I7•6o 
Covering. of storm water drains in the city (p. r6) 150•00 150•00 

TorALRs. sss·6o -
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SEWERAGE FACILITIES FOR THE OUTLYING COLONIES 

South East Zone.-There are a number· of outlying colonies in this zone. These are 
listed below :- . .. · · 

x. Kwlash. 
2·. Greater Kailash.' 
3· Hauz Khas. 
4· Green Park. 
5· New Delhi South Extension. 
6. Lajpat Nagar. 
7· Malvia Nagar. 
s: K~aji. 
9· Friends Colony. 

Internal sewers in some of these colonies are not yet laid. In the case of items Nos. I 
& 2 the internal sewers are laid and the outfall sewer is being laid upto Ring Road.; It .will 
be connected to the 30 in. dia. sewer to be laid by the Central P.W.D. and connected to 
one~ of the . main sewers in this zone. . 

E.e : Hauz Khas,. Green Park and New Delhi South Extension (items Nos 3, 4 & 5)-· 
the internal sewers are laid and outfall sewer is being laid. It will be connected to the 
existing sewer in Medical Enclave. · 

Re : Lajpat Nagar (item No. 6)-A portion of Lajpat Nagar is already sewered and 
a provision is made for providing sewerage facilities to the remaining area. This area will 
be drained into the existing main sewer to this zone. · 

Re: Malviya Nagar (item No. 7)-the internal sewers are' being done by the Rehabi- • 
litation Ministry. A provision has been made for laying the outfall sewers. , , 

Re : Kalkaji (item No. 8)-the internal sewers are already laid. A provision has beeil-, 
made for providing an outfall sewer in the estimates. 

Re : Friends Colony (item No. 9)-the internal sewers in the colony are not yet laid. 
There is a ~;equest from the colonisers to provide internal sewers at their cost. The work 
on the outfall sewer will be commenced shortly. This colony will be connected.to the Ring 
Road Pumping Station. · · · · 

West Zone.-There are a number of colonies abutting the Najafgarh Road such as Mod
Nagar, Kirti Nagar, Romesh Nagar, T,ilak Nagar, Rajouri Garden. Most of these have their 
internal sewerage system. These colonies will be connected to the main sewer in Najafgarh 
Road now under construction. · 

. Other colonies such as Shivaji Park, Raja Park, Shyama Pd. Mukherjee Park will be 
connected to the main sewer at the cost of the colonisers. 

PHASE PROGRAMME OF WORK 

All the works outlined in the above. plan are important. It is not possible to find 
enough funds for all of them. The work'will have to be phased and a programme will have 
to be made out for carrying-out the most important works in the earlier stages, keeping back 
the less important ,works to be carried out in subsequent years. It is suggested that the 
whole programme should be completed within the next four years,. i.e. from 1959 to 1963. 

Phduprogram,. of W DPks to be done during the next /DU7 Y=• 
In (he year 1959-60 

' 

Branch Tributary Sewers draining into the Main Sewex (item 2 page S) 
Storm Watex Pumps and Pomp House (item ;1 page S) 
Flood Gates (item 2 page S) 
Improvement o( Storm Water Drains (item 3 page S) 
Sowex along Mathura Road (item 6 page io) . 
E1<tension of irrigation Channels (item 2 page 10) 
Replacement of the machinery of the activated sludge plant at Okhla (item 

'9 page.1o) . . , 
Gas Utilisation in the Industrial Estate at Okhla (item 10 page 10) • 
Sewers in Kotla Mubarakpur and part of Lajpat Nagar (item 4 page 10) 
Cross Connections between Old and New Sewer (item 2 page 10) 
Sewer in Road No. 34 (item 3 page 12) 
Branch Sewers in West Delhi (itein 4 page 12) • 
Drains from Harinagar, Mehrsuli (item 6 page I2) 

Storm Water Drain in Shilhdara Zone (page I4) 
Covering of Open Storm Watex Drains • • • 

TOTAL • • .. 

(Rs in lakht) 

17 
6 

3 
I 

s 
3 

IS 
·Io· 

4 
9 
s 

IO 

.s 
IO 

40 

143 



In the Year r96o-6r 

B'ranch Sewers drammginto Main Sewers (item 2 page 5) 
Extension of sewer from Kalka Ambala Railwar:·upto Old Rohtak Road 

(item I p. 5) • • • • • •· •, • • " . • 
Extension of Trunk sewer from Delhi Gate to Red Fort • '• · . • 
Cross Connections between Old and New Delhi Sewe;.;; Part (item 2 p. ro) 

·Works for the separation of S~erage from Storm Water Drain (itcin I 
: p. IO) , • • • • 
"'Branch Sewers in West Delhi (item 4 p. I2) .. 
Irrigation Channels in West (item 5 p. 12) , 
Drain from Harinagar, Mehrauli etc. (item 6 p. 12)· 
Outfall se.wer from Kalksji (item 3 page IO) 
Sewers in.i;ivil Lines area (item 7 p. ro) • 

· Gas Utiliiation Works (item 3 p. 5) 
:Covering of Open Storm Water Drains 

TOTAL 

In the year I96I-62 

Secondary Treatment, Okhla (item II p. ro) 
Works for elimination of some pumping Stations in South E (item 13 p. ro) 
Cross Connection between Old and New Sewer, Part (item 2 p. ro) . 
Works for.the separation of sewage from S.W. (item I p. 18) 
Laying collecting sewe~ along Najafgarh Drain (item I p. I2) , 
Laying collecting sewer 'along south of Najafgarh Road parallel to Rly. line 

(item 2 p. I2) . 
Branch Sewers in We~t Delhi (item 4 p. I2) 
OUtfall sewers from Malvianagar· . 
Covering of open Storm Water Drains . 

TOTAL 

(~s. ;n lakhs) 

r8 

IO, 

7 
9 

IO · 

I5 

3 
5 
5 
5 
6 

40 

(Rs. in lakhs) 

30· 

5 
7 

20 

16 

I2. 

s 
8 

40-

I43 

(Rs;"in lakhs) '·' 
-Additional Units for Secondary Treatment of ro M.G.D. 30 
Secondary Treatment at Okhla (item II p. ·IO) 30 
Works for the elimination of some pumping Stations (item 13 p. IO) 5 
Duplication of Rising Main from Ring Road Pumping Station (item 8 p. Ip) J iio 
Laying collecting sewer along Najafgarh Drain (item I p. I2) • 16 
~ co~ecting sewer _along South of Najafgarh Road parallel to Rly. 

· line {ltem 2 p. '12) • • • • • • • • • II 

Night SoU Digestion Tanks (page 15) • 7•6 
Covering of open Storm Water Drains 30 

TOTAL I39•6 

,. 

APPENDIX A 

·· CoST 01' WORK~ IN PROGRESS OR CC>:IIPLETBD DJ!RING THll L!IST THREE YI!ARS 

North Zone . . . . 

r. Pumping Station at Najafgarh Drain 
2. C. !.'Rising main 2 miles long . • • 
3· Purification Plan-20 mgd. Primary Treatment 
4- Secondary Treatment for ro mgd •• 
·S· Main Sewer along Najafgarh Drain •. 

West Zone • 

I. West Side Purification Plant complete treatment for I2 mgd. 
z. Sewer along Najafgarh Road • •. 

South East Zone 

I. Trunk Sewer from Delhi Gate to Ring Road 
2. Gravity duct from Kilokri to Okhla 

, 

3· Ring Road Pumping Station • • , • • . 
4· Rising main from Ring Road Pumping Station to gravitation duct 
S· Sludge Digestion Plant lind Stage at Okhla • · • . • 

.. 6. Okhla Sewage Treatment Plant Extension III • 
· "7· Additional Pumps for Kilokri. 

• 

(Rs. in lakhs) 

: } 65'Cio 

26·oo 

29"50 

I2o·so 

78·oo 
34"00 

Il2"00 

70"00 
35"00 

34"00 
II-00 

• 2S·s6 
8o·oo 
s·oo 

266.56 

499'o6 
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APPENDIX B . . . 
AlmAS EARMARKED FOR DBVBLOPMBNT DURING ~BXT FIVE YBARS 

r. 'North Zone- ' ! ; : l .. ::\ 
•· ' ,• 

A. Area immediately iast of villa~e Dhaka upto Coii:niation Road and Military Parade 
Road towards North (So acres). · : 

. • l ; . ~· 

B. Area bounded by Grand.Trunk Road, Pambari Road, Polo Road and Rajpur 
Village (40 acres). · · · · · . · · 

C. Area boimded by Kingswity, Southern boundary of All India Radio Transmission 
Station, Princess Roa,d and Infectious Disease Hospita.l (6o acres). 

D. Shakurpur-(90 acres). ; . ·• 

E. Wazirpur-(So acres). 

2. South East Zone~· · .. ., • t . 

A. Kilokri, bounded as under: North Boundary ofKilokri Sewage Pumping Station. 
East-Boundary 'of Village Kilokri. 
South-Ring Road. · 
West-Sewage Gravity Duct (70 acres). 

B. Atakpur Bagh Mochi bounded as under : 
North-West- Kitchner Road. 
South-West- Ring Road .. 
North-East- Railway Colony. 
South-East- Moti Bagh Colony (250 acres). • 

C. &eas South of Okhla Sewage Plant near. village Madanpur, immediately South 
of the approach road leadin~ to Madanpur village (13 acres). . .- .,. 

D. Area bounded as under : · · 
North-Boundary of Government Land. 
East....;,Mehrauli Road. , 
West-Abadi Known as Krishna Nagar. 
South-Colony of G:reen Park as approved by the Delhi Development provisional 

Authority (60 acres). · 

3· West Zone- · .. , 
A. Area bounded by' Patel Road, the boundary of Pusa Instltute and Metre Gauge 

Railway Line to Palam extending to a distance of 2700 ft. from .the junction of 
Patel Road and Railway Line, excluding Shadipur and Khampur village and . 
Ranjit Nagar area (230 acres). · · 

B. Area popularly known as Motinagar and bounded by Pusa Road, boundary of 
~ Western Extension Ar~a, boundacy of East Patel Nagar and defence land and 

extension of Atya Samaj Ro!id (70 acres). 

C. Tehar Village-(62. acres). 

D. Area bounded by Railway line Pusa Institute. Area bounded by Railway line-<· 
Pusa Institute Boundary Nariana Village and Road No. 34 extension of Patel 
Road (soo acres). · . · 

4· Colonies East of River Jamuna-

A. Area bounded as under : 
East-Eastern Jamuna Canal. 
South-Grand Trunk Road to Meerut. 
North-Gokalpur escape from· the eastern Jamuna Canal. 
Wett-Gokalpur CSCIIpe (xoo acres). 

B. Jhilmila Tahirpur bounded as under· : 
North-Grand Trunk Road. 

East-Boundary of the Union Territory of Delhi. 

South-Northern Boundary of village Kartar Duma. 
' 

West-Boundary line between the revenue estate of Jhilmila Tahirpur and Shah-
dara from Schadda to the Railway Line, thence towards East ~on!! the 
Railway line upto a distance of 1980 ft. thence north alon~ an m1agmary ·· 
line joining the Grand trunk Road (6oo acres). . '-~ . 



'APPBNDIX'VI 

LIST OPVILLAGES I:WTHE NATAFGARH CATCHMENT WHERE,THERE IS 
COMPLAINT OF WATER LOGGING 

1. Puth Kalan 

' 2. Begampur 

3· Kanjhawla 

4· Ladpur 
~ 

S· Kotoora 

6, Shakur Basti 

7· Shakarpur 

8. Shikarpur• 

9· Jhatikra 
~ .. 

10. Ghuman Hora 

' -II. Raota 

12. Rithela 

13. Baproal 

14. Gowla Khurd 

15. Pochanpur 

16. Kakraula 

17. Dichacon Kalan 

18. Mitraoon 

19. Nawada 

20. Ambar Hai 
21. Khora 

22. Rinaula · 

23. Nan~al Thakran 
24- Palla. 

25. Nilokhari 

26. Sarai Kale Khan · 

_ ... 

·.too 

27. Nali Rizapur , 

28. Ghonda 

29. Madhpur Ramsanpur 

30. MUkand Pur 

31. Bhalswa J, Pur 

32. DhulsllliiS . 

33; Nangli Sakrawat 

34· Hastsal 

35·· Talangpur Kotla 

36. Budhola 

37· Nilothi 

· :38. Nankheri 

39· Kangan Hari 

40. Badhsra 

41. Naya Bans 

42· Between Hulambi and Khera Khurd 

43· Chillae 

44· Goora 

45· Saoda 

46. Chandpur 

47· Majra Dabas, Budanpur and Salehpur 

48. Badli 

49· Khizrabad 

so. Shahibabad Daulatpur 

51. Nilwal 

52. Hiran Kudana 



Serial 
No. 

I 

Description 

2 

A. Ikoex r 
. 

I De8ilting and sectioniilg ot Nallabs 

2 lt.etlet Drrun behind Fiie Bi:igade 
Lane. . .. 

3 . Remodelling of K~i!bala Drain 

~ inilepetident out fall for Golf Link Colony 

5 bhprovement in Market Road area 

" 6 Improvement in Minto Road area 

7 Regariiiiig of Kiisliiik'Niillii 

8 Provision of ~umps iii: Minto Road Bridge 

9 Remodelling of Sonehripul Nalla 

IO Improvement of interception in pre I939 
New Delhi . . • • • 

II 
' 

Augmentation of out fall channel No. 3 

• APPENDIX VB 
PHASBD PROGRAMMB OP CoSTS-STORM WATiR DRAINAGE 

(Figures in Lakhs) 

Central Government 

. I II III 

IO II I2 

5'39 I ·so 

0•67 0•67 .. ... 
0 

I·s6 I·s6 
.,.. 

0'20 0'20 

0'I9 0'I9 

0•20 0'20 . . , . 
I·86 .. . . ' I·86 

o·so o·so 
0•78 

2o·06 .. 
27'09 



[Figures in Lakhs) 

' New Delhi Municipal 
·Committee Central Government 

SePia! pescription Estimate Delhi Corporation· 
No. • J.t._' 

Cost 

I II III I II III I II II~ 

I 2 3 4 5 .,.• 6 7 8 9 IO II I2 

A. BLOCK I-contd. 
•· ;.;,_:-. 

12 Augmentation of Main drains in pre I939 New : 
- Delhi.· • .. . . I38• I8 I38 · I8 

13 :Remodelling •Mathura Road Bridge .and Barapulla 
' Bridge I2·00 I2•00 .... 

g 
14 Re~odelling of Lajpat Nagar Nalls . I ·6s I·6s 

15 Rc:modelling of Friends' Colony Nalls 1 ·so I·so 

!6 Providing pumping station-for Nizamuddin 7'20 . '7'20 .. ' 
17 Providing•bunds for Barapullil Nalls • I·so 1"50 .. 

-
18 Providing syphon under Railway Bridge over 

Barapulla Nalla . 6·oo 6•00 • 
"' 19 Providing pumps under Hardinge Bridge . ·so ·so 

' 
20 Remodelling of Road bridges where necessary Io.·oo 8·00 2•00 .. 

TOTAL . 237'03 4:59 23'15 IS'20 6•76 49'I5 I38· IS 



B. BLOCK ii 
. . 

• . I Removal of humps and regrading the bed of 1 
Najiifgiii'R Drain in a reach of 10 n:liles and de-' · •· • 

I3". rutllig'OJ.U.M~U'!!rahtJlN!ifigi.QiC)l)Yil1rf9' lil!W!UlJCG Wllf'S6'l tp~ 

"Z" R2S&fitiiiill'g!IM' Najat'glm! Drliin fr6m RD 65,doo • • 
to RD 1,38,ooo including remodelling of bridges J 

II' J5G11C/IISJ Ol WSCJI[UGLA Ol cpc; SCf!IISCGq BJnq!I~-OJIWC t QJCJIJS 
3 Long term plan for complete relief • • • , . 

1o· E;<i~U2!0U ot !LL!il:scrou cp:ruuc;J~ sc OI'PJS • • • • 
4 Stormwater pumps and· pump house near Shah · · 
i'J· :Allifti!'Bl'iagecPuqut(. ctcs.fwcuc.bJsuc.sc Oli'PJII lQL 3o wa::·n· · 

/ ' 

~- Hn'f>rb'V~'Of~tlrilware~~iit:!lil:st. snq :KOtJs wnp!YLsl.'bnt 

f' S'tlffiiftUater~~>tihim's li'd!W'HaflONa'ilar add Meh-
muli • • · . • 

"2: . Qllll!Jll 2GMCL tOL WSJh!SU!J5:91. 
10 

TOTAL • • 
"f· CLO~~ COUIIGCI!OU _PCIIAGGU OJq Sllq UG/h 2CMGL2 

170 
• • 

~Ol.VT 

.. _ 

• 

. 6 

• 3 

• I 

5 

IS .. 

IQQ 

10 

.~0 

.• -s 

. :t 

< 
.5 

5 

IO 

hHV2ED hHOCHVWWE Oh C02~ hOB"2E/1\EffVCE 
VLLEli!DIX Alii 

• 

It-

. :t. 
( 

u3 

. IO 

.QO 

10 

~-

25'9 

,, 
121 '4 

•' ~ 

2'7 

/ .. 



APPENDIX VIII 
PHASED PROGRAMME OF COST FOR SEWERAGE 

(FIGURI!S IN LAKHS) 

Total Corporation ·. N.D.M.C. 
Serial Description Cost 
No. Phase Phase 

I II III I II Ill 

A. South East Zone 

I. Laying ofreliefsewers.in New Delhi area • • • • • . . • 7 . .. - 7 

2. Extension of new trunk sewer froni Delhi Gate to Red Fort • 7 .. .7 
' 

3· Duplicate rising main from Ring Road pumping station to high level gravity duct. IO IO 

4· Cross connection ·between old and new sewers • • • • 2S . .. 9 I(i 

S· Outfall sewer for Malvianagar • • • • 
.... 

• 8 - 8 .. ~ 
6. Ourfall sewer for Friends Colony ; s s • . 
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